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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF BPIFRANCE LOAN GUARANTEE 

PROGRAMS: EVIDENCE FROM A NATURAL EXPERIMENT 

SHORT ABSTRACT 

This study assesses the economic impact of loan guarantee programs operated by Bpifrance 

on bank lending, using a break in the distribution process of the scheme. This report, ordered 

by Bpifrance, has been realized under the scientific supervision of Johan Hombert, Associate 

Professor at HEC Paris, with the assistance of Alexandre Gazaniol, economist at Bpifrance, 

and Frédéric Vinas, researcher at the Bank of France1. It is the fruit of a collaboration between 

Bpifrance and the Banque de France, which allowed to match data of Bpifrance on the 

recipients of loan guarantees with the credit register of the Banque de France, which provides 

exhaustive data on the outstanding loans (guaranteed or not) of French companies. 

In 2015, Bpifrance increased the amount threshold under which banks have the ability of using 

the guarantee without Bpifrance reviewing the guarantee application ex-ante. This facilitated 

the access of French commercial banks to loan guarantees for bank loans between 100,000 

and 200,000 euros. The study assesses the impact of this change on bank lending, focusing 

on loans for new businesses. Using a difference-in-difference methodology, we estimate that 

the impact on total bank lending (guaranteed or not) within the treated loan size category 

(€100K-€200K) reaches between + 6 % and + 13 % at one-year horizon (depending on our 

methodology). These estimates are used to compute the aggregate impact on employment, 

which ranges between 900 and 1,800 additional jobs at one-year horizon, corresponding to a 

gross cost per additional job between 5,800 and 7,400 euros. Moreover, the increase in the 

volume of guaranteed loans did not go with a higher failure rate of recipients of guarantees. 

These results suggest that even over a period of economic recovery, facilitating French 

commercial banks' access to loan guarantees can increase bank lending to new businesses, 

without deteriorating the quality of created firms. 

 

  

 
1This study reflects the opinions of the authors and does not necessarily express the views of the Banque de France. 
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FOREWORD 

Bpifrance is a financial institution, owned by the French government and the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, 

whose mission is to promote the development and financing of French companies. It intervenes through a wide range 

of financial instruments (loans, guarantees, equity, advisory services), across all steps of business activity (start-up 

phase, expansion, transmission). In 2020, Bpifrance supported about 69,000 distinct companies, which raised more 

than €27 billion. 

Loan guarantees are one of the main instruments of Bpifrance for promoting the financing of small and medium 

businesses (SMEs). This scheme consists in sharing credit risk with commercial banks for their loans granted to SMEs. 

It aims at easing SMEs’ access to bank loans for investment projects which banks consider to be relatively risky (or 

whose risk is difficult to measure), and for which banks have little possibility to take securities. Banks are more likely 

to apply for these guarantees when financing SMEs in their start-up or transmission phase and SMEs expanding on 

new markets. Loan guarantees are Bpifrance’s main instrument for supporting very small companies: in 2020, about 
37,000 companies benefited from a loan guarantee of Bpifrance, of which 90 % are very small companies. The 

resources of this scheme partly depend on a public endowment which is voted each year by the French parliament 

(budget program P134 of the Finance Bill). 

In 2018, Bpifrance initiated a large study in order to assess the economic impact of its loan guarantee programs. The 

objective of this evaluation is twofold: on the one hand, it investigates whether loan guarantees increase the risk taking 

of French commercial banks; on the other hand, it aims at measuring the economic impact of loan guarantees on 

firms’ survival, investment and employment. This analysis then allows to assess the efficiency of the public funds which 

were mobilized. This impact assessment program was launched in a context when several institutions, among which 

the OECD and the World Bank, called for a better assessment of the impact of loan guarantee programs. These 

institutions defined several guidelines in that regard, in order to improve the knowledge of policy makers and allow 

them to make the necessary adjustments in an informed manner.  

This study assesses the economic impact of loan guarantee programs operated by Bpifrance on bank lending, using 

a break in the distribution process of the scheme (increase in the delegation threshold). This report, ordered by 

Bpifrance, has been realized under the scientific supervision of Johan Hombert, Associate Professor at HEC Paris, 

with the assistance of Alexandre Gazaniol, economist at Bpifrance, and Frédéric Vinas, researcher at the Bank of 

France2. It is the fruit of a collaboration between Bpifrance and the Banque de France, which allowed to match data 

of Bpifrance on the recipients of loan guarantees with the credit register of the Banque de France, which provides 

exhaustive data on the outstanding loans (guaranteed or not) of French companies. 

This work was overseen by a steering committee, which brought together Bpifrance, representatives from the French 

Treasury (Mrs. Hind Benitto, Mr. Emmanuel Betry, Mr. Louis Boillot, Mrs. Sarah Finkelstein, Mr. Etienne Floret), 

economists from the European Investment Bank (Mr. Sebastian Schich), from the European Investment Fund (Mr. 

Julien Brault et Mr. Simone Signore), from the OECD (Mr. Rudiger Ahrend) and from the group BNP Paribas (Mr. 

Laurent Quignon and Mr. Thomas Humblot) and two academic researchers (Mrs Nadine Levratto – EconomiX, CNRS 

- Université Paris Nanterre – and Mr. Ahmed Tritah – Professor at University of Poitiers, Crief; Mines ParisTech, 

Cerna). This steering committee brought rich comments about the methodology and the results of this study. Besides, 

three referee reports, appended at the end of this document, summarize the scientific judgement of the researchers 

who participated in this committee.  

 
2This study reflects the opinions of the authors and does not necessarily express the views of the Banque de France. 
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Evaluation of Bpifrance Loan Guarantee Program: evidence from

a natural experiment

Alexandre Gazaniol (Bpifrance)

Johan Hombert (HEC Paris and CEPR)

Frédéric Vinas (Banque de France)∗

January 14, 2022

This report presents the results of an evalution of Bpifrance loan guarantee program ordered

by Bpifrance. It has been realized under the scientific supervision of Johan Hombert, Associate

Professor at HEC Paris, with the assistance of Alexandre Gazaniol, economist at Bpifrance, and

Frédéric Vinas, researcher at Banque de France. The statistical analysis relies on confidential data

provided by Bpifrance, Banque de France and INSEE.

∗This working paper reflects the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily express the views of the Banque
de France.
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1 Executive Summary

Bpifrance is a financial institution owned by the French State. Bpifrance runs a business loan

guarantee program in which it sells loan guarantees to commercial banks. The guarantee targets

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). Because Bpifrance’s loan guarantee program receives

an annual transfer of public funds to sustain its operations, it is important to evaluate what the

program achieves.

Ideally, one would like to determine the impact of the loan guarantee program, that is, what it

achieves compared to a counterfactual situation in which the program did not exist. Determining

the impact of a program is complex and usually requires to run a randomized controlled experiment

in which some economic units are randomly assigned to a group eligible to the program and others

are assigned to a control group not eligible to the program (Conseil d’Analyse Economique, 2013).

Bpifrance did not run such experiment. In the absence of a controlled experiment, an alternative

methodology is to exploit natural experiments in which the evaluator exploits changes in the way

the program is implemented in order to analyze the impact of that change. The analysis in this

report follows this route: it exploits the extension of the scope of the “délégation de décision” agree-

ments. Another methodology to shed light on what a program achieves is to analyze correlations.

Because correlation is not causation, this approach can be useful to describe the characteristics of

beneficiaries of the program but not to assess the impact of the program. This report also follows

this route by analyzing the characteristics and outcomes of SMEs that obtain bank loans guaranteed

by Bpifrance. The main results of our analysis are the following.

The first part of the report analyzes the characteristics and economic outcomes of SMEs that

receive bank loans guaranteed by Bpifrance, and compares them to that of SMEs that receive

bank loans not guaranteed by Bpifrance. As explained above, this is a descriptive analysis of the

population of firms that benefit from loan guarantees. This analysis is made possible by the fact

that, for the first time to our knowledge, we have been able merge Bpifrance loan guarantee data to

the Bank of France credit register data. This allows us to compare recipients of guaranteed loans

with recipients of non-guaranteed loans, which is not possible using Bpifrance data alone or Bank

of France data alone.

An important caveat about this part of the analysis is that it cannot be used to infer the impact

of the loan guarantee program, that is, it cannot be used to infer what would have happened in the

absence in the program. We carry out the analysis separately for the business creation guarantee
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program (“fonds création”), which targets new firms that are three year old or less, and for the

business development guarantee program (“fonds développement”), which targets established SMEs

that are more than three year old.

Regarding recipients of the business creation guarantee, a first striking statistic is that one-third

of new businesses eligible to the guarantee that receive a bank loan above e25,000, have their loan

guaranteed by Bpifrance. This shows the pervasive presence of Bpifrance in the lending market to

new businesses. New firms that receive a guaranteed loan have on average 1.7 full-time equivalent

employees one year after creation. 12% of them file for bankruptcy within three years. They are

on average slightly smaller than other new firms eligible to the guarantee but that receive a non-

guaranteed loan: 1.7 versus 1.9 employees on average. Recipients of guaranteed loans are more likely

to file for bankruptcy at a three year horizon than other new firms that receive a non-guaranteed

loan: 12% versus 6%. The higher bankruptcy rate of recipients of guaranteed loans is consistent

with the fact that the price banks pay to Bpifrance to purchase the guarantee does not depend on

the riskiness of the borrowing firm. Therefore, banks have an incentive to purchase the guarantee

for riskier loans. Despite this higher probability of bankruptcy, the growth rate of firms receiving

a guaranteed loan is comparable to that of firms receiving a non-guaranteed loans. New firms that

receive a guaranteed loan have on average slightly lower labor productivity than new firms that

receive a non-guaranteed loan: their value added per worker three years after creation is 3% lower,

i.e., e1,700 per year per worker lower. Thus, the broad pattern that emerges from the data is that

new firms that benefit from a guaranteed loan are not significantly different in terms of size and

productivity than other new firms that do not benefit from the guarantee (they are barely smaller

and less productive) but they are more likely to fail.

Regarding recipients of the business development guarantee, we estimate that around 2% of bank

loans to established firms (defined as three year old or more) eligible to the guarantee are guaranteed

by the business development program. The average recipient of the business development program

has 7.4 full-time equivalent employees, which is slightly lower than the average employment of

recipients of non-guaranteed loans (8.1 employees). 6% of established firms that receive a guaranteed

loan file for bankruptcy within the three years following the obtention of the guaranteed loan, which

is 0.5 percentage points higher than for recipients of non-guaranteed loans. Recipients of guaranteed

loans have also higher credit risk as measured by their Bank of France credit rating than recipients

of non-guaranteed loans. Again, this is consistent with the fact that the pricing of the guarantee

does not depend on the credit risk of borrowing firms, which gives banks an incentive to purchase
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the guarantee for relatively risky loans.

Established firms that receive a guaranteed loan are on average three years younger than firms

receiving a non-guaranteed loan. They also grow faster, both before and after receiving the loan:

recipients of a guaranteed loan have a growth rate of employment that is on average 3 to 4 percentage

points per year higher than recipients of non-guaranteed loans. Recipients of a guaranteed loan have

labor productivity that is on average 6% lower than recipients of non-guaranteed loans. One-third of

this productivity gap closes in the three years following the obtention of the loan, which is consistent

with the fact that recipients of guaranteed loans grow faster.

We also find that banks use the guarantee to create new lending relationships with SMEs. While

around 20% of all bank loans to SMEs are extended in the context of a new relationship between

the bank and the borrowing firm, this fraction is twice as large for guaranteed loans. This finding is

in line with the notion that banks purchase the guarantee when they perceive a higher credit risk,

for instance because they do not already have an ongoing lending relationship with the borrowing

firm.

The second part of the report analyzes the impact of the extension of the scope of the “délégations

de décision” agreements, which we translate in English as the “automatic procedure”. The regular

procedure for banks that want to guarantee a loan is to submit a request to Bpifrance. Bpifrance

then reviews the request, checks the eligibility criteria, and perform a risk assessment of the bor-

rowing firm before granting the guarantee. When the loan amount is below a threshold, the bank

can instead request the guarantee using the automatic procedure in which Bpifrance automatically

grants the guarantee without reviewing the request. The first advantage of the automatic proce-

dure for banks is that it is faster. The second advantage is that for new entrepreneurs (“créations

ex-nihilo”), the conditions of the guarantee are slightly more advantageous for banks than under

the regular procedure: the coverage ratio is 10 percentage points higher (70% instead of 60%), and

the price of the guarantee is approximately 20% lower, in the automatic procedure relative to the

regular procedure.

In 2015, the threshold below which the automatic procedure applies increased from e100,000 to

e200,000. We exploit this change as a natural experiment to analyze the impact of the automatic

procedure. Importantly, this natural experiment allows us to analyze the impact of providing the

guarantee through the automatic procedure instead of providing it through the regular procedure.

However, it does not allow us to analyze the impact of the Bpifrance loan guarantee in general, i.e.,

it does not allow us to determine what would happen if Bpifrance loan guarantee program did not
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exist.

We first analyze the evolution of the aggregate volume of guaranteed loans in each of the four

main Bpifrance loan guarantee programs after the extension of the automatic procedure in 2015.

We find that the volume of guaranteed loans increases sharply in the business creation program

and in the business development program, but not in the business transmission program and in the

cash reinforcement program. Potential reasons explaining this heterogeneous evolution include the

fact that the automatic procedure is not as advantageous in different programs, and the fact that

the extension took place during a period of economic recovery from which new firms and firms with

development plans are more likely to benefit. Given these preliminary findings, our analysis focuses

on the extension of the automatic procedure on the business creation program and on the business

development program.

Our econometric strategy to identify the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure

is to compare the evolution of lending in the loan size category e100,000–200,000, which becomes

eligible to the automatic procedure (“treated group”), to the adjacent loan size categories e50,000–

100,000 and e200,000–300,000, which are not affected by the extension of the automatic procedure

(“control groups”). Comparing the treated group to the control groups allows us to filter out the

effect of the business cycle on credit demand and isolate the impact of the extension the automatic

procedure.

Regarding the extension of the automatic procedure in the business creation program, we find

that the volume of bank loans to new firms between e100,000–200,000 increase by 6% after the

extension of the automatic procedure, relative to the control groups.1 Importantly, this increase in

bank lending is estimated on the total volume of loans—guaranteed or not. Therefore, this estimate

does not depend on whether banks become more likely to use the guarantee for a given volume of

lending, but really measures the change in the total amount of lending induced by the extension

of the automatic procedure. We also analyze if the characteristics and failure rate of recipients

of guaranteed loans change after the extension of the automatic procedure. We do not find any

meaningful change in average profitability, default rate, and bankruptcy rate.

We perform a tentative cost-benefit analysis of the extension of the automatic procedure in the

business creation program. The cost is that Bpifrance does not break even on the guarantee, and

1A caveat of our baseline methodology is that, if banks sometimes reduce the loan size to be just at the threshold for
the automatic procedure, our estimate might be biased upwards. We provide evidence that banks indeed sometimes
reduce the loan amount down to the automatic procedure threshold. We develop an alternative estimator that corrects
for the bias induced by this behavior. The estimated increase in total lending of 6% reported here is the one obtained
using the methodology that corrects for this potential bias.
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the expected losses on the guarantee are covered by an annual endowment of public funds. The

benefit is that more new firms obtain a bank loan. At a one year horizon, we estimate that the

extension of the automatic procedure led to the creation of between 460 and 920 new firms per

year, and to the creation of between 920 and 1,840 jobs per year in these new firms, at a cost of

around e6,000 per job. Importantly, these estimates correspond to jobs created in new firms but

not necessarily to net job creation, because the employees of new firms may have been employed by

other firms had these new firms not been created.

Regarding the extension of the automatic procedure in the business development program, we

find that it leads to an increase in the volume of guaranteed loans between e100,000 and e200,000

to established firms (defined as three year old and older), relative to the control groups. We are not

able, however, to analyze whether this increase in guaranteed lending leads to an increase in total

bank lending. This is because loans guaranteed by the business development program represent

only about 2% of all loans, which makes it difficult to detect the impact of a change in guaranteed

lending on total lending (statistically speaking: this test lacks statistical power). The extension

of the automatic procedure also leads to a change in the pool of borrowing firms for which banks

purchase the guarantee: recipients of guaranteed loans become less likely to have negative net

income, and more likely not to have a Bank of France credit rating. These two changes can be

explained by the fact that the risk assessment of the borrowing firm conducted by Bpifrance in the

regular procedure is replaced in the automatic procedure by two hard criteria: the borrowing firm

must not have negative net income and, if it has a Bank of France credit rating, the rating must

not be worst than a minimum rating.

Previous studies There exist a few previous studies on the Bpifrance loan guarantee program.

Lelarge, Sraer, and Thesmar (2010) analyze the business creation program in the 1990s, which was

then called SOFARIS. They identify the impact of the guarantee by exploiting the extension of

eligibility to the guarantee to a new set of industries, and comparing firm outcomes in industries

that become eligible to the guarantee to firm outcomes in industries that were always eligible. They

find that, in newly eligible industries, new firms have on average higher debt, higher employment

growth, and are more likely to fail. Relative to their study, our identification is different because

it does not rely on cross-industry variation but instead on cross-firm variation in eligibility within

industry. It is therefore better suited to analyze if the extension of eligibility leads to an increase

in firm creation.
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Barrot et al. (2019) study the French recovery loan guarantee program rolled out during the

2008 financial crisis and targeting SMEs. They identify the impact of the guarantee by exploiting

variation across regions in the intensity of program use, and focusing on firms close to regional

borders to control for local economic activity. They find that the guarantee leads to higher debt

and lower job separation, leading to higher earnings for employees. They estimate a cost around

e3,000 per job saved. An important difference between their study and ours is that we analyze

a period of economic recovery (2015–2016), during which French companies had relatively good

growth prospects and financing conditions. Our analysis shows that even in this favourable economic

context, facilitating commercial banks’ access to loan guarantees can increase bank lending to new

businesses without deteriorating the quality of created firms.

The steering committee of this study agreed to underline the quality and the richness of the

analysis in this report, and formulated several avenues for further research. First, several dimensions

could be investigated regarding the impact of the automatic procedure on bank lending:

• Heterogeneity of the impact, for example according to banks’ characteristics and/or to firms’

location or sector;

• Focus on new banking relationships: the study suggests that loan guarantees ease the devel-

opment of new banking relationships and it would be interesting to measure the length of

these new relationships and the relative performance of the underlying companies compared

to firms which were former clients of the bank;

• Focus on new entrepreneurs: the study suggests that the automatic procedure is especially

beneficial to this sample of entrepreneurs, which calls for other analyses: how do these

entrepreneurs compare to the rest of the population? Do the characteristics of these en-

trepreneurs change after the extension of the automatic procedure?

• Focus on the companies at the margin of the new threshold of €200,000, which would allow,

in a more prospective approach, to measure the effects of a potential new increase in the

delegation threshold;

• Influence of the institutional and economic context on the results. Especially, it is possible

that the development of new sources of funding (crowdfunding, business angels . . . ) reduces

the need for loan guarantees for the funding of new businesses.
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The cost-benefit analysis presented in this report relies on several assumptions (partial equilibrium,

no substitution between bank loans and other sources of funding), which could be the subject of

further discussion and work. In addition, this analysis could be enriched with:

• An ex-post evaluation of the cost of the program (effective compensation for banks’ losses on

their guaranteed loans), once there is sufficient perspective on these costs;

• Data precising the origin of the additional jobs within recipients of loan guarantees: did these

individuals previously work in another company or were they previously unemployed?

In connection with the previous point, a new axe of work would be to measure directly the impact of

the extension of the automatic procedure on the number of new firms and on the growth of funded

companies (amount and nature of the funded assets, substitution or complementarity with other

sources of funding . . . ). However, this would require to find an alternative identification strategy.

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents Bpifrance loan guarantee programs.

Section 3 describes our data. In Section 4, we compare the characteristics and performance of

recipients of guaranteed loans with that of recipients of non-guaranteed loans, separately for the

business creation program and the business development program. Section 5 describes the natural

experiment we exploit in this paper, i.e. the extension of the automatic procedure. Finally, we

present our impact estimates for the business creation and the business development programs,

respectively in Sections 6 and 7.
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2 Bpifrance Loan Guarantee Programs

French public loan guarantee programs are run by Bpifrance. Bpifrance is a financial institution

owned by the French government (50 % held directly and 50% held through public sector financial

institution Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations). Bpifrance’s mission is to promote the financing

and development of French firms, especially Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs), through

a wide range of financial instruments including loan guarantees, direct loans, R&D subsidies, equity

stakes into innovative companies and private equity funds, export credit, and advisory services.

In 2019, approximately 71,000 companies benefited from one of Bpifrance’s programs and among

them, approximately 50,000 SMEs received a loan guaranteed by Bpifrance. This amounts to e6.8

billion worth of loan issuance, which represents 2% of aggregate business loans in France. This

share reaches 5% for loans below e1 million.2

Other institutions, private and public, also provide loan guarantees for SMEs. The European In-

vestment Fund runs loan guarantee and counter-guarantee programs at the European level (Bertoni,

Colombo, and Quas (2018); Brault and Signore (2019)).3 Several mutual guarantee companies op-

erate specifically in France, often within a restricted scope, such as SIAGI and SOCAMA. Providing

a complete picture of loan guarantees in France falls outside the objectives of this report. We do

not have access to data about these other guarantee programs. However, the available information

suggests that Bpifrance is one of the largest, if not the largest, provider of loan guarantees for SMEs.

In Section 4.1, we present data showing the pervasive presence of Bpifrance in the bank financing

of new businesses. Moreover, to our knowledge, the natural experiment we exploit in this study

does not take place at the same time as significant changes in the activity of these other guarantee

institutions.4

Bpifrance operates four main loan guarantee programs, each targeting a different type of busi-

ness projects: the business creation program for start-ups; the business development program for

SMEs with expansion plans; the business transmission program for business transfers; and the cash

reinforcement program for SMEs needing to strenghten their capital structure.5

2Bpifrance loan guarantees cover a fraction of the loans’ amount. Out of the e6.8 billion worth of loan issuance
benefiting from a guarantee, e2.9 billion is covered by the guarantee.

3These guarantees are on a portfolio basis, in contrast to Bpifrance’s guarantees which are distributed on an
individual basis.

4For instance, loan guarantees for new businesses represent a small share of SIAGI’s activity and are relatively
stable over the period 2014–2016. SOCAMA also provides loan guarantees for new businesses, but only for loans up
to e30,000, while we analyze loans above e50,000.

5The French names of the four programs are “fonds création” (business creation program), “fonds développement”
(business development program), “fonds transmission” (business transmission program), and “fonds renforcement de
trésorerie” (cash reinforcement program).
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2.1 Eligibility Criteria

For all four guarantee programs, a loan is eligible to the guarantee if it satisfies the following

requirements. The borrowing firm must be an SME, i.e., have fewer than 250 employees, and

annual turnover below e50 million or total assets below e43 million. If the borrowing firm belongs

to a business group, the size thresholds apply to the group, which implies that subsidiaries of large

firms are not eligible to the guarantee. Firms in economic distress, including firms in bankruptcy,

are not eligible to the guarantee, in line with EU law prohibiting state aid. Firms in the agriculture,

finance and insurance, and real estate sectors are not eligible.

Corporate loans, including leasing, and personal loans injected as equity in the business, are

eligible to the guarantee. Some specific programs (not covered in this study) target other types of

funding, such as the guarantees issued by banks for the proper execution of a contract. New loans,

but not renegotiated loans, are eligible. Loan maturity must be at least two years. There is a floor

on the interest rate of guaranteed loans, which Bpifrance updates every month.6

Bpifrance operates four main loan guarantee programs, each targeting a different type of business

projects:

• The business creation program targets new businesses. The borrowing firm must be less than

three year old. The terms of the loan guarantee depend on whether the new firm is an ex-nihilo

business creation or a non-ex-nihilo business creation. Ex-nihilo business creation corresponds

to all new firms created by an entrepreneur who has no experience in business creation and

does not take over an existing business. Non-ex-nihilo business creation encompasses several

situations: new firms set up by an entrepreneur who has experience in business creation;

new subsidiaries or selling points of an existing company; business transfers in which an

entrepreneur sets up a new firm that absorbs the assets of an existing business (often a shop

or a restaurant).

• The business development program targets SMEs which are three year old or more and have

expansion plans. The guaranteed loan can be used to finance the purchase of tangible assets

and intangible assets, including equipment, commercial offices, working capital, and a minority

stake in another company.

• The business transmission program guarantees loans used to finance the acquisition of a

6The floor on the interest rate corresponds to the former seuil Trichet, calculated as the interest rate on French
Treasuries plus 75 or 95 basis points depending on the loan repayment schedule.
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majority stake in a company or to absorb the assets of an existing company. Both the acquirers

and the targets must be SMEs and the acquirer must be three year old or more.7 In the case

of leverage buyouts, the age criteria applies to the target company: if the target company is

three year old or less, the loan is instead eligible to business creation program.

• The cash reinforcement program targets SMEs which are three year old or more and need to

strengthen their capital structure. The guaranteed loan can be used to consolidate short-term

loans (including bank overdrafts and factoring) into medium-term and long-term loans.

The guaranteed amount cannot exceed e1 million in the business creation program and e1.5

million in the business development program. A firm can receive several loans guaranteed by

different guarantee programs. In this case, the total guaranteed amount across all programs cannot

exceed e4 million.

Bpifrance guarantees loans extended by commercial banks but also by non-bank lenders such as

associative networks supporting business creation such as Initiative France and France Active. We

do not consider non-bank lenders in this paper because they are not included in the credit register.

Our analysis focuses on commercial banks.

2.2 Terms and Conditions of the Guarantee

Trigger The guarantee covers a fraction of the loan amount, which can be up to 70% and depends

on the loan guarantee program and the request procedure (see below). The guarantee applies until

the maturity of the loan. The triggering event is a legal bankruptcy filing.8 When a bank triggers

the guarantee, it must follow its usual loan recovery process. The guarantee covers the bank’s loss

net of the amount recovered.9

Request procedure When a bank requests the guarantee for a loan, it follows one of two proce-

dures depending on whether the loan amount is above or below a given threshold (whose change in

value we will exploit in the empirical analysis). If the loan amount is above the threshold, the regular

procedure applies, whereby the bank files a request with the local branch of Bpifrance. Bpifrance

then reviews the documentation both to verify that the loan meets the eligibility conditions and

7If the acquirer is less than three year old, the operation is eligible to the business creation program (see above)
8The guarantee cannot be triggered if the bankruptcy filing occurs within nine months after the disbursement of

the loan to prevent opportunistic behavior, except in the business creation program in which there is no such waiting
period.

9The guarantee allows banks to use a lower risk weight to calculate regulatory capital requirements.
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to perform a risk assessment of the project. The risk assessment is conducted by a Bpifrance loan

guarantee officer, who determines the quality of the business plan and borrower’s creditworthiness

based on accounting information. If the firm does not satisfy the eligibility conditions or if it does

not pass the risk assessment, the loan guarantee request is rejected.10

If the loan amount is below the threshold, an automatic procedure applies, whereby Bpifrance

does not perform an ex-ante review of the request.11 The eligibility conditions are not checked

ex-ante, and the risk assessment is replaced by two eligibility conditions: the net income of the

borrowing firm must be positive and, if the borrowing firm has a Bank of France credit rating, the

rating must be better than a threshold rating (5+ or better).12 Only if there is a default and the

guarantee is triggered, Bpifrance performs an ex-post review of the loan to verify that the loan met

the eligibility criteria.

In order to benefit from the automatic procedure, each bank must sign an agreement with

Bpifrance, which describes the eligibility criteria and conditions of the guarantee. Once the bank

has signed the agreement, it must request the guarantee through the automatic procedure whenever

the loan size is below the threshold and the borrowing firm satisfies the eligibility criteria. If the

borrowing firm does not meet the accounting criteria of the risk assessment under the automatic

procedure (non negative net income and credit rating above a threshold), the bank can choose

instead the regular procedure.

Coverage The share of the loan covered by the guarantee (coverage rate) depends on the guaran-

tee program (and within the business creation program on whether project is classified as ex-nihilo

or non-ex-nihilo) and on the request procedure. When the guarantee is granted through the auto-

matic procedure, the coverage rate is fixed and equal to 70% in the business creation program for

ex-nihilo creations; 50% in the business creation program for non-ex-nihilo creations, business trans-

mission program, and cash reinforcement program; and 40% in the business development program.

When the guarantee is granted through the regular procedure, the bank chooses the coverage rate

subject to a maximum coverage rate equal to 60% in the business creation program for ex-nihilo

creations; 50% in the business creation program for non-ex-nihilo creations, business transmission

program, and cash reinforcement program; and 40% in the business development program. When

10Rejected requests are not systematically reported in the data. Based on the rejected requested reported in the
data, the rejection rate is between 2% and 3%, which may be an under-estimate if rejections are not all reported.

11The French names of the two procedures are: notification or cas par cas for the regular procedure, and délégation

de décision or contrat de garantie for the automatic procedure.
12Bank of France rates firms that have available tax filings and annual turnover above e750,000. 93% of firms

eligible to the business creation guarantee program are not rated.
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the bank chooses a coverage rate below the maximum coverage rate, the fee paid by the bank to

Bpifrance is proportional to the chosen coverage rate. Banks choose the maximum coverage rate for

approximately three-quarter of loans guaranteed in the business creation program and for two-thirds

of the loans guaranteed in the business development program.

Pricing The pricing of the guarantee does not depend on the borrowing firm’s characteristics

and default risk within a given program and for a given request procedure.13 For example, in the

business creation program for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs under the regular procedure, the premium

is equal to 0.80% of the remaining outstanding credit amount at the end of every year until loan

maturity. Under the automatic procedure, the premium is proportional to the initial loan amount,

and is increasing with the loan maturity.14 Because the pricing structure is different between the

regular procedure and the automatic procedures, the price of the guarantee is higher under the

regular procedure for some loans and lower for other loans. In the case of ex-nihilo entrepreneurs

in the business creation program, the price is generally lower under the automatic procedure.

To summarize, the automatic procedure has two advantages for banks compared to the regular

procedure. First, it saves time by eliminating the review process by Bpifrance ex-ante, which takes

on average 10 working days (median 5 working days) under the regular procedure. The automatic

procedure also saves on administrative costs because it avoids part of the paperwork and the back

and forth between the bank and Bpifrance during the review process under the regular procedure.

Second, for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs, banks benefit from a greater coverage ratio and a lower price

of the guarantee.

13Until 2019, the price depended only on the coverage ratio and the request procedure. The price schedule changed
significantly in 2019. First, the price schedule became different in different guarantee programs. Second, the price of
the guarantee increased significantly, in particular in the business creation program and cash reinforcement program,
which face higher default rates, and for guarantees granted under the automatic procedure. This report focuses on
the period before the 2019 change in the price schedule.

14The premium increases less than one-for-one with loan maturity, from 0.90% of the loan amount for two-year
maturity loans to 2.59% for loans with maturity longer than seven years.
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3 Data

We use several sources of data at the loan level and at the firm level for the period from 2012 to

2018. Loan-level data are from Bpifrance for information on loan guarantees and from Bank of

France’s credit register for information on all loans guaranteed or not. Firm-level data are from the

French Statistical Office (Insee). All data sources use the same unique firm identifier (SIREN) and,

for the loan data, the same unique bank identifier (CIB), which allow us the merge all data sources.

3.1 Loan Guarantees

We use proprietary Bpifrance data that contain the exhaustive list of loan guarantees extended by

Bpifrance across the four loan guarantee programs. For each guaranteed loan, the data include the

borrower identifier, bank identifier, information about the loan including the disbursement date,

loan amount, maturity, interest rate, and information about the guarantee including the program

issuing the guarantee, the guaranteed amount, and the request procedure used.

3.2 Credit Register

We retrieve information about all loans guaranteed or not from Bank of France’s credit register.

Every credit institution in France is required to report on a monthly basis borrower-level information

on the outstanding amount of credit to every firm with a total outstanding credit of e25,000 or

more. For each combination bank × firm × month, the data contain information on outstanding

credit split by type of credit such as short-term (initial maturity of one year or less), medium-to-

long-term (initial maturity longer than one year), undrawn confirmed credit lines (whatever the

initial maturity), leases, and others. We use these data to construct two measures of credit: credit

eligible to the guarantee and total credit.

New loans must have maturity of at least two years to be eligible to the guarantee. Those

guaranteed loans can be met in the “long term loans” category and in the “undrawn confirmed

credit lines” category. Indeed, the disbursement of long-term loans by a bank is sometimes spread

over several months. In such cases, the part of the loan not yet disbursed is reported as an undrawn

credit line. For example, if a bank grants a e150,000 five-year loan in month t, of which e75,000

are disbursed in month t and e75,000 are disbursed in month t+ 3, it reports e75,000 of medium-

to-long-term credit and e75,000 of undrawn credit line in months t, t+ 1 and t+ 2, and e150,000

of medium-to-long-term credit from month t + 3 on. To take this into account, we construct
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the measure of eligible credit as the sum of medium-to-long-term credit and undrawn confirmed

credit lines. We also construct total credit as the sum of all credit categories, including short-term

loans and overdrafts (excluding off-balance sheet items), which will allow us to test for potential

substitution between medium-to-long-term loans and short-term loans.

The credit register contains information about the stock of credit, i.e., outstanding credit

amounts. We construct the flow of credit, i.e., the amount of new loans, as the positive part

of the monthly change in the stock of credit at the bank × firm level. When the monthly change

is negative because credit is amortized or paid back, we set the flow to zero. When the monthly

change is positive because the bank grants a new loan to the firm, we set the flow to the value of

the positive change.15

We merge new loans at the bank-firm-month level from the credit register with guaranteed

loans from Bpifrance files. In some cases, there is a small time gap between the loan granting date

reported in the Bpifrance data and the date at which the outstanding credit amount reported in the

credit register increases. We allow for a time gap of up to two months to merge loans between the

Bpifrance data and the credit register. The quality of the merge is less good for sole proprietorship

and when the loan is related to leasing (see Appendix B for details). Since sole proprietorships

represent only 12% of guarantee recipients and leasing represents only 2% of guaranteed loans in

the business creation program, we choose to exclude sole proprietorships and loans related to leasing

from the analysis.

3.3 Tax Filings

Corporate tax filings for the period from 2012 to 2018 are reported in the database FARE maintained

by the French Statistical Office (Insee). The data contain balance sheet, income statement and

employment information for all firms subject to the regular corporate income tax. While the

coverage of the data is very good, there are some instances in which the tax filings are missing.

New businesses have the possibility of filing their taxes only in the second year after their creation,

in which case they have no tax filings in their first year. There are also rare instances of older

firms without tax filings. Another set of firms without tax filings in the FARE database are micro-

businesses subject to a specific tax regime (micro-entreprise). This tax regime does not allow

15The computation of this proxy of new loans is made possible by the fact that we have granular data at the
bank × firm × month level. This proxy is probably less precise for firms which already obtained several loans from
the same bank, since the monthly change in the stock of credit is likely to be affected by the amortization of these
loans. However, this is not a concern for our study since we focus on new businesses, which have no credit history by
definition.
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micro-businesses to deduct expenses and in particular wages from taxable income. It implies that

businesses choosing this tax regime usually have no employees. The Statistical Office uses another

data source (filings from ACOSS, the central agency for social security organizations) to add to the

FARE database active micro-businesses, which do not have a tax filings in FARE. A micro-business

is defined as active if it has strictly positive sales (but the sales amount is not reported in FARE).

Our econometric analysis excludes sole proprietorships, so these micro-businesses are not part of

our sample. We use the information about which firms are tracked into the FARE database (and

therefore presumably active), even when we do not observe their accounting data, to construct

measures of firm exit. When firms are presumably active but have no accounting data available,

the Statistical Office imputes accounting data to these firms with the aim of providing aggregate

statistics about firm demographics. Unless otherwise specified, we never use imputed data in our

analysis and refer to firms with missing or imputed information in FARE as not having tax filings.

3.4 Credit Ratings

We retrieve Bank of France’s credit rating from the FIBEN database (Fichier Bancaire des En-

treprises) maintained by Bank of France. FIBEN reports financial and tax statements of firms with

annual sales over e750,000, which represent more than 250,000 firms per year. Bank of France uses

this accounting information as well as payment default information and court rulings to carry out a

credit assessment and assign a credit rating to all firms with annual sales over e750,000. The rating

reflects firms’ ability to meet their financial commitments over a three-year horizon. The rating

scale has 12 notches, ranging from 3++ (best rating) to 9 (worst rating). An additional notch is

used to flag firms with sales below e750,000, which are not rated but have no negative information

such payment default.16

The FIBEN database also reports accounting information consolidated at the group level. We

use this information to identify SMES which are part of a larger corporate group.

3.5 Bankruptcies

We use the bankruptcy register maintained by the Statistical Office. It contains the exhaustive list

of bankruptcy filings in France with the event date.

16Bank of France’s credit rating is used for monetary policy and regulation purposes. First, it is used to define
eligible collateral for bank’s refinancing at the Eurosystem desk. Second, since Bank of France is listed as an External
Credit Assessment Institution by the European Banking Authority, its rating is used by banks to compute capital
requirements.
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4 Characteristics and Performance of Recipients of Loans Guar-

antees

4.1 Loan Guarantees for New Businesses

This section presents a descriptive analysis of new businesses obtaining guaranteed bank loans,

in particular how their initial characteristics and performance three years out compare to that of

new businesses eligible to the guarantee but obtaining non-guaranteed bank loans. This analysis

is descriptive in the sense that it presents correlations between obtention of a guaranteed loan and

various firm outcomes. These correlations should not be interpreted as describing the causal impact

of loan guarantees on firms’ outcomes.

4.1.1 Scope of the Analysis

New businesses can be eligible to two guarantee programs. The main one is the business creation

program, which represents 90% of loan guarantees for new businesses. New businesses can also

be eligible to the business transmission program when they acquire another company through a

leveraged buyout.17 We therefore analyze all new businesses that satisfy the eligibility conditions

of either the business creation program or the business transmission program. To focus on firms

eligible to these guarantee programs, we analyze SMEs in the eligible industries, therefore exclud-

ing agriculture, real estate, and financial services.18 We exclude special vehicles such as holding

companies and Sociétés Civiles Immobilières, which are often used to hold financial assets or real

estate but do not pursue a real economic activity. As described in Section 3, we exclude sole pro-

prietorships from the analysis. Firms are eligible to the business creation program until they are

three year old but in practice firms less than one year old receive 85% of loans guaranteed in the

business creation program. For this reason, we focus on new businesses less than one year old: we

define guaranteed loans to new businesses as guaranteed loans granted to firms less than one year

old, and we define non-guaranteed loans to eligible new businesses as non-guaranteed loans granted

17When a new businesses takes a loan to finance the leveraged buyout of another company, the loan is eligible to
the business transmission guarantee if the target is more than three year old and to the business creation guarantee if
the target is less than three year old (see Section 2.1 for a detailed description of eligibility conditions to the different
guarantee programs).

18We use the tax filings data to verify which firms comply with the size thresholds of the SME definition. We assume
that firms with imputed or missing accounting data are SMEs. Because the tax filings are at the legal entity level,
we could mis-classify affiliates of large business groups as SMEs. To fix this problem, we also use the consolidated
financial statements in the FIBEN database to identify the affiliates of business groups which are above the size
thresholds of the SME definition.
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to eligible firms less than one year old.

4.1.2 Aggregate Statistics

Table 1 presents summary statistics on guaranteed loans granted to new businesses over the period

from 2013 to 2017. The aggregate amount of guaranteed loans increases from e1.4 billion in 2013

to e2.1 billion in 2017, increasing sharply in 2016 after the extension of the automatic procedure,

which we study in Section 6. Strikingly, more than a quarter of all bank loans to new businesses

eligible to the guarantee benefit from the guarantee. Panel A of Figure 1 shows that the share of

guaranteed loans among loans to new businesses is larger for smaller loans, reaching 40% for loans

between e50,000 and e100,000, and dropping below 20% for loans larger than e500,000. Panel B

shows that new businesses from all broad sectors of the economy receive guaranteed loans.

4.1.3 Firms’ Characteristics One Year After Creation

Table 2 shows summary statistics of firms’ characteristics measured one year after creation for

new firms eligible to the guarantee. The summary statistics are reported separately for three non-

overlapping groups of firms: (1) firms that do not obtain a bank loan within the first year after

creation; (2) firms that obtain a non-guaranteed bank loan within the first year; (3) firms that

obtain a guaranteed loan within the first year. Firms with outstanding bank credit below e25,000

are classified as not having a bank loan because banks do not report credit exposure below this

amount to the credit register (see Section 3). In the rest of this section, we focus on firms created

between 2012 and 2015 because we will analyze firms’ outcomes three years after creation and our

firm-level data stops in 2018.

New businesses that receive a bank loan, guaranteed or not, are on average significantly larger

than firms that do not take a loan, in terms of employment, sales, value added and total assets.

And among firms with a bank loan, those with a guaranteed loan are on average slightly smaller

than those with a non-guaranteed loan. For instance, average employment one year after creation

is 0.87 (full-time equivalent) employees for firms without a bank loan, 1.92 employees for firms with

a non-guaranteed loan, and 1.72 employees for firms with a guaranteed loan. Firms receiving a

guaranteed loan are on average less profitable than firms receiving a non-guaranteed loan: 33% of

the former have negative ROA versus 27% of the latter.
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4.1.4 Firms’ Outcomes Three Years After Creation

Table 3 shows firms’ outcomes three year after creation for the same three groups of firms as in

Table 2. We first analyze firm failure, which we measure in two different ways. The first measure

of failure is a dummy variable equal to one if the firm exits from the FARE data (which cover the

universe of active firms; see Section 3.3) within three years of firm creation. 24% of all new firms

eligible to the guarantee fail within three years by this measure. The failure rate is higher for firms

with no bank loan (28%). Among firms receiving a bank loan, the failure rate is higher for firms

with a guaranteed loan (9%) than for firms with a non-guaranteed loan (6%). A potential caveat

with this measure of firm failure is that there can be a delay between the time a firm stops its

operations and the time it is removed from the FARE database. Firms might also change legal

identifier when they are acquired or reorganized, although such events are rare. We use a second

measure of firm failure that is less subject to these issues.

The second measure of firm failure is a dummy variable equal to one if the firm files for

bankruptcy within three years after creation. Firms that stop their operations do not necessar-

ily file for bankruptcy; they only do so when they have outstanding liabilities they cannot pay. The

share of new firms without a bank loan that file for bankruptcy within three years of creation is

only 7%, i.e., one-quarter of the share of firms that exit from the FARE database, reflecting the fact

that firms with no outstanding bank debt often exit without going through the formal bankruptcy

process. Among new firms with a bank loan, the bankruptcy rate is significantly higher for firms

with a guaranteed loan (12%) than for firms with a non-guaranteed loan (6%).19 Therefore, both

measures of firm failure indicate that firms receiving a guaranteed loan are on average more likely

to fail than firms receiving a non-guaranteed bank loan.

Table 3 also shows summary statistics on firm performance three years after creation, conditional

on the firm filing taxes and thus having accounting information reported in the FARE date. The

difference in firm characteristics observed one year after creation between the firms with and without

bank loans persist three years out. Firms that received a bank loan in their first year are still

significantly larger on average than firms that do not receive a bank loan in their first year. Among

firms that receive a bank loan, those receiving a guaranteed loan are still slightly smaller and less

likely to have positive ROA than firms receiving a non-guaranteed loan.

19The share of firms with a guaranteed loan that file for bankruptcy is three percentage points higher than the
share of firms that exit from FARE within the same time frame (i.e., within three years of firm creation) because
firms continue to operate during the bankruptcy procedure even if they are eventually liquidated and they file taxes
during this period. There is on average a two-year lag between bankruptcy filing and firm liquidation. In addition,
some firms emerge from bankruptcy through a reorganization procedure.
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4.1.5 Regression Analysis

The fact observed in Table 3 that recipients of guaranteed loans are more likely to fail than recipients

of non-guaranteed loans could be due to the facts that the former are on average smaller and

that small firms are on average more likely to fail. There could also be systematic differences in

the sectoral composition or regional composition of recipients of guaranteed loans explaining their

higher failure rate. To assess whether these factors are at play, Table 4 analyzes firm failure in a

regression framework. The regression sample is all new firms with a bank loan (guaranteed or not)

within their first year. We regress firm failure on a dummy variable equal to one if firm received a

guaranteed loan.

In column 1, we measure firm failure as exit from the FARE data, and we control for the

log of the loan amount as a proxy for firm size and include a year-by-month fixed effect. The

point estimate on the guaranteed loan dummy implies that recipients of a guaranteed loan are 2.1

percentage points more likely to fail. Column 2 adds four-digit sector fixed effects and region fixed

effects. The coefficient on the guaranteed loan dummy decreases to 1.7 percentage points. That is,

the sectoral composition and the regional composition of borrowers explains approximately one-fifth

of the excess failure rate of recipients of guaranteed loans. Columns 3 and 4 repeat the analysis

measuring firm failure with bankruptcy filing, and yield similar results. Recipients of a guaranteed

loan are 5.2 percentage points more likely to file for bankruptcy, and controlling for industry fixed

effects and region fixed effects reduces the coefficient by approximately one-fifth. In conclusion, the

regression analysis confirms the fact that recipients of guaranteed loans have a higher failure rate

than recipients of non-guaranteed loans, and only a small part of this pattern is explained by the

fact that guaranteed loans are on average smaller and by sectoral and regional effects.

The fact that banks choose to purchase the guarantee for riskier loans is consistent with the

fact that the price of the guarantee paid by banks to Bpifrance is uniform across loans within a

given program and request procedure. As described in Section 2.2, borrowers must pass Bpifrance’s

risk assessment (under the regular procedure) or have positive net income (under the automatic

procedure) to be eligible to the guarantee but, conditional on the borrower being eligible, the price

of guarantee does not depend on default risk. Uniform pricing of the guarantee gives banks an

incentive to purchase the guarantee for riskier loans.

Univariate statistics show that recipients of guaranteed loans have on average fewer employees

than recipients of non-guaranteed loans both one year and three years after creation (Tables 2

and 3). In Table 5, we check whether this pattern holds in a multivariate regression framework
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controlling for loan size bin fixed effects, time (year-by-month) fixed effects, industry fixed effects,

and region fixed effects. The regression sample is all new firms with a bank loan, guaranteed or not.

The dependent variables are the number of full-time-equivalent employees one year after creation

(T + 1) and three years after creation (T + 3). If the firm has exited the FARE database by T + 3,

which means that the firm is considered inactive or shut down by the Statistical Office, we set its

employment at T+3 to zero. Keeping these firms in the sample and setting their employment to zero

ensures that we do not introduce a survivorship bias in the analysis. As described in Section 3.3,

the tax filings are missing for approximately 10% of new businesses, in which case the Statistical

Office assigns imputed data. For the sake of robustness, we consider three alternative treatments of

missing data: use the imputed information (columns 1 and 2); assume that firms with missing tax

filings have zero employees (columns 3 and 4); exclude firms with imputed data (columns 5 and 6).

Results in Table 5 confirm that recipients of guaranteed loans have on average fewer employees

than recipients of non-guaranteed loans, both one year and three years after creation, regardless

of the chosen methodology to treat imputed data. However, the employment gap tends to close

between T +1 and T +3, which means that despite their higher failure rate, recipients of guarantees

create on average more jobs between T + 1 and T + 3 than new firms obtaining a non-guaranteed

bank loan. This effect can be partly due to the facts that recipients of guaranteed loans have

on average lower employment at T + 1 and that lower initial employment may be systematically

related to higher subsequent employment growth. To control for the impact of initial employment,

we regress the growth rate of employment between T +1 and T +3 on the same set of explanatory

variables as in the employment regressions and additionally control for initial employment. The

growth rate of employment is calculated as (Ei,T+3 − Ei,T+1) ÷ (0.5 × (Ei,T+3 + Ei,T+1)), where

Ei,T+1 and Ei,T+3 denote employment of firm i at T +1 and T +3, respectively. To flexibly control

for initial employment, we include fixed effects for the number of employees at T + 1 rounded to

the closer integer (because full-time-equivalent employment can be a decimal number) and capped

at ten to limit the number of fixed effects. The regression sample is all new firms with a bank loan

and with non-imputed and non-zero employment in T + 1. Regressions are weighted by the firm’s

average employment over T + 1 and T + 3.

Results are reported in Table 6. When we do not control for initial employment (in columns 1,

3 and 5), the positive coefficient on the guaranteed loan dummy variable implies that employment

at recipients of guaranteed loans grows faster than at firms obtaining non-guaranteed loans, by

between 1.9 to 5.9 percentage points depending on how we treat missing values. However, when we
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control for initial employment (in columns 2, 4 and 6), the coefficient on guaranteed loans decreases

significantly, and it becomes statistically insignificant in two out of the three methods used to treat

missing values. Therefore, the higher growth rate of employment at recipients of guaranteed loans is

in large part explained by their initial lower size, and vanishes once the initial level of employment

is factored in.

Finally, we compare the labor productivity, average wage, and capital intensity of recipients of

guaranteed versus non-guaranteed loans. We measure labor productivity as value added divided

by the number of full-time-equivalent employees. Average wage is total wage bill divided by the

number of full-time-equivalent employees. We measure capital intensity as fixed assets divided

by the number of full-time-equivalent employees. In order to limit mismeasurement, we construct

these variables only for firms with at least one full-time-equivalent employee. We use the same

specification as in the employment growth regressions and do not use any imputed data.

Table 7 reports the results. Column 1 shows that recipients of a guaranteed loan start at lower

levels of labor productivity than recipients of non-guaranteed loans: value added per worker is

e4,300 lower on average, which represents 9% of average labor productivity in this population of

firms. Column 3 shows that approximately one-third of this labor productivity gap is reflected in

lower wages: the average wage at creation is e1,500 per year lower at recipients of guaranteed loans.

Column 5 shows that recipients of guaranteed loans also have lower capital intensity: fixed assets

per worker are e7,100 lower on average, which represents 9% of average fixed assets per worker.

This lower capital intensity is a potential driver of the lower labour productivity of recipients of

guarantees.

Columns 2, 4 and 6 show that the productivity gap and average wage gap shrink over time.

Three years after creation, the average productivity gap has shrunk by one-third at e1,700 per

worker and the wage gap is only e400 per year per worker. By contrast, the gap in capital intensity

barely decreases.

The regression sample is not the same for regressions at T +1 and T +3 because the tax filings

are sometimes missing at one year after creation, and also because some firms have exited after

three years. In Appendix D, we re-run the same regressions by restricting the sample to a balanced

sample of firms with non-missing information at both T + 1 and T + 3. The main conclusions are

unchanged.
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4.2 Loan Guarantees for Established Businesses

While the previous section is a descriptive analysis of new businesses receiving guaranteed loans,

this section turns to established businesses receiving guaranteed loans.

4.2.1 Scope of the Analysis

Firms over three year old can be eligible to the other three main Bpifrance guarantee programs:

the business development program, the business transmission program, and the cash reinforcement

program. Our analysis focuses mainly on the business development program, because it is only in

this program that the amount of guarantees increases significantly following the extension of the

automatic procedure, which we analyze in depth in Section 5, but we also provide statistics on the

size of the other two programs. We apply the filters described in Section 4.1.1 to focus on SMEs and

exclude sectors that are not eligible to the guarantee. We also exclude guarantees covering leasing

and off-balance sheet commitments because the quality of the merge between the credit register and

Bpifrance data is less good for these guarantees (see Appendix B).

4.2.2 Aggregate Statistics

Table 8 presents summary statistics on guaranteed loans granted to established businesses over the

period from 2013 to 2017. Considering all guarantee programs, the aggregate amount of guaranteed

loans increases from e1.4 billion in 2013 to e1.7 billion in 2017. The share of bank loans to

established businesses that are guaranteed is much lower than that to new businesses: in 2017, 4%

of bank loans to established businesses are guaranteed in one of the guarantee programs (compared

to 30% of bank loans to new businesses that are guaranteed; see Table 1).

There is variation across firms’ and loans’ characteristics in the share of loans to established

businesses that are guaranteed. Panel A of Figure 2 shows that the share of guaranteed loans

is higher for loans between e100,000 and e1 million and decreases significantly for loans above

e1 million. Panel B shows that the share of guaranteed loans is slightly higher for hotels and

restaurants and slightly lower for construction. Panel C shows that the share of guaranteed loans is

significantly higher for firms with low Bank of France credit rating. The share of guaranteed loans

goes from 0.4% for firms with the best rating (rating 3++) to above 6% for firms with the worst

rating (rating 9).
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4.2.3 Firms’ Characteristics One Year Before Receiving the Loan

Table 9 shows summary statistics of established firms’ characteristics measured one year before

receiving a new bank loan. The summary statistics are reported separately for three non-overlapping

groups of firms: (1) firms that do not obtain a new bank loan the following year; (2) firms that

obtain a non-guaranteed bank loan the following year; (3) firms that obtain a loan guaranteed by

the business development program the following year. The credit register contains all outstanding

credit exposure above e25,000 at the bank-firm level (see Section 3). Therefore, our methodology

classifies firms with bank credit below this amount as not having bank credit. In the rest of this

section, we focus on firms receiving a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015 because we analyze

firms’ outcomes three years out and our firm-level data stops in 2018.

Established firms that receive a new bank loan (guaranteed or not) are on average significantly

larger than firms that do not take a new loan, in terms of employment, sales, value added, and

total assets. Among firms with a new bank loan, those with a guaranteed loan are on average

smaller and younger than those with a non-guaranteed loan. For instance, average employment

is 4.2 (full-time equivalent) employees for firms without a new bank loan, 8.1 employees for firms

with a non-guaranteed loan, and 7.4 employees for firms with a loan guaranteed by the business

development program.

Recipients of guaranteed loans are more likely not to have a Bank of France credit rating. This

may be explained by the fact that they are on average smaller than recipients of non-guaranteed

loans, because Bank of France rates businesses with annual turnover above a given threshold (see

Section 3). Among firms with a credit rating, firms receiving a guaranteed loan are less likely to

have a good rating defined as 4+ or better (17% of firms) than firms receiving a non-guaranteed

loan (29% of firms). Despite their average worse credit rating, recipients of guaranteed loans do not

appear to be less profitable, and are even less likely to have negative ROA or negative net income,

than recipients of non-guaranteed loans.

4.2.4 Firms’ Outcomes Three Years After Receiving the Loan

Table 10 shows established firms’ outcomes three years after receiving a new loan, for the same three

groups of firms as in Table 9. We first analyze firm failure, which we measure with a dummy variable

equal to one if the firm files for bankruptcy within three years. The share of established firms without

a new bank loan that file for bankruptcy within three years is 5.3%. Among established firms with

a new bank loan, the bankruptcy rate is slightly higher: 5.9% for firms with a non-guaranteed loan
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and 6.2% for firms with a guaranteed loan. Therefore, similarly to the results obtained on new

businesses, firms receiving a guaranteed loan have a higher bankruptcy rate than firms receiving a

non-guaranteed loan.

Table 10 also shows summary statistics on firm performance three years after creation, con-

ditional on the firm filing taxes and thus having accounting information reported in the FARE

database. Compared to statistics one year prior to receiving the new loan, the gap between firms

receiving a guaranteed loan and firms receiving a non-guaranteed loans in terms of total assets,

sales and employment no longer appears significant. This fact suggests that recipients of guaran-

teed loans grow faster than recipients of non-guaranteed loans. In the next section, we perform a

formal econometric analysis to refine this univariate analysis.

4.2.5 Regression Analysis

We perform a regression analysis to assess whether the differences in characteristics and outcomes

between recipients of guaranteed loans and recipients of non-guaranteed loans still hold after con-

trolling for several factors, including firms’ sector and risk profile. The regression sample is all

established firms that receive a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015. We analyze several firms’

initial characteristics, measured one year before receiving the new loan (in T − 1), and several out-

come variables, measured three years after receiving the loan (in T+3). The explanatory variable of

interest is a dummy equal to one if the firm obtains a loan guaranteed by the business development

program. Unless otherwise specified, we estimate two specifications for each dependent variable.

The first specification controls only for year fixed effects. The second specification additionally

controls for region fixed effects, sector fixed effects, credit rating fixed effects, log of firm age, log

of the new loan amount, log of sales in T − 1, ratio of cash to total assets in T − 1, ratio of equity

to total liabilities in T − 1, and ratio of net income to total assets in T − 1. When the dependent

variable is one of these control variables, it is excluded from the set of controls.

We analyze firm failure, measured by the filing of a bankruptcy procedure, in table 11. The

results confirm that recipients of guaranteed loans have a higher probability of bankruptcy than

recipients of non-guaranteed loans: the gap in bankruptcy rate at a three year horizon is 0.6

percentage points in the regression including only time fixed effects (column 1) and reaches 1.5

percentage point when we include the full set of controls. Banks are therefore more likely to purchase

loan guarantees for riskier loans. This finding is in line with the result obtained for the business

creation program (see Section 4.1) and is consistent with the uniform pricing of the guarantee (i.e.,
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independent of the level of credit risk), which induces banks to purchase the guarantee when credit

risk is high.

We analyze firm age in Table 12. Consistent with univariate statistics displayed in Table 9,

firms receiving a guaranteed loan are significantly younger than firms receiving a non-guaranteed

loan. Since the dependent variable is in log, the point estimate in column 1 implies that firm age

measured in number of years is on average 23% lower for recipients of guaranteed loans, which

corresponds to approximately three years. When we add the full set of controls in the regression in

column 2, the age gap is smaller but remains large. The fact that the estimated age gap is smaller

when the regression includes control variables is due to the fact that age is correlated with other

firm characteristics such as size. Therefore, the regression including control variables attributes part

of the age gap to the smaller average size of recipients of guaranteed loans.

Table 13 shows the results for employment one year before receiving the new loan (in T − 1)

and three years after (T + 3). The dependent variable is the logarithm of the number of full-time

equivalent employees plus one (we add one such that the logarithm is well-defined even for firms

with zero employees). As described in Section 4.1, we consider three alternative methods to deal

with imputed information: removing observations with imputed information; using the imputed

information; and replacing imputed values with zeros. Reassuringly, the three methods yield very

similar results. Therefore, for the sake of space, we only report results excluding observations

with imputed information. Column 1 displays the results of the regression that controls for time

fixed effects only. Firms receiving a guaranteed loans have on average 9% fewer employees than

firms receiving a non-guaranteed loan, which corresponds to approximately 0.7 full-time equivalent

employees. Column 2 shows that the magnitude of this gap changes little when the full set of

controls is added to the regression.

In columns 3 and 4, we turn to employment three years after the loan is extended.20 Strikingly,

the result is reversed compared to that for employment one year before the loan. Three years after

the loan is extended, firms with a guaranteed loan have 9% more employees than firms with a non-

guaranteed loan (4% when control variables are included in the regressions).21 Therefore, recipients

of guaranteed loans have lower initial employment than recipients of non-guaranteed loans but they

grow faster, catch up, and end up with more employees within three years.

20If the firm exits from the FARE database, we assume that the firm is not active any more and therefore assume
that its employment is zero.

21The result is somewhat sensitive to the methodology used to treat imputed data. The coefficient on the guaranteed
loan dummy is 3% when we use imputed information, and becomes statistically insignificant when forcing imputed
values to zero.
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In Table 14, we analyze directly employment growth from T − 1 to T + 3.22 In line with the

employment gap switching sign from one year before to three years after the loan is granted, column 1

shows that employment growth at firms receiving a guaranteed loan is 17 percentage points higher

than at firms receiving a non-guaranteed loan over this four-year period. In column 2, the coefficient

decreases by approximately one-third when we include the full set of controls, including firm age and

employment in T − 1. Therefore, the fact that recipients of guaranteed loans are initially younger

and smaller explains only one-third of their faster employment growth after receiving the loan.

In column 3 and 4, we analyze whether this higher growth rate predates the loan extension. The

dependent variable is employment growth from T − 3 to T − 1.23 We find that employment growth

at firms receiving a guaranteed loan is 5.8 percentage points higher than at firms receiving a non-

guaranteed loan over this two-year period prior to the loan extension (2.6 percentage points when

including the full set of controls). Therefore, the high growth rate of recipients of guaranteed loans

in the period following the loan continues the trend of higher growth rate in the years preceding

the loan. This means that banks choose to purchase the guarantee for firms with strong (past and

expected) growth prospects.

We pursue the analysis in Table 15 by comparing the labor productivity, average wage, and

capital intensity of recipients of guaranteed versus non-guaranteed loans. We define these variables

as in Section 4.1.5, and restrict the sample to firms with non-imputed data and at least one full-

time-equivalent employee in order to limit mismeasurement issues. For the sake of space, we only

report regressions including our full set of controls (including the logarithm of employment), which

are measured contemporaneously to the dependent variables.

Column 1 shows that recipients of a guaranteed loan start at lower levels of labor productivity

than recipients of non-guaranteed loans: value added per worker is e4,000 lower on average, which

represents 6% of average labor productivity in this population of firms. Column 3 shows that

approximately one-third of this labor productivity gap is reflected in lower wages: the average wage

is e1,400 per year lower at recipients of guaranteed loans. Column 5 suggests an explanation for

this lower labor productivity. Recipients of guaranteed loans have lower capital intensity: fixed

assets per worker are e8,100 lower on average, which represents 13% of average fixed assets per

worker. Columns 2, 4 and 6 show that the gaps in terms of labor productivity and capital intensity

22We restrict the sample to firms with non-imputed and non-zero employment in T − 1.
23We analyze employment growth from T − 3 to T − 1 because we have access to tax filings data only from 2011

onwards. We can therefore use firms receiving a new loan in 2014 and 2015 for this analysis. As before, we restrict
the sample to firms with non-imputed and non-zero employment data in T − 3.
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decreases over time. Three years after the loan, the average productivity gap has shrunk by one-

third at e2,700 of value added per year per worker, and the capital intensity gap has almost

halved, reaching e4,600 of fixed assets per worker. By contrast, the gap in the average wage barely

changes.24

4.2.6 New Lending Relationships

We analyze whether banks use the guarantee to create new lending relationships. The underlying

hypothesis is that banks perceive a greater credit risk when they have no prior relationship with the

borrower: they have access to hard information from accounting data but still lack soft information

about the quality of the borrower. The loan guarantee may alleviate banks’ reluctance to lend when

there is such uncertainty about the creditworthiness of the borrower.

In order to test this hypothesis empirically, we analyze the data at the loan level where each

observation corresponds to a new loan granted by a given bank to a given firm in a given month. We

define a new lending relationship dummy variable equal to one if the borrower has no outstanding

credit from the lending bank 12 months before the extension of the new loan.25 We regress the new

lending relationship dummy on the dummy variable equal to one if the loan is guaranteed. As in

the previous section, we report a specification including only time fixed effects, and a specification

including a full set of controls.

Results are reported in Table 16. Column 1 shows that guaranteed loans are 29 percentage

points more likely to be granted in a new lending relationship relative to non-guaranteed loans.

This is a large difference considering that 22% of all non-guaranteed loans correspond to a new

lending relationship, that is, guaranteed loans are more than twice as likely to be new lending

relationships as non-guaranteed loans. When the full set of controls is added in column 2, including

several proxies for the risk profile of the borrower, such as firm age, credit rating fixed effects, and

profitability and solvency ratios, the gap decreases by one-third but remains large and statistically

significant. Therefore, banks are significantly more likely to use loan guarantees to develop new

lending relationships.

24The regression sample is not the same when productivity is measured at T − 1 and when it is measured T + 3.
In Appendix D, we re-run these regressions by restricting the sample to a balanced sample of firms with non-missing
information at both T − 1 and T + 3. The results are similar.

25Results are similar using a lag of 6 months.
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5 Extension of the Automatic Procedure

In 2015, Bpifrance increased the loan amount threshold up to which the automatic procedure is

used instead of the regular procedure, from e100,000 to e200,000.26 The increase of the delegation

threshold was decided in 2014. It was motivated by the need of Bpifrance to free up time for its

account managers in order to speed up the roll-out of Bpifrance direct loans. In order to benefit

from this change, each bank had to sign a new agreement with Bpifrance. For cooperative banking

groups, the new agreement had to be signed by each subsidiary of the banking group. Accordingly,

we carry out the analysis at the regional subsidiary level for cooperative banking groups, and at the

banking group level for the other banks. In both cases, we thereafter refer to this unit of analysis

as “banks”.

The new agreement became effective at different dates for different banks for two reasons, which

were partly exogenous to banks’ lending opportunities. First, in addition to the increase in the

automatic procedure threshold, the agreement included regulatory changes regarding anti-money

laundering and countering the financing of terrorism, which took longer for some banks than for

others to agree on and comply with. Therefore, different banks signed the new agreement at different

dates for reasons unrelated to the loan guarantee program.

Second, to implement the new rules after the new agreement was signed, banks had to update

their information systems as well as inform and train their employees. It implies that there is

often a delay of several weeks, and in some cases several months, between the signing of the new

agreement and the time at which the bank starts to use the automatic procedure for loans between

e100,001 and e200,000. Therefore, we will use as the event date for each bank the date at which

we first observe in the data a guaranteed loan between e100,001 and e200,000 that goes through

the automatic procedure.27

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the implementation date of the new agreement across banks,

focusing on the business creation program. Two thirds of banks start to use the extended automatic

procedure between November 2015 and March 2016. A few banks start to use it earlier, starting in

April 2015, and a few banks later in 2016 and in 2017.

26Another, less important change took place in 2015. Before 2015, the borrowing firm also had to have ten employees
or less for the automatic procedure to apply instead of the regular procedure. This criterion is removed in 2015. This
change is minor for the new business creation program because the size criterion was rarely binding in this program.
In the pre-change period, only 5% of new businesses taking loans below e100,000 have more than ten employees.

27The data reports the loan disbursement date, which can be several weeks after the loan offer is made, creating a
small time lag between the actual first use of the automatic procedure and our observing it. This time lag is not a
problem for our analysis because we consistently date loans based on the disbursement date.
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As a first pass to evaluate the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure to loans be-

tween e100,001 and e200,000, Figure 4 shows the evolution of the aggregate amount of new bank

loans between e101,000 and e200,000 that are guaranteed under each of the four loan guarantee

programs (irrespective of whether the loans are guaranteed through the regular or automatic proce-

dure). There is a sharp increase in the amount of loans guaranteed by the business creation program

and by the business development program after the 2015 extension of the automatic procedure: by

117% and 78%, respectively, between 2014 and 2017. By contrast, there is no noticeable increase of

the amount of loans guaranteed by the business transmission program and the cash reinforcement

program. In the following sections, we will use an econometric setup that confirms these patterns:

our identification strategy will consist in looking at the evolution of guaranteed loans and total

bank lending in the e100,000–200,000 loan size category compared to adjacent loan size categories,

before and after the extension of the automatic procedure. Results will show that the extension of

the automatic procedure leads to a significant increase of guaranteed loans in the e100,000–200,000

loan size category for the business creation program (see Section 6) and for the business develop-

ment program (see Section 7), but not for the transmission and cash reinforcement programs (see

Appendix E). Therefore, in the next sections, we will focus our analysis on the business creation

and business development programs.

Several factors may explain why the four guarantee programs have different dynamics following

the extension of the automatic procedure.

First, the French economy recovers progressively from the 2011–12 sovereign debt crisis during

the period, with GDP growth increasing in 2016 and 2017. Business creation (excluding sole pro-

prietorships) increases by 4% in 2015, 10% in 2016, and 4% in 2017.28 Dynamic business creation

leads to high demand for bank loans for new businesses, which are eligible to the business creation

guarantee program. Corporate investment increases by one percentage point as a share of value

added between 2014 and 2017, from 22.8% to 23.8%,29 which may lead to higher demand for guar-

antees from the business development program during this period. On the other hand, the financial

situation of firms improves: average operating income over value added increases by more than one

percentage point between 2014 and 2017, from 30.3% to 31.7%, which may lead to lower demand

for guarantees from the cash reinforcement program. Overall, the fact that the demand for the

guarantee from different programs is differently exposed to the business cycle, combined with the

28Statistics from the Statistical Office website: https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/serie/001564300
29Source: https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2830260#tableau-figure1
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recovery of the French economy during this period, can contribute to explain why the different loan

guarantee programs seem to be on different trends.

Second, from the banks’ perspective, the benefit of the automatic procedure over the regular

procedure is greater in the business creation program than in the other guarantee programs. As

described in Section 2.2, the risk assessment conducted by Bpifrance in the regular procedure is

replaced by two hard criteria in the automatic procedure: if the borrowing firm has already filed

taxes, its after-tax income must be positive; and if the borrowing firm has a Bank of France credit

rating, the rating must be better than a given threshold. These two conditions are usually satisfied

for new businesses, because new businesses often take a bank loan before they file taxes for the

first time and before they are rated by Bank of France. Therefore, most new businesses satisfy

the eligibility conditions under the automatic procedure whereas they can fail the Bpifrance risk

assessment under the regular procedure. This effect is specific to the business creation program

because borrowers eligible to the other programs are older firms, which have tax filings and may

have a Bank of France rating, so they can fail to meet the eligibility conditions in the automatic

procedure. This is particularly true in the cash reinforcement guarantee program because this

program targets companies in a weak financial situation, which are more likely to have negative net

income or a low credit rating. This factor can contribute to explain why the use of the business

creation program increases sharply after the 2015 extension of the automatic procedure relative to

the other guarantee programs.

Third, the guarantee for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs in the business creation program is less expensive

and has a higher coverage rate under the automatic procedure than under the regular procedure. For

example, the total cost of the guarantee for a five-year loan with linear amortization is 1.86% of the

loan amount for a 70% coverage under the automatic procedure versus 2.03% for a 60% coverage

under the regular procedure. That is, the guarantee is 22% less expensive under the automatic

procedure than under the regular procedure.30 By contrast, the change of procedure introduces is

a small price increase (between 3% and 5%) for loan guarantees to non-ex-nihilo entrepreneurs in

the business creation program and for loan guarantees in the three other programs. This factor can

contribute to explain why the business creation program grows sharply after the 2015 extension of

the automatic procedure relative to the other guarantee programs.

This factor also predicts that the growth of loans guaranteed by the business creation program

30The calculation assumes continuous amortization with a 2% interest rate. Although the magnitude of the price
difference depends on the maturity of the loan and on the repayment schedule, the guarantee for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs
is consistently cheaper under the automatic procedure than under the regular procedure.
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should be stronger for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs than for non-ex-nihilo entrepreneurs. The Bpifrance

data do not report if entrepreneurs are classified as ex-nihilo or non-ex-nihilo when they benefit

from a loan guarantee in the business creation program. However, we can recover this information

perfectly when the guarantee is granted under the automatic procedure because the coverage rate,

which is reported in the data, is different for ex-nihilo and non-ex-nihilo entrepreneurs. When

the guarantee is granted under the regular procedure, we recover the information only imperfectly

because the bank has the option to choose a coverage rate below the maximum allowed. The

maximum coverage rate is higher for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs than for non-ex-nihilo entrepreneurs.

We identify guaranteed loans to ex-nihilo entrepreneurs as loans with a coverage rate equal to the

maximum coverage rate for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs (60%), and guaranteed loans to non-ex-nihilo

entrepreneurs as those with a lower coverage. This proxy may under-estimate the true number

of guaranteed loans to ex-nihilo entrepreneurs because banks may choose a coverage ratio below

the maximum. However, our data suggests that banks rarely use this option: only 14% of loans

between e100,001 and e200,000 and guaranteed by the business creation program have coverage

ratios under the maximum allowed for non-ex-nihilo entrepreneurs (50%). Thus, under-estimation

bias should be limited.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the aggregate amount of guaranteed loans between e100,001

and e200,000 in the business creation program, separately for ex-nihilo entrepreneurs and for non-

ex-nihilo entrepreneurs. Guaranteed loans to ex-nihilo entrepreneurs grow approximately five-fold

between 2014 and 2017 whereas guaranteed loans to non-ex-nihilo entrepreneurs grow approximately

two-fold. Correspondingly, the share of ex-nihilo entrepreneurs among recipients of loans between

e100,001 and e200,000 guaranteed by the business creation program increases from 6% in 2014 to

16% in 2017. This result is consistent with the interpretation that the lower price of the guarantee

under the automatic procedure contributes to explaining the increased use of the business creation

guarantee after the extension of the automatic procedure.

The fourth factor that may explain the heterogeneous effect of the extension of the automatic

procedure across the different guarantee programs is that the automatic procedure removes the

option for banks to choose the coverage ratio of the guarantee. The coverage ratio is fixed under

the automatic procedure whereas it is chosen by the bank and subject to a cap under the regular

procedure. Banks frequently use this flexibility of the regular procedure for loans guaranteed by

the business transmission program (41% of guaranteed loans between e100,001 and e200,000 over

2013–2014 have a coverage ratio strictly below the cap) and in the cash reinforcement program
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(39%), but less so in the business development program (25%), and even less so in the business

creation program (14%) as mentioned above, which may be explained by the fact that asymmetric

information problems are more severe for new firms. Therefore, in the cash reinforcement program

and in the business transmission programs, the loss of flexibility regarding the coverage ratio may

partially offset the benefits of the automatic procedure.

As a side observation, we note that removing the option for banks to choose a lower coverage

ratio might be more costly for banks when the borrower is less risky or has a greater ability to pledge

collateral, because a high coverage ratio may be less valuable for the bank for these borrowers. The

data supports this view: Figure 6 shows that when using the regular procedure, banks are more

likely to choose a lower coverage ratio when the borrower’s credit rating is better.
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6 Business Creation Program: Impact of the Extension of the

Automatic Procedure

6.1 Aggregate Lending

Starting in 2015, the loan amount threshold up to which banks request the guarantee using the

automatic procedure is increased from e100,000 to e200,000. As explained in Section 5, the date at

which the new threshold applies varies across banks. Our empirical strategy to identify the impact

of the extension of the automatic procedure is to compare the evolution of bank lending in the

e100,001–200,000 loan size segment (“treated” category), which benefits from the higher threshold,

to that in the adjacent loan size segments e50,000–100,000 and e200,001–300,000 (“non-treated”

categories), which are not affected by the change in the threshold.

Panel A of Figure 7 shows the evolution of the aggregate amount of new guaranteed loans for

each loan size category, measured using Bpifrance data. The aggregate amount of guaranteed loans

in the treated category (e100K–200K) increases sharply after the threshold change: from e351

million in 2015 to e590 million in 2017, i.e., a 68% increase. By contrast, the aggregate amount

of guaranteed loans in the non-treated categories experience no such change during the period: the

amounts of e50K–100K and e200K–300K guaranteed loans increase by 5% and 21%, respectively,

over the same period. Therefore, the large and sudden increase in the amount of guaranteed loans

in the treated category is not explained by a change in the demand for credit. Instead, banks are

more willing to supply guaranteed loans when they can obtain the guarantee through the automatic

procedure.

Since our empirical strategy relies on the merged data of bank loans from the credit register

and of guaranteed loans from Bpifrance, we check that the pattern observed in Panel A using

the Bpifrance data holds similarly in the merged Bpifrance-credit register data. Panel B shows

the evolution of the aggregate amount of guaranteed loans that can be merged with the credit

register. The data are now collapsed at the monthly frequency. We plot the 12-month moving sum

to adjust for seasonal fluctuations and normalize each series to one in June 2015. We obtain the

same pattern, both qualitatively and quantitatively, as in Panel A. Guaranteed loans in the treated

category increases by 64% between 2015 and 2017 whereas guaranteed loans in the two non-treated

categories increase by 10% and 30%, respectively.

The large increase in the amount of guaranteed bank credit does not necessarily imply that

the total amount of bank credit (guaranteed or not) increases, because banks may substitute non-
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guaranteed loans with guaranteed loans. The evidence is Panels A and B could be consistent with

no change in total bank credit in the treated loan size category but banks choosing to purchase the

guarantee for a larger fraction of loans.

Panel C shows the evolution of the total amount of new loans (guaranteed or not). As a

preliminary observation, we note that total lending in the three loan size categories is more cyclical

than guaranteed lending. Aggregate credit statistics from Bank of France show that lending to

non-financial corporations decreases from the 2011–12 sovereign debt crisis until the beginning of

2015, then increases monotonically until 2018 (see Appendix Figure C.1). This credit cycle is

clearly noticeable in total lending to new firms whereas it is not for guaranteed loans. A potential

explanation is that, as shown in Section 4.1, banks purchase the guarantee for relatively risky

loans, and default risk is counter-cyclical. This makes the demand for guarantees, holding fixed

total lending, counter-cyclical. The combination of pro-cyclical total lending and counter-cyclical

demand for guarantees may make the quantity of guaranteed loans fairly acyclical.

The key result in Panel C is that total lending in the treated category increases after the 2015

extension of the automatic procedure significantly more than in the non-treated categories. There-

fore, the post-2015 increase in the aggregate amount of guaranteed loans in the treated category

is not offset by a reduction in non-guaranteed loans. These aggregate statistics suggest that the

extension of the automatic procedure had a significant effect on total bank lending in the affected

loan size segment.31 In the next section, we use an econometric approach to estimate the impact of

the extension of the automatic procedure.

6.2 Difference-in-Difference

We use a difference-in-difference specification, which compares the evolution of credit from before

to after the extension of the automatic procedure (first difference) between the treated and non-

treated categories (second difference). We measure the evolution around the extension in each loan

size category by estimating the following regression at the bank × loan size category × month level:

Lb,k,t = αb,k + δb,t +
∑

m

∑

k′

βk
m 1t=TreatmentDateb+m × 1k=k′ + ǫb,k,t. (1)

31Lending in the larger, non-treated segment e200K–300K increases in the second half of 2017 at the same time
when aggregate lending to non-financial corporations accelerates (see Appendix Figure C.1). This reflects the fact
that credit to larger firms is more pro-cyclical than credit to smaller firms.
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Lb,k,t is bank b’s total lending in loan size category k in month t. αb,k is a bank × loan size category

fixed effect. δb,t is a bank × year-month fixed effect. 1t=TreatmentDateb+m is a dummy equal to

one m month after (or before if m < 0) the bank uses the automatic procedure under the new

threshold for the first time.32 The sum over m runs from 12 months before to 12 months after the

event month. The sum also includes a dummy for the period prior to 12 months before the event

date. The dummy for m = −1 is excluded such that the evolution of lending is estimated relative

to one month before the event date. We exclude observations posterior to 12 months after the

implementation date.33 1k=k′ is a loan size category dummy. The sum over k′ runs over the three

loan size categories e50,000–100,000; e100,001–200,000; and e200,001–300,000. The regression

coefficient βk
m captures bank lending m month after the event date in loan category k.

The dependent variable is the lending amount in a given month normalized by the average of the

same variable over the period 2013–2014 (i.e., before the extension of the automatic procedure).34

The coefficients βk
m can therefore be interpreted as percentage changes relative to the pre-period.

To filter out noise in monthly fluctuations in bank lending, we use a twelve-month moving sum as

the dependent variable, that is, Lb,k,t in the regression equation (1) is total lending from month

t−11 to month t. We will therefore focus on the regression coefficient βk
12, which reflects the average

evolution of lending over the 12 months following the event date. All regressions are weighted by

the average lending amount in the pre-period, i.e., the denominator of the dependent variable. The

estimated βk
m therefore reflects an average effect weighted by banks’ market shares. Standard errors

are clustered at the bank level in order to account for serial correlation and correlation across loan

size categories within banks.

The main result is presented in Figure 8. Panel A plots the estimates without including bank

× time fixed effect. The coefficients are identified for the three loan size categories. Total lending

32See Figure 3 for the distribution of treatment dates across banks. The identification strategy we use here does
not rely on variation in the treatment date across banks because we do not include loan size category × year-month
fixed effect. The identification strategy instead relies on the fact that the extension of the automatic procedure affects
differently loans of different size.

33As analyzed by De Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2020), difference-in-difference estimators can be biased when
all units (banks in our analysis) are eventually treated. The identification strategy presented here does not suffer
from this problem because it does not include loan size category × time fixed effects, i.e., our identification strategy
does not rely on variation in the treatment date across banks. The alternative identification strategy presented in
Section 6.7 includes loan size category × time fixed effects. In this case, including one dummy variable corresponding
for every month m before and after the event date is not identified (Borusyak and Jaravel, 2017). Including a dummy
variable corresponding to months posterior to M months after the event date for some M > 0 is identified but biased
if the true effect of the treatment is not time-invariant after M months after the event date. To mitigate this bias
that could arise in the alternative methodology, we remove observations posterior to M months after the event date
both in the alternative methodology and in the main methodology presented here for consistency.

34We trim the obtained ratio on both tails of end distribution at five times the inter-quartile range around the
median.
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(guaranteed or not) in the treated category increases sharply after the extension of the automatic

procedure. The fact that lending increases progressively over time is a statistical artefact due to

the use of a twelve-month moving sum as the dependent variable to smooth short-term fluctuations.

One should therefore focus on the twelve-month horizon, which captures the total effect over the

twelve months following the extension of the automatic procedure. Consistent with the increase

in lending being caused by the extension of the automatic procedure, lending in the non-treated

categories is mostly flat, and there is no trend before the event date.

Then, we include bank × time fixed effect. In this case, one of the loan size category serves

as the reference group and the coefficients in the other two categories are identified relative to the

reference group. We use the non-treated loan size category e50K–100K as the reference group.

Panel B shows the estimates for the treated category. Consistent with the result in Panel A, there

is a sharp increase in the treated group relative to the control group after the extension of the

automatic procedure. Lending increases by approximately 12% at a one-year horizon. There is no

pre-trend. Panel C shows the estimates for the non-treated category e200K–300K, which serves as

a placebo. There is no pre-trend and no significant change after the event date.

Table 17 gathers the difference-in-difference estimates. For the sake of space, we only report the

coefficients corresponding to the effects twelve months before, six months before, six months after,

and twelve months after the event date. Recall that the effect is estimated relative to one month

before the event date. Column 1 presents the same specification as in Panels B and C of Figure 8.

In column 2, we control for region-specific and sector-specific trends as follows: for each bank b, we

calculate the share of lending in each region r, wb,r, using the thirteen large French administrative

regions, and we include in the regression wb,r interacted with a quadratic time trend and interacted

with the loan size category fixed effects. We follow the same approach to control for sector-specific

trends using a broad industry classification in five sectors (Manufacturing; Construction; Wholesale

and Retail Trade; Hotels and Restaurants; Other Services). Consistent with the result in Figure 8,

we find that total bank lending increases by 12% to 13% in the treated group at a twelve-month

horizon relative to the control group. There is no pre-trend. There is also no effect in the other

non-treated group.

In column 3 and 4, we run same the same regression using guaranteed loans instead of total loans

as the dependent variable. We normalize the dependent variable by total lending in the pre-period

(as in the previous regressions) even though the numerator is now guaranteed lending, so that the

regression coefficients are comparable across both dependent variables. We find that guaranteed
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bank lending increases by 14% to 15% in the treated group at a twelve-month horizon relative

to the control group. Again, there is no pre-trend and no effect in the other non-treated group.

Comparing the effect on the amount of guaranteed loans to that on the total amount of bank loans,

we can estimate the amount of crowding out of non-guaranteed loans by guaranteed loans. Using

the estimates with industry and regional trends, we obtain that only (0.15 − 0.13)/0.15 = 13% of

the increase in guaranteed lending in this loan size category corresponds to loans in this loan size

category that would have been granted without the guarantee while the other 87% of the additional

new loans would not have been granted absent the extension of the automatic procedure.

We have so far focused on medium-to-long-term loans because only those are eligible to the

guarantee. However, banks might increase medium-to-long-term lending to take advantage of the

extension of the automatic procedure at the expense of short-term loans, which are not eligible

to the guaranteed. To study whether such substitution of short-term loans by longer term loans

take place, we repeat the regression analysis using total loans instead of medium-to-long-term loans

as the dependent variable. Again, we normalize the dependent variable by medium-to-long-term

lending in the pre-period (as in the previous regressions) even though the numerator is now total

lending, so that the regression coefficients are comparable across all dependent variables. Results

are reported in Table 18. Total lending increases by 11% at a twelve-month horizon, which is only

slightly less than the increase in medium-to-long-term lending, suggesting a small substitution effect

of short-term loans by medium-to-long-term loans.

Our main analysis uses the flow of new loans as the outcome variable. In Appendix F, we repeat

the analysis using instead the outstanding amount of credit. This allows us to study the impact of

the extension of the automatic procedure on banks’ balance sheets. The results are in line with those

obtained with the flow of new loans, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Guaranteed and total

outstanding credit increase by 16% and 15%, respectively, in the treated group at a twelve-month

horizon relative to the control group.

6.3 Controlling for Bunching at the Threshold

Banks may reduce the loan size to be eligible to the automatic procedure. Such a behavior would

lead us to over-estimate the effect of the extension of the automatic procedure. Consider a loan that,

absent any threshold effect, would be of size e102,000. Suppose that when the automatic procedure

applies to loans up to e100,000, the bank reduces the loan amount to e100,000 to benefit from

the automatic procedure. When the threshold increases to e200,000, the bank lends e102,000. We
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would then observe an increase in lending in the treatment group (e100,001–200,000) relative to

the control group (e50,000–100,000) both because lending in the treatment group increases and

because lending in the control group decreases, whereas there is actually no change in total lending

(except for the marginal increase in the loan amount).

The symmetric effect happens at the e200,000 threshold. Consider a loan that absent any

threshold effect would be of size e202,000. When the threshold for the automatic procedure is

e100,000, the bank lends e202,000. When the threshold becomes e200,000, if the bank reduces

the loan size to e200,000 to be eligible to the automatic procedure, we would observe an increase in

lending in the treatment group (e100,001–200,000) relative to the control group (e50,000–100,000)

because lending in the treatment group increases, whereas there is actually no change in total

lending (except for the marginal decrease in the loan amount).

Before showing how we can correct for these potential biases, we investigate whether banks

actually reduce loan amounts to be eligible to the automatic procedure. To answer this question,

we study how bunching at the thresholds changes after the applicable threshold amount changes.

Figure 9 shows the loan size distribution of guaranteed loans around the thresholds below which the

automatic procedure applies in different periods. Panel A shows the distribution around e100,000

over the period 2013–2014 during which the applicable threshold is e100,000. There are mass

points at round amounts and in particular at e100,000. Bunching at e100,000 could be due to

banks strategically limiting the loan amount at e100,000 to be eligible to the automatic procedure

(the automatic procedure applies to loan amounts up to and including e100,000). Bunching could

also be due to the natural attraction of round amounts.

To disentangle between the two explanations, Panel B shows the loan size distribution over

the period 2017–2018 during which the applicable threshold is e200,000. There is still a mass

point at e100,000 but it is one-third smaller than during the period 2013–2014. Moreover, the

mass at e100,000 which is lost between 2013–2014 and 2017–2018 moves to the e100,001–120,000

segment. These two facts suggest that approximately one-third of bunching at e100,000 is due to

the automatic procedure threshold and two-thirds are due to a round number effect.

Panels C and D repeat the same exercise around the e200,000 threshold, which is applicable

in 2017–2018 but not in 2013–2014. The mass point at e200,000 is again approximately one-third

smaller during the 2013–2014 period when there is no threshold at e200,000 than during the 2017–

2018 period when the automatic procedure applies to loan amounts up to and including e200,000.

Moreover, the mass at e200,000 which is gained between 2013–2014 and 2017–2018 comes from the
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e200,001–220,000 segment. The evidence is again consistent with the threshold effect explaining

one-third of bunching at the threshold and the round number effect explaining two-thirds of it.

As discussed above, threshold effects can bias our baseline estimate of the change in lending in

the treatment group (e100,001–200,000) relative to the control group (e50,000–100,000) induced

by the increase in the automatic procedure threshold from e100,000 to e200,000. There are three

potential sources of bias that all lead to over-estimate the effect: (a) over-estimate the increase in

lending in the treatment group just above e100,000; (b) over-estimate the decrease in lending in

the control group exactly at e100,000; (c) over-estimate the increase in lending in the treatment

group exactly at e200,000.

To correct for these potential bias, we consider alternative constructions of the treatment and

control groups. First, we re-define the control group as e50,000–99,000, which excludes the round

amount e100,000 from the control group and eliminates bias (b). We also re-define the treatment

group as e100,001–199,000, which excludes the round amount e200,000 from the treatment group

and eliminates bias (c). The results are reported in columns 1 and 2 of Table 19. The effect remains

strongly significant but the magnitude decreases a bit: total lending increases by 8.4 percentage

points when we account for bunching (column 1) compared to 13 percentage points when we do not

control for bunching (column 2 of Table 17).

Second, to additionally correct for bias (a), we include the round amount e100,000 in the

treatment group. Now, the control group is e50,000–99,000 and the treatment group is e100,000-

199,000. This specification eliminates all three biases but it creates another bias in the other

direction. As shown above, we estimate that only approximately one-third of bunching at e100,000

is due to the automatic procedure threshold. Two-thirds of the e100,000 loans would be of size

e100,000 irrespective of the threshold and are therefore always eligible to the automatic procedure,

i.e., they are not affected by the change in threshold. Including e100,000 in the treatment group

rather than in the control group leads us to under-estimate the true effect. The results are reported

in columns 3 and 4 of Table 19. The estimated effect is again lower than in Table 17 but remains

significant, which shows that the impact estimates are not fully driven by bunching at the threshold.

6.4 Number of New Loans

We study the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the number of new loans. We

use the same specification as before where the dependent variable is now the number of new loans
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in the size category k from bank b in month t. We normalize the dependent variable by its average

value over 2013–2014 such that the regression coefficients can still be interpreted as a percentage

change relative to the pre-period.

Table 20 reports the results without controlling for bunching at the threshold. The results are

similar to those for total loan amounts: the total number of bank loans increases by 11% to 13% in

the treated group at a twelve-month horizon relative to the control group. This suggests that there

is no change of the average loan amount within the treated category. Table 21 shows the results

controlling for bunching (see above). Again, we find a similar impact as for loan amounts.

Since new firms can potentially obtain several loans, the estimated impact on the number of

loans might be a slight over-estimate of the impact on the number of new businesses obtaining bank

loans. However, few new firms obtain several loans in their first year: the number of bank loans

between e50,000 and e300,000 over the entire period 2012–2018 is only 5% larger than the number

of distinct firms obtaining a bank loan. Therefore, we can estimate the impact of the extension of

the automatic procedure on the number of new firms obtaining a bank loan at approximately 95%

of the estimated impact on the number of new loans.

6.5 Impact on Borrowing Firms’ Characteristics and Performance

We now investigate whether the extension of the automatic procedure has an impact on the char-

acteristics and failure rate of the recipients of guarantees. They might change for several reasons.

First, the risk assessment in the regular procedure is replaced by two hard criteria in the automatic

procedure: the borrower must have positive net income if it already filed taxes, and it must have a

Bank of France credit rating better than a minimum rating if it is rated (see Section 2.2). These

criteria are usually not binding because new businesses often do not have filed taxes yet and are not

rated when they apply for a first loan. Therefore, the automatic procedure tends to increase the set

of new businesses eligible to the guarantee, especially for more risky borrowers that may not have

passed the risk assessment in the regular procedure.

Second, the price of guarantee is lower in the automatic procedure than in the regular procedure

for ex-nihilo new businesses (see Section 5). On the one hand, this may increase the share of ex-

nihilo new businesses in the pool of recipients of guarantees, and ex-nihilo new businesses may have

different characteristics than non-ex-nihilo new businesses. On the other hand, a lower price of the

guarantee may induce banks to purchase the guarantee for less risky borrowers.

To analyze how the extension of the automatic procedure affects the characteristics of recipients
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of the guarantee, we run regressions at the loan level. Each observation is a guaranteed loan granted

by bank b to firm i at year-month t. The scope of the analysis is the same as before: all loans to

new firms less than one year old guaranteed by either the business creation program or the business

transmission program. We restrict the sample to guarantees granted before 2017 to have enough

data to measure the ex-post performance of borrowing firms. The econometric specification is

similar to equation (1) but now at the firm-bank level:

Yi,b,k,t = αb,k + δb,t +
∑

p

∑

k′

βk
p 1t∈p × 1k=k′ + ǫi,b,k,t. (2)

Yi,b,k,t is a characteristic or outcome of firm i receiving guaranteed credit from bank b at time t in

the loan size category k. The sum over k′ is over the three loan size categories e50,000–100,000;

e101,000–200,000: and e201,000–300,000. The sum over p is over the following time periods around

the first use of the extended automatic procedure: more than twelve months before the event date;

from twelve months to two months before the event date; from one month before to one month

after the event date; and from two months after to twelve month after the event date. Observations

more than twelve months after the event date are excluded from the regression. The coefficient

βk
p reflects recipients’ characteristics in loan category k in period p. As before, the coefficients are

identified relative to a reference group and a reference period. We choose the loan size category

e50,000–100,000 as the reference group and the period from twelve to two months before as the

reference period. The coefficient of interest is the coefficient before the treated category e100K–

200K interacted with the post period dummy. The non-treated group e200K–300K serve as a

placebo group.

Table 22 reports the results for initial characteristics of borrowing firms measured one year

after creation. First, as discussed above, the share of ex-nihilo new businesses increases by 11

percentage points in the treated loan size category relative to the non-treated category (column 1).35

This confirms that banks took advantage of the more favorable price and coverage rate of the

guarantee for ex-nihilo new firms in the automatic procedure. Columns 2 and 3 suggest that

recipients of guaranteed loans in the treated category are slightly smaller after the extension of the

automatic procedure. However, this trend is also noticeable in the non-treated category e200K–

300K, suggesting that it is not due to the extension of the automatic procedure.36 Columns 4

35We identify ex-nihilo new firms using information on the coverage ratio as described in Section 2.2.
36In Appendix Table G.1, we repeat the analysis controlling for sector fixed effects, region fixed effects, and a

dummy variable for ex-nihilo new firms. We find that the negative effect on sales decreases by one third, which is
mostly explained by the inclusion of controls about creation type. Therefore, part of the decrease of recipients’ size
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and 5 suggest that recipients of guaranteed loans in the treated category are slightly less likely to

have negative EBITDA and negative net income after the extension of the automatic procedure.

Therefore, based on the borrowing firms’ performance one year after creation, there is no indication

that the extension of the automatic procedure leads banks to extend guaranteed loans to riskier or

worse-performing firms.

Table 23 reports the results for firm failure at a three year horizon. The tax filings three

years after creation are not yet available for firms obtaining a guaranteed loan after 2015, so we

cannot study employment or sales at this horizon. We study firm failure using two variables for

which we have recent enough data: (i) bankruptcy filing and (ii) triggering of the guarantee by

the bank. There is no significant change in the three-year probability of default. This result also

holds when including additional controls (see Appendix Table G.2). Again, there is no evidence

that the extension of the automatic procedure induces banks to make guaranteed loans to more

risky borrowers.

To summarize, the main effect of the extension of the automatic procedure on the guaranteed

portfolio is to increase the share of ex-nihilo creations within the guaranteed portfolio. This effect

partly drives the (less significant) decrease in recipients’ average sales one year after creation. There

is no significant change in the three-year default rate, suggesting that the automatic procedure did

not deteriorate banks’ risk assessment and due diligence process in the short run.

6.6 Impact on Banks’ Loan Portfolios

After studying the impact on the characteristics of the guaranteed portfolio, we now turn to the

impact on the characteristics of the entire loan portfolio (guaranteed or not). The analysis above

allows us to make two predictions. First, the extension of the automatic procedure should increase

the share of guaranteed loans in the treated loan size category, since we have shown that the amount

of guaranteed loans increases more than the amount of total loans. Second, since guaranteed loans

have a higher default rate than non-guaranteed loans (see Section 4.1), the default rate in the

treated loan size category should increase by composition effect.

Results on loans’ and borrowers’ initial characteristics are reported in Table 24. Column 1

shows that the extension of the automatic procedure significantly increases the share of guaranteed

loans within banks’ portfolio, by 11 percentage points at a one-year horizon. However, there is

no significant change in the average initial size and profitability of borrowers (only the number of

comes from the higher share of ex-nihilo creation within the guaranteed portfolio.
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employees decreases but this effect is not specific to the treated category, so it cannot be attributed

to the extension of the automatic procedure).

Table 25 shows the results for default at a three-year horizon measured using bankruptcy filing.

Note that we can no longer use the trigger of the guarantee to measure default because we now

focus on all, even non-guaranteed loans. There is no significant change in the default probability,

and this result does not change with the inclusion of controls for sector or region. The fact that the

expected composition effect, generated by the higher proportion of guaranteed loans and the higher

average default rate of guaranteed loans, does not lead to a significant increase in the overall default

rate can be explained by lack of statistical power. The proportion of guaranteed loans increases by

11 percentage points (column 1 of Table 24). Guaranteed loans have a three-year bankruptcy rate

that is approximately 4 percentage points higher than non-guaranteed loans (column 4 of Table 4).

Therefore, the default rate should increase by approximately 0.44 percentage points by composition

effect. However, the standard deviation of the point estimate in Table 25 is 0.6 percentage points,

i.e., larger than the composition effect we seek to estimate.

6.7 Exploiting the Staggered Extension of the Automatic Procedure

This section presents an alternative identification strategy to the one used so far. The alternative

identification strategy exploits the fact that the extension of the automatic procedure became effec-

tive at different dates for different banks, as explained in Section 5 (see Figure 3 for the distribution

of the treatment dates across banks). This differs from our previous identification strategy that

instead relies on the fact that the extension of the automatic procedure affected differently loans of

different size.

The econometric specification is a difference-in-difference, which compares the evolution of lend-

ing from before to after the extension of the automatic procedure (first difference) between banks

which signed the new agreement early and banks which signed the new agreement later on (second

difference). We focus on lending in the e100,001–200,000 loan size category, which is the category

affected by the change in the automatic procedure threshold, by estimating the following regression

at the bank × year-month level:

Lb,t = αb + δt +
∑

m

βm 1t=TreatmentDateb+m + ǫb,t. (3)

Lb,t is bank b’s total lending in the e100,000-e200,000 loan size category in year-month t. αb is a
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bank fixed effect. δt is a year-month fixed effect. 1t=TreatmentDateb+m is a dummy equal to one m

month after (or before if m < 0) the bank uses the automatic procedure under the new threshold for

the first time. The sum over m runs from 12 months before to 12 months after the event month. The

sum also includes a dummy for the period prior to 12 months before the event date. The dummy

for m = −1 is excluded such that the evolution of lending is estimated relative to one month before

the event date. We exclude observations posterior to 12 months after the implementation date.37

The regression coefficient βm captures bank lending m months after the event date.

The dependent variable is total lending in a given month normalized by the average of the same

variable over the period 2013–2014, i.e., before the extension of the automatic procedure. The

coefficients βm can therefore be interpreted as percentage changes relative to the pre-period. All

regressions are weighted by the average lending amount in the pre-period, i.e., the denominator of

the dependent variable. The estimated βm therefore reflects an average effect weighted by banks’

market shares.

Results are reported in Table 26. Consistent with the results obtained using the first iden-

tification strategy, there is a sharp increase in total lending after the extension of the automatic

procedure, and no pre-trend before the extension. When we control for sectoral and regional trends,

we find that total lending increases by 15% at a one-year horizon (column 2), which is in line with

the 13% increase obtained using the first identification strategy. Guaranteed loans increase by 20%

(column 4), which is in line with the 15% increase obtained using the first identification strategy.

We obtain similar estimates of the impact on the number of loans (see Table 27).

6.8 Aggregate Impact

Impact on lending We now aggregate the difference-in-difference estimates to assess the ag-

gregate impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on lending to new businesses. The

coefficients on the regression equation (1) are growth rates relative to the level of lending in the

2013–2014 period, i.e., before the extension of the automatic procedure. To translate these growth

rates in aggregate lending amounts, we multiply them by aggregate lending in the pre-period (i.e.,

the denominator of the dependent variable in the regressions). We focus on the impact at a one-year

37As analyzed by De Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2020), difference-in-difference estimators can be biased when
all units (banks in our analysis) are eventually treated. In this case, including one dummy variable corresponding for
every month m before and after the event date is not identified (Borusyak and Jaravel, 2017). Including a dummy
variable corresponding to months posterior to M months after the event date for some M > 0 is identified but biased
if the true effect of the treatment is not time-invariant after M months after the event date. To mitigate this bias
that could arise in the alternative methodology, we remove observations posterior to M months after the event date.
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horizon after the extension of the automatic procedure. We focus on two specifications, which may

be interpreted as lower and upper bounds of the true effect. The upper bound corresponds to the

specification controlling for industry and regional trends but not controlling for bunching at the

thresholds, i.e., columns 2 and 4 of Table 17. The lower bound corresponds to the specification

controlling in the more conservative way for bunching at the thresholds, i.e., columns 3 and 4 of

Table 19. As discussed in Section 6.3, this specification likely under-estimates the true effect.

Results are gathered in Table 28. Aggregate lending in the e100,001–200,000 loan size category

in the pre-period over all the banks in our sample represents 7,440 loans per year, amounting to

e1,096 million per year, in the baseline definition of the treated loan size category (which corre-

sponds to the upper bound quantification); and 8,119 loans per year and e1,115 million per year in

the alternative definition of the treated loan size category that accounts for bunching at the thresh-

olds (which corresponds to the lower bound quantification). Multiplying these baseline amounts

by the lower bound (+6%) and the upper bound (+13%) of impact estimates, the extension of the

automatic procedure generates between 490 and 970 additional new loans per year, amounting to

between e67 million and e142 million per year of additional credit to new businesses. To translate

the impact on the number of loans into an impact on the number of firms, we note that few firms

obtain several loans during their first year: in our data, for every 100 additional loans, there are

on average 95 distinct recipients. Accordingly, we estimate the impact on the number of new firms

obtaining a bank loan by multiplying the number of new loans by 0.95. We obtain that the exten-

sion of the automatic procedure leads to the creation of an additional 460 to 920 new businesses

per year.

These estimates correspond to the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the

total amount of financing and on the total number of new firms under the assumption that there

is no substitution between bank credit and other sources of financing such as equity or leasing. If

there is substitution, i.e., if some of the new firms that obtain bank credit thanks to the extension

of the automatic procedure would have been created even without bank credit, then our estimates

are an upper bound on the true impact of the extension of the automatic procedure.

Impact on job creation To estimate the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure

on job creation, we multiply the estimated impact on the number of new businesses by the average

number of employees in new businesses obtaining a guaranteed loan between e100,001 and e200,000

after the extension of the automatic procedure. These firms have on average 2 employees one year
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after creation and 3 employees three years after creation.38 Assuming no substitution between bank

financing and other sources of financing, we obtain that the extension of the automatic procedure

led to the creation of between 920 and 1,840 jobs per year in new firms when measuring employment

one year after firm creation, and between 1,380 and 2,760 jobs per year in new firms when measuring

employment three years after firm creation.

These estimates do not necessarily reflect the net effect on employment for two reasons. First,

individuals hired by new firms may have worked with another company if the new firm had not

been created. This implies that our estimate of the number of jobs created at new firms likely

over-estimates the effect on aggregate employment. On the other hand, individuals who choose

to work for these new firms presumably do so because the conditions are better than in their

other job opportunities. Second, new firms may displace existing firms, lowering employment at

these other firms. In this case, again, our estimate would be an over-estimate of the impact on

aggregate employment. On the other hand, if new firms crowd out existing ones, it is presumably

because they are more efficient, so this displacement would represent an improvement in aggregate

efficiency. Identifying such crowding out effects is difficult because they are potentially diluted

among all existing firms, implying that tests of crowding out have little statistical power unless

they involve very large scale shocks such as in Hombert et al. (2020). The magnitude of the

shock in our analysis is of the order of a couple thousands jobs per year, which is too small to

generate statistically measurable effects on crowding out at existing firms, aggregate employment,

or aggregate productivity.

Cost-benefit analysis Finally, we perform a tentative cost-benefit analysis of the extension of

the automatic procedure. The benefit is measured in terms of job creation in new firms, as described

above: 1,840 additional jobs created in new firms.39 The cost is the financial cost of the guarantee

for Bpifrance. The guarantee is costly for Bpifrance because the price of guarantee does not cover

administrative costs plus claims from banks. This cost is covered by an annual public endowment.

Bpifrance uses an endowment multiplier to determine the notional amount of loans it can guarantee:

it can guarantee M euros with one euro of public endowment, where 1/M is the expected net loss

38These numbers are averages across different methodological choices on how to treat information imputed by the
statistical office in the FARE database. Average employment after one year is between 1.9 and 2.2 full-time-equivalent
employees depending on the treatment of imputed information, and employment after three years is between 2.7 and
3.3 full-time-equivalent employees. When new firms do not appear in the FARE database, we always assume the firm
is inactive and has zero employees.

39We use the upper bound estimates for the cost-benefit analysis. Since the potential under- or over-estimation
biases discussed in Section 6.3 affect costs and benefits in the same direction, the estimated cost per job should be
reasonably robust to such biases.
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(claims plus administrative costs minus fees) on each euro guaranteed. The endowment multiplier for

the business creation program changes slightly from year to year and is around M = 10 during the

period we analyze. That is, Bpifrance expects to lose around 1/M = 10 cents per euro guaranteed.

The extension of the automatic procedure increases the cost of the guarantee for Bpifrance for

three reasons. First, the total amount of guaranteed loans increases. Second, the average coverage

ratio of guaranteed loans increases. Considering our upper bound estimates, these two factors lead

to an increase in the guaranteed notional by e107 million. Using the cost per euro guaranteed

inferred from the endowment multiplier, this implies an additional cost of e10.6 million. The third

factor is that the price of the guarantee decreases by approximately one percentage point for ex-

nihilo new firms (see Section 5). Because ex-nihilo new firms represent a small (albeit growing after

the extension of the automatic procedure) share of recipients of the business creation guarantee,

this decrease in price has a small effect on the cost of the program: approximately e0.1 million.

Therefore, the jobs created in new firms as a result of the extension of the automatic procedure

have a cost of approximately e5,800 per job. This estimate is based on the estimated impact on

the number of jobs in new firms measured one year after their creation. If, instead, we count the

number of jobs three years after creation, the number of jobs is 1.5 times larger, so the estimated

cost per job falls by one-third. Again, these jobs created in new firms do not necessarily correspond

to a net job creation because employees of new firms may have been employed by other firms had

the new firms not been created; that is, job creation in new firms may crowd out employment at

existing firms.

Our estimates are within the range of those available in other papers. For example, Barrot et al.

(2019), who focus on the guarantee program of Bpifrance (formerly Oséo) enacted during the 2008

financial crisis, estimate that the gross ex-ante cost is approximately 3,200 euros per additional job.

Brown and Earle (2017), who focus on SBA loans over a longer period, estimate a cost between

$21,000 and $25,000 per additional job.

In appendix I, we perform the same computation using our impact estimates on outstanding

credit, instead of flow of new loans. The magnitude of the aggregate impacts is similar although

the range between the lower and upper bound is tighter given that the impact estimates are less

sensitive to the chosen methodology.
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7 Business Development Program: Impact of the Extension of the

Automatic Procedure

In this section, we analyze the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure in the business

development guarantee program, following the same methodology as for the business creation pro-

gram. As explained below, we can analyze the impact on guaranteed lending, but we cannot study

the impact on total lending as we have done for the business creation program, because the share

of loans eligible to the business development program that are guaranteed is too small.

7.1 Aggregate Guaranteed Lending

Panel A of Figure 10 shows the evolution of the aggregate amount of loans guaranteed by the

business development program, for each loan size category, using Bpifrance data. The aggregate

amount of guaranteed loans in the treated category (e100K–200K) increases sharply after the

threshold change: from e176 million in 2015 to e259 million in 2017, i.e., a 47% increase. By

contrast, the aggregate amounts of guaranteed loans in the non-treated categories experience only

small changes during the same period: the amount of e50K–100K guaranteed loans increases by

10% and the amount of e200K–300K guaranteed loans decreases by 4%. This is consistent with

the fact that the increase in the amount of guaranteed loans in the treated category is explained by

the extension of the automatic procedure and not by a change in the demand for credit. Panel B

also shows the evolution of the aggregate amount of guaranteed loans, but now using the merged

Bpifrance-credit register data. The data are collapsed at the monthly frequency. We plot the 12-

month moving sum to adjust for seasonal fluctuations and normalize each series to one in June 2015.

We obtain the same pattern, both qualitatively and quantitatively, as in Panel A. Guaranteed loans

in the treated category increase by 46% between 2015 and 2017 whereas guaranteed loans in the

two non-treated categories increase by 10% and 8%, respectively.

In the analysis of the business creation guarantee, we have been able to analyze not only the

impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the provision of guaranteed credit, but also

whether the increase in guaranteed credit led to an increase in total credit or to a substitution

between guaranteed and non-guaranteed credit. This analysis was made possible by the fact that

guaranteed loans to new businesses represent a large share (around one-third) of the total amount of

bank loans to new firms eligible to the business creation guarantee. As shown in Table 8, this is not

the case for the business development guarantee: guaranteed loans represent only 2% of bank loans
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to firms eligible to the business development guarantee. It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to

detect the impact of a change in guaranteed lending on total lending (statistically speaking: such

tests would lack statistical power).

7.2 Difference-in-Difference

We estimate the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on guaranteed lending using

the same difference-in-difference specification as we use to analyze the business creation guarantee

(see equation (1)). The dependent variable is guaranteed lending by a given bank in a given loan

size category in a given year-month (again, calculated as a twelve-month moving sum, which implies

that we should focus on effects estimated at a twelve-year horizon). Therefore, the estimated effect

can be interpreted as the increase in guaranteed lending calculated in percentage points of total

lending.

Panel A of Figure 11 shows the estimates without including bank × month fixed effect. The

coefficients are identified for the three loan size categories. Guaranteed lending increases in the

treated category after the extension of the automatic procedure. Guaranteed lending in the non-

treated categories slightly increases over the period, with no visible change around the event date.

Panel B and C show the estimates when bank × time fixed effect are included. In this case, one of

the loan size category serves as the reference group and the coefficients in the other two categories

are identified relative to the reference group. We use the non-treated loan size category e50K–100K

as the reference group. Panel B shows that, consistent with Panel A, there is a sharp increase in

the treated group relative to the control group after the extension of the automatic procedure.

Guaranteed lending increases by approximately 1.5% of total lending at a one-year horizon. There

is no pre-trend. Panel C shows the estimates for the non-treated category e200K–300K, which

serves as a placebo. There is no pre-trend and no significant change after the event date.

Table 29 gathers the difference-in-difference estimates. Recall that the effect reported at each

horizon is estimated relative to one month before the event date. Columns 1 and 3 present the same

specification as in Panels B and C of Figure 10. In columns 2 and 4, we control for region-specific

and sector-specific trends. Consistent with the result in Figure 10, we find that loans guaranteed

by the business development program increase by between 1.5% and 1.6% of total lending in the

treated group relative to the control group. Consistent with the increase in guaranteed lending

being caused by the extension of the automatic procedure, there is no pre-trend, and there is no

effect in the other non-treated group.
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To test whether the increase in guaranteed lending leads to an increase in total lending or

whether there is substitution between guaranteed and non-guaranteed loans, we re-estimate the

same regression using total (guaranteed or not) loans as the dependent variable. The results are

in columns 3 and 4. The point estimates indicate an increase between 1.0% and 1.7% in the

treated category, which is in the ballpark of the increase in guaranteed lending. However, the point

estimates are not statistically significantly different from zero. The reason is that the increase in

guaranteed lending is too small to generate a statistically detectable increase in lending, because

guaranteed loans represent only a small fraction of total lending. Therefore, we cannot draw a

definite conclusion as to whether the increase in guaranteed lending leads to an increase in total

lending.

Table 30 repeats the same analysis for the number of loans instead of the total loan amount.

We obtain quantitatively similar results. The number of guaranteed loans in the treated category

increases by (a statistically significant) between 1.3 and 1.5 percents of the total number of loans.

The total number of loans (guaranteed or not) increases by a similar order of magnitude but the

estimated effect is not statistically significant because this test lacks statistical power, as previously

explained.

7.3 Controlling for Bunching at the Threshold

As explained in Section 6.3, our estimates would be upward biased if banks voluntarily decreased

loan amounts to be eligible to the automatic procedure. We can correct for this bias by changing

the definition of the treatment and control groups such that the estimated impact does not depend

on changes in lending exactly at the automatic procedure threshold. The first correction excludes

e100,000 loans from the control group and excludes e200,000 loans from the treatment group.

The second correction additionally includes e100,000 loans in the treatment group. Results are

presented in Table 31. These corrections change little the baseline results. Guaranteed lending

increases by between 1.4 and 1.5 percents of total lending and this effect is statistically significant.

Total lending increases by a similar order of magnitude but the effect is statistically insignificant

because the test lacks statistical power.

7.4 Impact on Borrowing Firms’ Characteristics and Performance

We now investigate whether the extension of the automatic procedure modifies the composition of

firms receiving a loan guaranteed by the business development program. As described in Section 2.2,
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the risk assessment conducted by Bpifrance in the regular procedure is replaced by two hard criteria

in the automatic procedure: if the borrowing firm has a Bank of France credit rating, the rating

must be 5+ or better; and the borrowing firm must have non-negative net income. We might

therefore expect that the extension of the automatic procedure leads to an increase in the share

of guaranteed loans that goes to firms with either no credit rating or a credit rating above the

eligibility threshold, and to firms with non-negative net income.

To analyze this question, we repeat the same difference-in-difference methodology as in Sec-

tion 6.5, restricting the sample to loans guaranteed by the business development program and

whose amount is between e50,000 and e300,000. Results are reported in Table 32. The share

of recipients of guaranteed loans that do not have a Bank of France credit rating increases by 6

percentage points in the treated loan size category (column 1). This suggests that firms without

a credit rating are more likely to obtain a guaranteed loan under the automatic procedure than

when Bpifrance conducts a risk assessment under the regular procedure. Conversely, the share of

recipients of guaranteed loans with a bad credit rating (rating of 5 or worst, and thus not eligible

under the automatic procedure) decreases by 3 percentage points although the point estimate is

not statistically significant (column 4). The share of recipients with an intermediate credit rating

(rating between 4 and 5+, and thus eligible under the automatic procedure) also decreases by 3

percentage points although again the point estimate is not statistically significant (column 3). This

may be explained by the fact that firms with an intermediate credit rating can have negative net

income and thus not be eligible under the automatic procedure even though their credit rating is

better than the required rating. Consistent with this interpretation, column 5 shows that the share

of recipients with a negative net income (thus not eligible under the automatic procedure) decreases

by 6 percentage points.

In Table 33, we analyze how the extension of the automatic procedure modifies the average

characteristics and outcomes of recipients of guaranteed loans. Column 1 shows that the average

employment of firms receiving a guaranteed loan decreases by 20%. This result is consistent with the

fact the share of recipients of guaranteed loans with no credit rating increases, since Bank of France

only rates companies with annual sales above e750,000. To check whether the lower employment of

recipients of guaranteed loans is explained by the higher proportion of firms without a credit rating,

in Appendix Table J.1 we re-run the same regression including credit rating dummy variables and a

negative net income dummy variable within the control variables. The decrease in firm employment

is one-third smaller. Thus, the change in the eligibility criteria brought by the automatic procedure
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does not fully explain the lower employment at recipients of guaranteed loans. It remains an open

question which other factors explain this change.

Column 2 shows that the share of guaranteed loans granted through new lending relationships

increases by 10 percentage points. Thus, the extension of the automatic procedure leads banks

to rely more on the guarantee to develop new lending relationships with firms. Column 3 and 4

show that there is no significant change in the firm failure rate, whether we measure firm failure as

bankruptcy filings or trigger of the guarantee.

In Tables 34 and 35, we analyze whether the extension of the automatic procedure leads to a

change in the overall composition of banks’ portfolio of loans (guaranteed or not) to established

SMEs eligible to the guarantee. To do so, we re-run the same regressions as before on the entire

sample of loans (guaranteed or not). Column 1 of Table 34 shows that the share of loans guaranteed

by the business development program increases by 1.3 percentage points. While this is a sizeable

effect relative to the baseline number of loans guaranteed by the business development program

(which represents 2% of total loans, hence the 1.3 percentage point increase corresponds to a two-

thirds increase), this is a small effect relative to the total number of loans. Therefore, the increase

in the number of guaranteed loans is unlikely to have a detectable effect on the composition of the

overall loan portfolio. Indeed, we do not see any significant change in the distribution of credit

ratings, probability that the borrowing firm has negative net income, employment, probability of a

new lending relationships, and bankruptcy rate.

These zero estimated effects on the overall loan portfolio are informative nonetheless, because

they show that the change in characteristics of guaranteed loans (higher probability of no credit

rating, lower probability of negative net income, higher probability of a new lending relationship)

are not explained by a business cycle effect, because if they were explained by a business cycle effect,

they would also be visible on the entire loan portfolio, which they are not.
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8 Figures
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Figure 1: Share of loans to new businesses that are guaranteed

Panel A: By loan size

Panel B: By sector

Credit register and Bpifrance data. Share of loans to new businesses guaranteed by either the business creation or

business transmission program, among all loans eligible to these guarantees, by loan size bucket in Panel A and by

sector in Panel B.
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Figure 2: Share of loans to established businesses that are guaranteed

Panel A: By loan size

Panel B: By sector
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Figure 2 (continued)

Panel C: By rating

Credit registry and Bpifrance data. Share of guaranteed loans among all loans eligible to guarantees for established

firms, by loan size buckets in Panel A, by sector in Panel B and by credit rating in Panel C.
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Figure 3: Distribution of implementation dates of the extension of the automatic procedure across
banks

Bpifrance data. For a given bank, the implementation date corresponds to the first use of the automatic procedure

for a loan between e100,001 and e200,000 in the business creation program.
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Figure 4: Issuance of guaranteed loans between e100,000 and e200,000 (million e)

Bpifrance data. Annual issuance of loans between e100,001 and e200,000 guaranteed by each of the four Bpifrance

loan guarantee programs.
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Figure 5: Issuance of guaranteed loans between e100,000 and e200,000 to ex-nihilo vs non-ex-nihilo
new businesses (million e)

Bpifrance data. Annual issuance of guaranteed loans between e100,001 and e200,000 to new businesses plotted

separately for ex-nihilo new businesses and non-ex-nihilo new businesses. The dotted line is the share of ex-nihilo in

the total of ex-nihilo plus non-ex-nihilo.
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Figure 6: Share of guarantees with a coverage ratio below the maximum coverage ratio: by bor-
rower’s credit rating

Bpifrance and FIBEN data. Share of guarantees for which the bank chooses a coverge ratio strictly below the maximum

allowed, calculated on all guarantees granted through the regular procedure for the four main guarantee programs

(business creation, business development, business transmission, cash reinforcement), and plotted by borrowers’ credit

rating. 3++ corresponds to the lowest risk category and 9 to the highest risk category.
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Figure 7: Bank lending to new firms around the 2015 extension of the automatic procedure

Panel A: Guaranteed loans (Bpifrance data)

Panel B: Guaranteed loans (merged Bpifrance–credit register data)
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Figure 7 (continued)

Panel C: Total loans (merged Bpifrance–credit register data)

Bpifrance and credit register data. Panel A shows the aggregate amount of guaranteed loans to new businesses by

loan size, calculated using Bpifrance sample data. Panel B shows the same quantity, normalized to one in June 2015,

calculated using the merged Bpifrance–credit register data. Panel C shows the aggregate amount of total (guaranteed

or not) loans by loan size calculated using the merged Bpifrance–credit register data.
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Figure 8: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on total lending to new firms

Panel A: Lending by loan size

Panel B: Total lending in treated category (e100K–200K) relative to control (e50K–100K)
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Figure 8 (continued)

Panel C: Total lending in placebo category (e200K–300K) relative to control (e50K–100K)

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The three panels plot the estimated βk

m in the regression equation

(1). The coefficients reflect the evolution of total bank lending (guaranteed or not) to new businesses eligible to the

guarantee around the extension of the automatic procedure. Panel A shows the coefficients for the loan size segment

affected by the extension (e100K–200K) and the unaffected ones (e50K–100K and e200K–300K). Panel B shows the

affected segment e100K–200K relative to the unaffected segment e50K–100K. Panel C shows the unaffected segment

e200K–300K relative to the unaffected segment e50K–100K. The 95% confidence intervals are in dashed line.
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Figure 9: Bunching at the automatic procedure threshold

A. e100,000 threshold applies, 2013–14 B. e100,000 threshold does not apply, 2017–18

C. e200,000 threshold does not apply, 2013–14 D. e200,000 threshold applies, 2017–18

Bpifrance data. Loan size distribution of guaranteed loans around thresholds for the automatic procedure. Panels A

and D show the distribution around the applicable threshold over the time period considered: e100,000 over 2013–

2014 and e200,000 over 2017–18. Panels B and C show the distribution around the threshold that is no longer or not

yet applicable: e100,000 over 2017–18 and e200,000 over 2013–2014.
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Figure 10: Bank lending to established firms around the 2015 extension of the automatic procedure

Panel A: Loans guaranteed by the business development program (Bpifrance data)

Panel B: Loans guaranteed by the business development program (merged Bpifrance–credit
register data)
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Figure 10 (continued)

Panel C: Total loans (merged Bpifrance–credit register data)

Bpifrance and credit register data. Panel A shows the aggregate amount of loans guaranteed by the business develop-

ment program, by loan size, calculated using Bpifrance sample data. Panel B shows the same quantity, normalized to

one in June 2015, calculated using the merged Bpifrance–credit register data. Panel C shows the aggregate amount

of total (guaranteed or not) loans for established SMEs, by loan size, calculated using the merged Bpifrance–credit

register data.
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Figure 11: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on guaranteed lending to established
SMEs

Panel A: Guaranteed lending by loan size

Panel B: Guaranteed lending in treated category (e100K–200K) relative to control (e50K–100K)
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Figure 11 (continued)

Panel C: Guaranteed lending in placebo category (e200K–300K) relative to control (e50K–100K)

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The three panels plot the estimated βk

m in the regression equation (1).

The coefficients reflect the evolution of loans guaranteed by the business development program to established SMEs

eligible to the guarantee, around the extension of the automatic procedure. Panel A shows the coefficients for the

loan size segment affected by the extension (e100K–200K) and the unaffected ones (e50K–100K and e200K–300K).

Panel B shows the affected segment e100K–200K relative to the unaffected segment e50K–100K. Panel C shows the

unaffected segment e200K–300K relative to the unaffected segment e50K–100K. The 95% confidence intervals are in

dashed line.
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9 Tables
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Table 1: Guaranteed loans to new businesses

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

No. of guaranteed loans 13,371 13,451 13,923 15,909 17,423

Aggregate amount of guaranteed loans
in Me 1,368 1,443 1,524 1,818 2,143
as share of eligible loans 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.30

Credit register and Bpifrance data. Aggregate statistics on all loans below e2 million to new businesses guaranteed

by either the business creation program or the business transmission program and reported in the credit register.
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Table 2: New businesses: firm characteristics one year after creation

New businesses with:

(1) No bank loans (2) Non-guaranteed (3) Guaranteed
bank loan bank loan

N = 351, 431 N = 79, 200 N = 39, 822

Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean

Total assets (ke) 45 107 201 290 155 229
Sales (ke) 69 145 187 293 156 239
Value added (ke) 22 49 68 109 48 77
Wage bill (ke) 10 30 41 66 32 51
No. of employees (FTE) 0.00 0.87 1.25 1.92 1.00 1.72
ROA 0.08 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.02
Dummy ROA< 0 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.33
Net income/Total assets 0.03 -0.04 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.04
Dummy net income < 0 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.43
Fixed assets/Total assets 0.16 0.29 0.69 0.64 0.67 0.63
Cash/Total assets 0.23 0.32 0.09 0.14 0.09 0.14
Accounts receivable/Total assets 0.07 0.19 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.07
Debt to suppliers/Total assets 0.10 0.19 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.13
Financial debt/Total liabilities 0.00 0.16 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.60
Equity/Total liabilities 0.22 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.01
Dummy Equity< 0 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.30

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. Summary statistics on all new businesses (excluding sole proprietor-

ships) started over 2012–2015 eligible to the guarantee, with non-missing and non-imputed tax filings, one year after

creation. Columns 1 and 2 include firms without any bank loan reported in the credit register. Columns 3 and 4 in-

clude firms with a non-guaranteed bank loan. Columns 5 and 6 include firms with a guaranteed loan. See Appendix A

for variable definitions.
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Table 3: New businesses: firm outcomes three years after creation

New businesses with:

(1) No bank loans (2) Non-guaranteed (3) Guaranteed
bank loan bank loan

Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean

Dummy exit firm register 0.28 0.06 0.09
Dummy bankruptcy 0.07 0.06 0.12

Conditional on a tax filing:
Total assets (ke) 68 169 216 340 172 266
Sales (ke) 102 237 248 414 229 364
Value added (ke) 38 85 103 163 88 135
Wage bill (ke) 20 53 59 96 53 84
No. of employees (full-time equivalent) 0.00 1.30 1.50 2.54 1.25 2.43
ROA 0.09 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09
Dummy ROA< 0 0.31 0.16 0.18

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. Statistics on all new businesses (excluding sole proprietorships) started

over 2012–2015 eligible to the guarantee, with non-missing and non-imputed tax filings, three years after creation.

Columns 1 and 2 include firms without any bank loan reported in the credit register. Columns 3 and 4 include firms

with a non-guaranteed bank loan. Columns 5 and 6 include firms with a guaranteed loan. See Appendix A for variable

definitions.
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Table 4: New businesses: three-year failure rate

Exit firm register Bankruptcy

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Guaranteed loan .021*** .017*** .052*** .042***
(.0016) (.0016) (.0017) (.0018)

log(Loan amount) -.034*** -.037*** -.027*** -.026***
(.00069) (.00084) (.0007) (.00085)

Time FE X X X X

Industry FE X X

Region FE X X

N 134,528 134,477 134,528 134,477

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. All new businesses (excluding sole proprietorships) started over 2012–

2015 with a bank loan at the end of their first year. Failing firms are defined as firms exiting from the FARE data in

columns 1 and 2, and as firms filing for bankruptcy in columns 3 and 4. The independent variable of interest is the

dummy variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a guaranteed loan. Robust standard errors

are reported in parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 5: New businesses: employment one year and three years after creation

Employment . . . years after creation

1 year 3 years 1 year 3 years 1 year 3 years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Guaranteed loan -.22*** -.17*** -.24*** -.2*** -.23*** -.12***
(.012) (.014) (.012) (.014) (.014) (.016)

Time FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

Loansize FE X X X X X X

Missing employment information Use imputed Replace by zero Exclude

N 126,321 126,321 127,170 127,170 106,071 106,071

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. All new businesses (excluding sole proprietorships) started over 2012–

2015 with a bank loan at the end of their first year. The dependent variable is the number of full-time-equivalent

employees one year (in odd-numbered columns) and three years (in even-numbered columns) after creation, under

alternative assumptions about imputed employment information. In columns 1 and 2, we use the information imputed

by the Statistical Office. In columns 3 and 4, we replace imputed employment by zero. In columns 5 and 6, we exclude

firms with imputed information from the regression sample. The independent variable of interest is the dummy variable

Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a guaranteed loan. Robust standard errors are reported in

parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 6: New businesses: employment growth

Employment growth from one year to three years after creation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Guaranteed loan .038*** .0095 .019** -.0087 .059*** .031***
(.0066) (.0066) (.0076) (.0076) (.0064) (.0063)

Time FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

Loansize FE X X X X X X

Initial size FE X X X

Missing employment information Use imputed Replace by zero Exclude

N 84,109 84,109 84,109 84,109 75,054 75,054

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. All new businesses (excluding sole proprietorships) started over 2012–

2015 with a bank loan at the end of their first year and with non-zero and non-imputed employment in T + 1. The

dependent variable is the growth rate of the number of full-time-equivalent employees between T +1 and T +3, under

alternative assumptions about imputed employment information in T +3. The independent variable of interest is the

dummy variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a guaranteed loan. Robust standard errors

are reported in parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 7: New businesses: labor productivity, average wage and capital intensity

Value added Average wage Fixed assets
per worker per worker

T + 1 T + 3 T + 1 T + 3 T + 1 T + 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Guaranteed loan -4.3*** -1.7*** -1.5*** -.4*** -7.1*** -6.2***
(.23) (.26) (.094) (.12) (.38) (.39)

Constant 48*** 57*** 30*** 34*** 78*** 77***
(.14) (.15) (.058) (.071) (.24) (.24)

Time FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

Loansize FE X X X X X X

Employment FE X X X X X X

N 72,630 76,528 72,630 76,528 72,630 76,528

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. All new businesses started over 2012–2015 with a bank loan at the

end of their first year and at least one employee full-time-equivalent over the sample period. In columns 1 and 2, the

dependent variable is value added divided by the number of full-time-equivalent employees. In columns 3 and 4, the

dependent variable is total wage bill divided by the number of full-time-equivalent employees. In columns 5 and 6,

the dependent variable is total fixed assets divided by the number of full-time-equivalent employees. The independent

variable of interest is the dummy variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a guaranteed

loan. Regressions are weighted by the firm’s employment. Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. *, **

and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 8: Guaranteed loans to established businesses: Aggregate statistics

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

All Guarantee programs

No. of guaranteed loans 11,350 11,328 11,837 12,300 12,510

Aggregate amount of guaranteed loans
in Me 1,439 1,434 1,579 1,677 1,693
as share of eligible loans 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

Business development program

No. of guaranteed loans 5,463 5,680 6,432 6,935 7,101

Aggregate amount of guaranteed loans
in Me 549 580 688 832 821
as share of eligible loans 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Credit register and Bpifrance data. Figures cover all guaranteed loans for firms over three years old (excluding sole

proprietorships), which are tracked in the credit register (therefore missing guaranteed loans under the threshold of

e25,000), excluding short-term loans, leasing and guarantees issued by banks for the proper execution of a contract.

Since the guaranteed amount for a single firm cannot exceed 4 million euros (all guarantee programs combined), we

exclude loans above 8 million euros from the perimeter of eligible loans (assuming an average coverage ratio of 50%

for the sake of simplicity).
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Table 9: Established SMEs: firm characteristics depending on obtaining a new bank loan the
following year

Established SMEs with:

(1) No bank loans (2) Non-guaranteed (3) Guaranteed
bank loan bank loan

N = 2, 462, 771 N = 652, 719 N = 12, 193

Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean

Age (years) 9 13 12 16 8 13
Total assets (ke) 144 445 450 839 362 726
Sales (ke) 191 562 727 1,255 600 1,108
Value added (ke) 79 213 273 453 222 399
Wage bill (ke) 46 124 164 268 133 237
No. of employees (FTE) 2 4.21 5 8.15 4.25 7.40
ROA 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08
Dummy ROA< 0 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.15
Net income/Total assets 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04
Dummy net income < 0 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.05
Fixed assets/Total assets 0.38 0.42 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.50
Cash/Total assets 0.13 0.22 0.06 0.11 0.05 0.10
Accounts receivable/Total assets 0.07 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.12 0.19
Debt to suppliers/Total assets 0.10 0.17 0.15 0.19 0.17 0.20
Financial debt/Total liabilities 0.05 0.19 0.20 0.26 0.21 0.25
Equity/Total liabilities 0.37 0.23 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.29
Dummy Equity< 0 0. 0.18 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.05
Share with no rating 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.64
Share with good rating 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.06
Share with intermediate rating 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.22
Share with bad rating 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.08

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers three cohorts of established SMEs (excluding sole

proprietorships), observed between 2012 and 2014 and eligible to the guarantee. Summary statistics display firms’

characteristics depending on obtaining a new bank loan the following year, focusing on firms with non-missing and

non-imputed tax filings. Columns 1 and 2 include firms without any new bank loan reported in the credit register.

Columns 3 and 4 include firms with a new non-guaranteed bank loan. Columns 5 and 6 include firms with a new loan

guaranteed by the business development program. See Appendix A for variable definitions.
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Table 10: Established SMEs: firm outcomes three years after potentially obtaining a new bank loan

Established SMEs with:

(1) No bank loans (2) Non-guaranteed (3) Guaranteed
bank loan bank loan

Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean

Dummy bankruptcy 0.053 0.059 0.062

Conditional on a tax filing:
Total assets (ke) 192 605 543 1,062 525 1,055
Sales (ke) 222 695 802 1,460 771 1,434
Value added (ke) 94 265 301 523 280 512
Wage bill (ke) 55 153 183 311 177 312
No. of employees (full-time equivalent) 1.00 3.86 5.00 8.45 5.00 8.82
ROA 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06
Dummy ROA< 0 0.29 0.19 0.18

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers three cohorts of established SMEs (excluding sole

proprietorships), observed between 2016 and 2018 and eligible to the guarantee. Summary statistics display firms’

outcomes three years after potentially obtaining a new bank loan, focusing on firms with non-missing and non-imputed

tax filings. Columns 1 and 2 include firms without any new bank loan reported in the credit register. Columns 3 and

4 include firms with a new non-guaranteed bank loan. Columns 5 and 6 include firms with a new loan guaranteed by

the business development program. See Appendix A for variable definitions.
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Table 11: Established SMEs: Three-year failure rate

Bankruptcy

(1) (2)

Guaranteed loan .0062*** .015***
(.0022) (.0022)

Log(Loan amount) -.0076***
(.00023)

Log(Age) -.011***
(.00052)

Log(Sales in T − 1) .0059***
(.00036)

Net income / total assets in T − 1 -.28***
(.0046)

Equity / total assets in T − 1 -.073***
(.0017)

Cash/ total assets in T − 1 -.055***
(.0019)

Time FE X X

Industry FE X

Region FE X

Credit rating FE X

N 657,574 657,568

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers three cohorts of established SMEs (excluding

sole proprietorships), obtaining a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015. Failing firms are defined as firms filing for

bankruptcy. The independent variable of interest is the dummy variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if

the firm received a loan guaranteed by the business development program. Robust standard errors are reported in

parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 12: Established SMEs: Firm age one year before obtaining a new bank loan

Log(Firm age)

(1) (2)

Guaranteed loan -.23*** -.16***
(.0076) (.0065)

Log(Loan amount) .0091***
(.00073)

Log(Sales in T − 1) .12***
(.0013)

Net income / total assets in T − 1 -.9***
(.012)

Equity / total assets in T − 1 .45***
(.0054)

Cash / total assets in T − 1 -.21***
(.0083)

Time FE X X

Industry FE X

Region FE X

Credit rating FE X

N 657,574 657,568

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers three cohorts of established SMEs (excluding

sole proprietorships), obtaining a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015. The dependent variable is the logarithm

of firm age, one year before obtaining a new bank loan. The independent variable of interest is the dummy variable

Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a loan guaranteed by the business development program.

Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and

1% level, respectively.
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Table 13: Established SMEs: Employment one year before and three years after obtaining a new
bank loan

Log(Employment+1)

in T − 1 in T + 3

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Guaranteed loan -.09*** -.093*** .093*** .04***
(.011) (.0073) (.012) (.0093)

Log(Loan amount) .15*** .17***
(.0009) (.0011)

Log(age) .24*** .16***
(.0018) (.0023)

Cash / total assets in T − 1 -.21*** .029**
(.0093) (.011)

Equity / total assets in T − 1 -.081*** .024***
(.0053) (.0062)

Net income / total assets in T − 1 -.21*** .73***
(.013) (.016)

Time FE X X X X

Industry FE X X

Region FE X X

Credit rating FE X X

Missing employment information Exclusion of imputed data

N 581,351 581,345 581,351 581,345

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers three cohorts of established SMEs (excluding

sole proprietorships), obtaining a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015. The dependent variable is the number of

full-time-equivalent employees one year before (columns 1 and 2) and three years after (columns 3 and 4) obtaining a

new bank loan, excluding firms with imputed data for employment. The independent variable of interest is the dummy

variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a loan guaranteed by the business development

program. Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%,

5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 14: Established SMEs: Employment growth before and after obtaining a bank loan

Employment growth Employment growth
from T − 1 to T + 3 from T − 3 to T − 1

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Guaranteed loan .17*** .12*** .058*** .026***
(.011) (.01) (.0061) (.0055)

Log(Loan amount) .043*** .027***
(.0011) (.00066)

Log(Age) -.056*** -.045***
(.0024) (.0015)

Log(Employment) in T-1 -.068***
(.0025)

Equity / total assets in T-1 .051***
(.0092)

Net income / total assets in T-1 1***
(.023)

Cash / total assets in T-1 .16***
(.012)

Log(Employment) in T-3 -.072***
(.0028)

Equity / total assets in T-3 -.05***
(.0046)

Net income / total assets in T-3 .3***
(.014)

Cash / total assets in T-3 .079***
(.0073)

Time FE X X X X

Industry FE X X

Region FE X X

Credit rating FE X X

Missing employment information Exclusion of imputed data

N 556,463 556,457 380,974 380,960

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers cohorts of established SMEs (excluding sole

proprietorships), obtaining a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015, and with non-zero and non-imputed employment

in T−1. In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable is the growth rate of the number of full-time-equivalent employees

between T − 1 and T + 3, excluding firms with imputed employment information in T − 1. In columns 3 and 4, the

dependent variable is the growth rate of the number of full-time-equivalent employees between T − 3 and T − 1,

excluding firms with imputed employment information in T − 3. The independent variable of interest is the dummy

variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a loan guaranteed by the business development

program. Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. *, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%,

5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 15: Established SMEs: Labor productivity, average wage and capital intensity

Value added Average wage Fixed assets
per worker per worker

T − 1 T + 3 T − 1 T + 3 T − 1 T + 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Guaranteed loan -4*** -2.7*** -1.4*** -1.2*** -8.1*** -4.6***
(.3) (.42) (.12) (.18) (.98) (1.2)

Log(Age) .72*** .5*** .13*** .1** 9.3*** 11***
(.085) (.11) (.035) (.048) (.25) (.31)

log(Loan amount) 3*** 4*** .85*** 1.2*** 7*** 12***
(.047) (.063) (.017) (.024) (.12) (.17)

Log(Employment in T − 1) -8.8*** -3.8*** -17***
(.1) (.04) (.26)

Net income / total assets in T − 1 98*** -4.3*** -70***
(.94) (.29) (1.8)

Equity / total assets in T − 1 -.69** 1.7*** 41***
(.29) (.11) (.91)

Cash / total assets in T − 1 12*** 8.2*** -94***
(.59) (.23) (1.3)

Log(Employment in T + 3) -11*** -5.3*** -26***
(.13) (.055) (.31)

Net income / total assets in T + 3 125*** -4.4*** -78***
(1.4) (.47) (2.5)

Equity / total assets in T + 3 2.5*** 1.5*** 39***
(.33) (.14) (.94)

Cash / total assets in T + 3 15*** 8.5*** -101***
(.8) (.32) (1.5)

Constant 66*** 70*** 40*** 46*** 63*** 79***
(.33) (.45) (.13) (.19) (.94) (1.2)

Time FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

Credit rating FE X X X X X X

N 567,298 506,132 567,298 506,132 567,298 506,132

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers three cohorts of established SMEs (excluding

sole proprietorships), obtaining a new bank loan between 2013 and 2015 and with at least one employee full-time-

equivalent over the sample period. In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable is value added divided by the number

of full-time-equivalent employees. In columns 3 and 4, the dependent variable is total wage bill divided by the number

of full-time-equivalent employees. In columns 5 and 6, the dependent variable is total fixed assets divided by the

number of full-time-equivalent employees. The independent variable of interest is the dummy variable Guaranteed

loan, which is equal to one if the firm received a loan guaranteed by the business development program. Regressions

are weighted by the firm’s employment. Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. *, ** and *** means

statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 16: Established SMEs: new banking relationships

New banking relationship

(1) (2)

Guaranteed loan .29*** .19***
(.0049) (.0045)

Log(Loan amount) .028***
(.00025)

Log(Age) .0089***
(.00075)

Log(Sales in T − 1) -.045***
(.00056)

Net income / total assets in T − 1 .075***
(.0062)

Equity / total assets in T − 1 .1***
(.0021)

Cash / total assets in T − 1 .41***
(.005)

Constant .22*** .37***
(.00053) (.0038)

Time FE X X

Industry FE X

Region FE X

Credit rating FE X

Bank FE X

N 2,053,702 2,053,681

Credit register, tax filings and Bpifrance data. The sample gathers all new medium and long term loans for established

SMEs (excluding sole proprietorships) granted between 2013 and 2015. The dependent variable is a dummy for

borrowers with no outstanding credit from the borrowing bank 12 months before obtaining the new loan (according to

the credit register). The independent variable of interest is the dummy variable Guaranteed loan, which is equal to one

if the loan is guaranteed by the business development program. Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis.

*, ** and *** means statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Table 17: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on lending to new firms

Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) ×(t = −12) .018 .01 -.0075 -.011
(.019) (.02) (.018) (.02)

(100-200ke) ×(t = −6) .011 .0072 -.0042 -.0061
(.014) (.014) (.0098) (.011)

(100-200ke) ×(t = +6) .069*** .074*** .075*** .078***
(.018) (.02) (.014) (.015)

(100-200ke) ×(t = +12) .12*** .13*** .14*** .15***
(.022) (.031) (.018) (.022)

(200-300ke) ×(t = −12) -.029 -.04 .0052 .0012
(.027) (.029) (.018) (.02)

(200-300ke) ×(t = −6) -.0036 -.0082 .0047 .0028
(.017) (.018) (.01) (.01)

(200-300ke) ×(t = +6) -.016 -.012 .0013 .0042
(.021) (.023) (.014) (.013)

(200-300ke) ×(t = +12) .0045 .011 .032* .038**
(.024) (.031) (.016) (.017)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 14,202 14,150 14,314 14,265

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The depen-

dent variable is total (guaranteed or not) medium-to-long-term loans to new firms at the bank × year-month × loan

size category level in columns 1 and 2, and guaranteed loans in columns 3 and 4. The dependent variable is normalized

by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are

excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed more than 12 months after the implementation of the

automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in lending 12

months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 18: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on lending to new firms (all types of
credit)

Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t=-12) .017 .015 -.0012 -.00035
(.02) (.021) (.016) (.017)

(100-200ke) x (t=-6) .0076 .0068 -.0049 -.0048
(.013) (.014) (.008) (.0083)

(100-200ke) x (t=+6) .064*** .065*** .074*** .075***
(.021) (.022) (.014) (.014)

(100-200ke) x (t=+12) .11*** .11*** .13*** .13***
(.027) (.033) (.018) (.021)

(200-300ke) x (t=-12) -.037 -.048 -.0017 -.0033
(.029) (.031) (.018) (.019)

(200-300ke) x (t=-6) -.0066 -.012 .0028 .0019
(.018) (.02) (.011) (.011)

(200-300ke) x (t=+6) -.0041 .002 .00035 .002
(.022) (.025) (.015) (.015)

(200-300ke) x (t=+12) .03 .041 .035* .039**
(.028) (.034) (.019) (.02)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 14,126 14,046 14,282 14,194

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is total (guaranteed or not) loans to new firms at the bank × year-month × loan size category

level in columns 1 and 2, and guaranteed loans in columns 3 and 4, considering all types of credit. The dependent

variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the extension of the

automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed more than 12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to

the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the

automatic procedure.
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Table 19: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on lending to new firms (controlling
for bunching at the threshold)

Control(50-99) vs Treated(101-199) Control(50-99) vs Treated(100-199)
Total loans Guaranteed loans Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(101-199ke) x (t=-12) .023 -.014
(.022) (.024)

(101-199ke) x (t=-6) .016 -.0065
(.016) (.012)

(101-199ke) x (t=+6) .055*** .063***
(.017) (.015)

(101-199ke) x (t=+12) .084*** .11***
(.029) (.023)

(100-199ke) x (t=-12) .025 -.014
(.02) (.02)

(100-199ke) x (t=-6) .018 -.0068
(.015) (.011)

(100-199ke) x (t=+6) .041** .049***
(.017) (.013)

(100-199ke) x (t=+12) .058** .083***
(.028) (.019)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X X X

N 9,446 9,520 9,452 9,520

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is total (guaranteed or not) medium-to-long-term loans to new firms at the bank × year-month

× loan size category level in columns 1 and 3, and guaranteed loans in columns 2 and 4. The dependent variable is

normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. In all columns, the control group is defined as the e50,000–

99,000 loan size category. The treated group is defined as the e101,000–199,000 loan size category in columns 1 and

2, and as the e100,000–199,000 loan size category in columns 3 and 4. Banks which do not use the extension of

the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed more than 12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to

the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the

automatic procedure.
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Table 20: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the number of loans to new firms

Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t=-12) .019 .0064 -.0073 -.013
(.019) (.019) (.017) (.02)

(100-200ke) x (t=-6) .012 .0068 -.0048 -.0078
(.014) (.014) (.0095) (.011)

(100-200ke) x (t=+6) .068*** .076*** .075*** .08***
(.017) (.018) (.014) (.014)

(100-200ke) x (t=+12) .11*** .13*** .14*** .15***
(.021) (.028) (.018) (.02)

(200-300ke) x (t=-12) -.024 -.041 .0077 -.0017
(.027) (.029) (.018) (.021)

(200-300ke) x (t=-6) .00049 -.007 .0055 .0011
(.017) (.018) (.01) (.011)

(200-300ke) x (t=+6) -.02 -.012 -.00054 .0061
(.02) (.022) (.014) (.013)

(200-300ke) x (t=+12) -.0021 .013 .027* .04**
(.024) (.029) (.015) (.016)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 14,203 14,151 14,320 14,268

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is the total number of medium-to-long-term loans (guaranteed or not) to new firms at the bank

× year-month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 2, and the number of guaranteed loans in columns 3 and

4. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the

extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed more than 12

months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients

associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the

extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 21: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the number of loans to new firms
(controlling for bunching at the threshold)

Control(50-99) vs Treated(101-199) Control(50-99) vs Treated(100-199)
Total loans Guaranteed loans Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(101-199ke) x (t=-12) .016 -.015
(.022) (.024)

(101-199ke) x (t=-6) .014 -.0075
(.016) (.012)

(101-199ke) x (t=+6) .061*** .068***
(.017) (.015)

(101-199ke) x (t=+12) .09*** .12***
(.029) (.023)

(100-199ke) x (t=-12) .021 -.014
(.02) (.019)

(100-199ke) x (t=-6) .017 -.0077
(.015) (.011)

(100-199ke) x (t=+6) .042** .049***
(.017) (.013)

(100-199ke) x (t=+12) .057** .079***
(.028) (.018)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X X X

N 9,428 9,528 9,454 9,520

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is the total number of new medium-to-long-term loans (guaranteed or not) to new firms at the

bank × year-month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 3, and the number of guaranteed loans in columns 2

and 4. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. In all columns, the control

group is defined as the e50,000–99,000 loan size category. The treated group is defined as the e101,000–199,000 loan

size category in columns 1 and 2, and as the e100,000–199,000 loan size category in columns 3 and 4. Banks which

do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed

more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only

the coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month

after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 22: Business creation program: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
recipients’ characteristics

Ex-nihilo Log Employment Negative Negative
(Sales) EBITDA net in-

come

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .11*** -.093* -.42*** -.032** -.032*
(.024) (.051) (.11) (.015) (.018)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .0039 -.12 -.48*** .012 .0067
(.022) (.088) (.18) (.027) (.028)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X X

N 27,423 27,423 27,423 27,423 27,423

Bpifrance data and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The regression sample

is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all guaranteed loans between e50,000 and e300,000 granted to new

firms (aged one year or less, excluding sole proprietorships) over the period 2012-2016. Banks which do not use the

extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample, as well as guaranteed loans disbursed more than

12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. The dependent variable is the characteristic of the

recipient of the guaranteed loan in T + 1 (one year after the disbursement of the loan), excluding firms with imputed

data. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the period

from two months to twelve months after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 23: Business creation program: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
recipients’ probability of failure

Bankruptcy filing Guarantee triggered

(1) (2)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0074 -.01
(.011) (.0095)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0068 -.0043
(.019) (.02)

Bank × Loan size FE X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X

N 32,853 32,853

Bpifrance data and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The regression sample

is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all guaranteed loans between e50,000 and e300,000 granted to new

firms (aged one year or less, excluding sole proprietorships) over the period 2012-2016. Banks which do not use the

extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample, as well as guaranteed loans disbursed more than

12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. The dependent variable is a dummy for recipients

involved in a bankruptcy filing at a three-year horizon or a dummy for loans whose guarantee is triggered. For the

sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the period from two months

to twelve months after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 24: New businesses: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the characteristics
of banks’ loan portfolios

GuaranteedLog Employment Negative Negative
loan (Sales) EBITDA net in-

come

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .11*** .025 -.33*** -.0083 -.013
(.014) (.035) (.051) (.011) (.011)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .027 -.064 -.63*** -.0086 .00015
(.017) (.054) (.088) (.016) (.013)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X X

N 79,118 79,118 79,118 79,118 79,118

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The

regression sample is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all total loans (guaranteed or not) between e50,000

and e300,000 granted to new firms (aged one year or less, excluding sole proprietorships) over the period 2012-2016.

Banks which do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample, as well as loans

disbursed more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. The dependent variable is the

characteristic of the recipient of the loan in T + 1 (one year after the disbursement of the loan), excluding firms with

imputed data. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the

period from two months to twelve months after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 25: New businesses: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the probability
of default in banks’ loan portfolios

Bankruptcy filing

(1)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .0066
(.0063)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0057
(.0081)

Bank × Loan size FE X

Bank × Year-Month FE X

N 91,882

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The

regression sample is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all total loans (guaranteed or not) between e50,000

and e300,000 granted to new firms (aged one year or less, excluding sole proprietorships) over the period 2012-2016.

Banks which do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample, as well as loans

disbursed more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. The dependent variable is a

dummy for recipients involved in a bankruptcy filing at a three-year horizon. For the sake of space, we report only

the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the period from two months to twelve months after the

extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 26: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on lending to new business: Identifi-
cation exploiting the staggered timing of the extension

Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

t=-12 -.036 -.021 -.017 -.024
(.067) (.059) (.029) (.024)

t=-6 -.0075 -.0011 -.01 -.015
(.033) (.029) (.015) (.014)

t=+6 .087* .076* .099*** .11***
(.049) (.04) (.024) (.025)

t=+12 .17* .15** .18*** .2***
(.091) (.071) (.044) (.048)

Bank FE X X X X

Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 4,755 4,755 4,780 4,780

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (3). The

dependent variable is total (guaranteed or not) medium-to-long-term loans between e100,001 and e200,000 to new

firms at the bank × year-month in columns 1 and 2, and guaranteed loans in columns 3 and 4. The dependent

variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the extension of the

automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed more than 12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to

the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the

automatic procedure.
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Table 27: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the number of new loans for new
businesses: Identification exploiting the staggered timing of the extension

Total loans Guaranteed loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

t=-12 -.047 -.035 -.023 -.032
(.068) (.059) (.029) (.025)

t=-6 -.012 -.0067 -.013 -.018
(.034) (.03) (.015) (.014)

t=+6 .092* .082** .1*** .11***
(.049) (.04) (.025) (.025)

t=+12 .17* .15** .19*** .21***
(.094) (.071) (.045) (.048)

Bank FE X X X X

Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 4,753 4,753 4,780 4,780

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (3). The

dependent variable is the total number of medium-to-long-term loans between e100,001 and e200,000 to new firms at

the bank × year-month in columns 1 and 2, and the number of guaranteed loans in columns 3 and 4. The dependent

variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the extension of the

automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed more than 12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to

the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the

automatic procedure.
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Table 28: Aggregate impact of the extension of the automatic procedure

Lower Upper
bound bound

Additional lending to new firms (per year)

guaranteed lending e89 million e164 million

total lending e67 million e142 million

Additional firm creation (per year) 460 new firms 920 new firms

Additional job creation in new firms (per year)

measured one year after creation 920 jobs 1,840 jobs

measured three years after creation 1,380 jobs 2,760 jobs

Additional cost of the guarantee (per year) e6.8 million e10.7 million

Cost per additional job

measured one year after creation e7,400 e5,800

measured three years after creation e4,900 e3,900

The aggregate impact on lending amounts and on the number of new firms are calculated by multiplying the percentage

changes estimated from the difference-in-difference regressions (reported in Table 17, 19, 20 and 21) by the initial

aggregate lending amounts and number of new firms. The aggregate impact on the number of jobs is obtained by

multiplying the number of new firms by the average number of jobs per new firm (see the text for details).
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Table 29: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on guaranteed loan amounts for
established SMEs

Guaranteed loans Total loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t = −12) .0018 .0013 -.0081 -.0061
(.0013) (.0015) (.0096) (.01)

(100-200ke) x (t = −6) .0011 .00089 -.0028 -.0014
(.00098) (.0011) (.0063) (.0064)

(100-200ke) x (t = +6) .0084*** .0087*** .015** .012
(.0017) (.0017) (.0076) (.0084)

(100-200ke) x (t = +12) .015*** .016*** .017 .0099
(.0026) (.0029) (.011) (.015)

(200-300ke) x (t = −12) -.0014 -.0018 -.021 -.017
(.002) (.0022) (.014) (.016)

(200-300ke) x (t = −6) -.0014 -.0016 -.02** -.018*
(.0015) (.0015) (.0097) (.011)

(200-300ke) x (t = +6) -.00022 .0002 .0003 -.0066
(.0018) (.0021) (.012) (.014)

(200-300ke) x (t = +12) -.00044 .00041 .012 -.0021
(.003) (.0037) (.016) (.021)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 14,050 14,050 14,077 14,077

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is the amount of loans guaranteed by the business development program at the bank × year-

month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 2, and the amount of total loans for established SMEs in columns 3

and 4. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. For the sake of space, we

report only the coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after,

and 12 month after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 30: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the number of guaranteed loans
for established SMEs

Guaranteed loans Total loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t = −12) .0017 .00067 -.009 -.0058
(.0014) (.0015) (.0095) (.01)

(100-200ke) x (t = −6) .001 .00051 -.0019 -.00011
(.00093) (.001) (.0059) (.0059)

(100-200ke) x (t = +6) .0078*** .0086*** .012 .0087
(.0016) (.0018) (.0076) (.0084)

(100-200ke) x (t = +12) .013*** .015*** .014 .0064
(.0025) (.0028) (.011) (.014)

(200-300ke) x (t = −12) -.0017 -.0028 -.018 -.012
(.0019) (.002) (.014) (.016)

(200-300ke) x (t = −6) -.0016 -.0022 -.018* -.014
(.0014) (.0014) (.0095) (.01)

(200-300ke) x (t = +6) -.00016 .00091 -.00071 -.0079
(.0017) (.002) (.012) (.014)

(200-300ke) x (t = +12) -.00053 .0017 .011 -.0031
(.0029) (.0035) (.016) (.021)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 14,035 14,035 14,080 14,080

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is the number of loans guaranteed by the business development program at the bank × year-

month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 2, and the total number of loans for established SMEs in columns 3

and 4. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. For the sake of space, we

report only the coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after,

and 12 month after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 31: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on lending to established SMEs
(controlling for bunching at the threshold)

Control(50-99) vs Treated(101-199) Control(50-99) vs Treated(100-199)
Guaranteed loans Total loans Guaranteed loans Total loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(101-199ke) x (t = −12) -.00054 -.014
(.0016) (.012)

(101-199ke) x (t = −6) -.00013 -.0048
(.0011) (.0068)

(101-199ke) x (t = +6) .0088*** .012
(.0019) (.0093)

(101-199ke) x (t = +12) .015*** .014
(.0032) (.016)

(100-199ke) x (t = −12) -.00053 -.016
(.0015) (.012)

(100-199ke) x (t = −6) -.0004 -.0052
(.001) (.0063)

(100-199ke) x (t = +6) .0082*** .012
(.0018) (.0091)

(100-199ke) x (t = +12) .014*** .012
(.003) (.015)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X X X

N 9,308 9,368 9,308 9,362

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is the amount of loans guaranteed by the business development program at the bank × year-

month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 3, and the total amount of loans to established SMEs in columns 2

and 4. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. In all columns, the control

group is defined as the e50,000–99,000 loan size category. The treated group is defined as the e101,000–199,000 loan

size category in columns 1 and 2, and as the e100,000–199,000 loan size category in columns 3 and 4. Banks which

do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude loans disbursed

more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake of space, we report only

the coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month

after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 32: Business development program : impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
the credit ratings of guarantees’ recipients

No Good Intermediate Bad Negative
rating rating rating rating net income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .06* .0053 -.034 -.031 -.062**
(.032) (.016) (.031) (.021) (.024)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.016 .0085 -.025 .033 -.0063
(.048) (.035) (.039) (.021) (.041)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X

N 7,411 7,411 7,411 7,411 7,411

Bpifrance data and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The regression sample

is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all new loans between e50,000 and e300,000, guaranteed by the

business development program and granted over the period 2012-2016. Banks which do not use the extension of the

automatic procedure are excluded from the sample, as well as guaranteed loans disbursed more than 12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure. The dependent variable are a dummy for firms with no rating in

column 1, a dummy for firms with good rating (from 3++ to 4+) in column 2, a dummy for firms with intermediate

rating (from 4 to 5+) in column 3, a dummy for firms with bad rating (from 5 to 9) in column 4 and a dummy for

firms with negative net income in T − 1 in column 5. For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated

to the change in characteristics in the period from two months to twelve months after the extension of the automatic

procedure.
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Table 33: Business development program : impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
recipients’ characteristics and failure rate

Log New Bankruptcy Guarantee
employment client filing triggered

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.2*** .1*** -.0095 -.017
(.071) (.032) (.017) (.018)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .011 -.092 .014 .023
(.15) (.065) (.039) (.032)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Industry FE X X X X

Region FE X X X X

N 7,411 7,411 7,411 7,411

Bpifrance data and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The regression sample

is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all new loans between e50,000 and e300,000, guaranteed by the

business development program and granted over the period 2012-2016. Banks which do not use the extension of the

automatic procedure are excluded from the sample, as well as guaranteed loans disbursed more than 12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure. The dependent variable are the logarithm of employment (full time

equivalent) in T − 1 in column 1, a dummy for borrowers with no outstanding credit from the borrowing bank 12

months before obtaining the new loan in column 2, a dummy for firms involved in a bankruptcy filing at a three-year

horizon in column 3, and a dummy for loans whose guarantee is triggered at a three-year horizon in column 4. For

the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the period from two

months to twelve months after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 34: Established SMEs: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the credit
ratings of the total loan portfolio

Guaranteed No Good Intermediate Bad Negative
loan rating rating rating rating net income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .013*** .0012 -.0074 .0026 .0036 .0016
(.0031) (.0052) (.0048) (.0057) (.003) (.0045)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0017 -.0077 .014** -.005 -.001 .0018
(.0032) (.0074) (.0057) (.0071) (.0047) (.0064)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

N 333,690 333,690 333,690 333,690 333,690 333,690

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The

regression sample is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all loans between e50,000 and e300,000 granted to

established SMEs over the period 2012-2016. Banks which do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are

excluded from the sample, as well as loans disbursed more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic

procedure. The dependent variable are a dummy for loans guaranteed by the business development program in

column 1, a dummy for firms with no rating in column 2, a dummy for firms with good rating (from 3++ to 4+)

in column 3, a dummy for firms with intermediate rating (from 4 to 5+) in column 4, a dummy for firms with bad

rating (from 5 to 9) in column 5 and a dummy for firms with negative net income in T − 1 in Column 6. For the sake

of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the period from two months to

twelve months after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table 35: Established SMEs: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the character-
istics of the total loan portfolio

Log New Bankruptcy
employment client filing

(1) (2) (3)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0092 .0099 -.0012
(.012) (.0061) (.002)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0062 -.0032 -.0047
(.017) (.01) (.0031)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X

Industry FE X X X

Region FE X X X

N 333,690 333,690 333,690

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (2). The

regression sample is at the bank × firm × date level and includes all loans between e50,000 and e300,000 granted to

established SMEs over the period 2012-2016. Banks which do not use the extension of the automatic procedure are

excluded from the sample, as well as loans disbursed more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic

procedure. The dependent variable are the logarithm of employment (full time equivalent) in T − 1 in column 1, a

dummy for borrowers with no outstanding credit from the borrowing bank 12 months before obtaining the new loan

in column 2, and a dummy for firms involved in a bankruptcy filing at a three-year horizon in column 3. For the sake

of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in characteristics in the period from two months to

twelve months after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Appendix

A Appendix: Variable Definitions

Variable name Source Description

Bank debt Credit register Medium- and /long-term bank debt, including undrawn

credit lines.

New loans Credit register Positive variation of bank debt (see above) at the bank-firm-

month level.

New guaranteed

loans

Credit register

and Bpifrance

data

New loans (see above) occurring within a two-month win-

dow around the month of disbursement of a guaranteed loan

(according to Bpifrance data).

No of employees Tax filings Full-time equivalent employees.

Net income Tax filings Profits after tax.

ROA Tax filings EBITDA divided by total assets.

Leverage Tax filings Total financial debt divided by total liabilities.

Bankruptcy filing Bankruptcy files Filing of a legal bankruptcy procedure (liquidation or Re-

dressement judiciaire).

Firm exit Tax filings Firms with no real or imputed tax filings available.

Firm with no rat-

ing

Bank of France Firms with Bank of France credit rating 0

Firm with good

rating

Bank of France Firms with Bank of France credit rating between 3++ and

4+

Firm with aver-

age rating

Bank of France Firms with Bank of France credit rating between 4 and 5+

Firm with bad

rating

Bank of France Firms with Bank of France credit rating between 5 and 9
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B Appendix: Merge between SCR and Bpifrance data

We merge new loans at the bank-firm-month level from the credit register with guaranteed loans

from Bpifrance files. The merge is facilitated by the fact that both data sets use the same firm and

bank unique identifiers.

Table B.1 shows the share of guaranteed loans in Bpifrance files for which we are able to track

an outstanding credit in the credit register, focusing on the sub-sample of guaranteed loans above

e50,000 (which are theoretically all tracked in the credit register data). The quality of the merge

between the two datasets is relatively good: focusing on the month m when the guaranteed loan is

disbursed (according to Bpifrance data), about 90% of guaranteed loans are tracked into the credit

register data. This share increases when we account for the fact that there is a potential delay of a

few months between the disbursement of the loan and its reporting in the credit register: indeed, if

we focus on m+ 2 (two months after the disbursement of the loan), the share of guaranteed loans

tracked in the credit register reaches about 96% .

However, the quality of the merge between the two datasets depends on the characteristics of

guaranteed loans. Especially, it is lower for two sub-samples:

• Guarantees on leasing: the share of guaranteed loans tracked in the credit register reaches only

72% in m+ 2. A possible explanation could be that banks generally have affiliates dedicated

to this type of funding: in that case, bank identifiers in the Bpifrance files and in the credit

register could not match.

• Guarantees for sole proprietorships: the share of guaranteed loans tracked in the credit regis-

ter reaches 87% in m+2. There could be two explanations for this relatively low share. First,

banks do not have to report personal loans in the credit register, however it is hard to dis-

antangle corporate loans from personal loans for sole proprietorships. Second, as for leasing,

banks could have affiliates dedicated to fund individuals and sole proprietorships, in which

case the bank identifiers in the credit register and in the Bpifrance files could not match.

Accordingly, we choose to exclude these two subsamples from our final sample.

Only medium/long term loans are eligible to the guarantee. In the credit register data, two

categories can include this type of loans: disbursed medium/long term loans and undrawn credit

lines (the latter including both short term and medium/long term loans which have not been
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Table B.1: Share of guaranteed loans (according to Bpifrance files) tracked in the credit register
data

Match in m Match in m+ 1 Match in m+ 2

All guaranteed loans 90% 95% 96%

Guarantee program

Business creation 88% 94% 96%

Business Development 93% 95% 96%

Business Transfer 89% 95% 96%

Cash reinforcement 96% 98% 98%

Legal category

Sole proprietorship 73% 83% 87%

Other companies 91% 96% 97%

Type of funding

Medium and long term loan 91% 96% 97%

Leasing 65% 70% 72%

Sample : All guaranteed loans above e50,000 in Bpifrance data, for the four main guarantee programs (business

creation, business development, business transfer, cash reinforcement), disbursed between 2012 and 2018 (N=149,676).

The table displays the share of guaranteed loans whose outstanding credit is tracked in the credit register data, from

m (month of disbursement of the loan) to m+ 2.

disbursed yet). Figure B.1 displays the aggregate dynamic of these two categories for recipients of

guarantees:

• If we focus on disbursed medium/long-term credit plus undrawn credit lines (see Panel A),

the aggregate outstanding credit of recipients starts increasing before the disbursement of

the guaranteed loan (in m − 2 and m − 1). The reason is that banks sometimes report the

loan to the credit register as an undrawn line as soon as the loan is granted (and before it is

disbursed).

• If we focus only on disbursed medium/long-term credit (therefore excluding undrawn credit

lines, see Panel B), there is no such increase of the outstanding credit in m − 2 or m − 1.

However there is a more progressive increase of the outstanding credit between m − 1 and

m+6 (especially for the business creation program), suggesting that funds are disbursed in a
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progressive manner.

Figure B.1: Aggregate evolution of the outstanding credit of recipients of guarantees (in millions
euros)

A. Medium/long term credit including undrawn credit lines

B. Medium/long term credit excluding undrawn credit lines

Bpifrance and credit register.

In order to account for the substitution between disbursed medium/long term credit and un-

drawn credit lines, we construct the measure of eligible credit as the sum of these two categories. In

order to account for the potential time lag between the disbursement of the loan and its reporting

to the credit register, we define guaranteed loans as strictly positive variations of the outstanding

credit occurring within a window of two months around the month of disbursement (according to
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Bpifrance data).
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C Appendix: Lending to non-financial corporations

Figure C.1: Aggregate lending to non-financial corporations (Me)

Aggregate statistics from the Bank of France website. New loans to non-financial corporations, 12-month moving

sum, million euros.
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D Appendix: Regressions on productivity indicators using a bal-

anced sample

Table D.1: New businesses: labor productivity, average wage and capital intensity with a balanced
sample

Value added Average wage Fixed assets
per worker per worker

T + 1 T + 3 T + 1 T + 3 T + 1 T + 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Guaranteed loan -3.7*** -1.7*** -1.5*** -.4*** -7.3*** -5.8***
(.25) (.28) (.1) (.13) (.42) (.42)

Constant 50*** 57*** 31*** 34*** 80*** 76***
(.15) (.16) (.063) (.076) (.26) (.26)

Time FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

Loansize FE X X X X X X

Employment FE X X X X X X

N 59,649 59,649 59,649 59,649 59,649 59,649

Same regressions as in Table 7 restricting to a balanced sample of firms with no imputed data in T + 1 and T + 3.
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Table D.2: Established SMEs: Labor productivity, average wage and capital intensity with a bal-
anced sample

Value added Average wage Fixed assets
per worker per worker

T − 1 T + 3 T − 1 T + 3 T − 1 T + 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Guaranteed loan -4.3*** -2.7*** -1.4*** -1.2*** -7.6*** -4.3***
(.31) (.43) (.13) (.18) (1.1) (1.3)

Log(Age) .71*** .52*** .063* .1** 9.2*** 11***
(.093) (.11) (.038) (.048) (.27) (.31)

Log(Loan amount) 3*** 3.9*** .82*** 1.2*** 7.5*** 12***
(.05) (.064) (.018) (.025) (.14) (.17)

Log(Employment) in T-1 -9*** -3.9*** -18***
(.11) (.044) (.29)

Net income / total assets in T-1 107*** -4.2*** -84***
(1.2) (.36) (2.1)

Equity / total assets in T-1 -.69** 1.7*** 46***
(.35) (.13) (1.1)

Cash / total assets in T-1 10*** 7.8*** -94***
(.63) (.24) (1.4)

Log(Employment) in T+3 -11*** -5.3*** -25***
(.13) (.055) (.31)

Net income / total assets in T+3 125*** -4.4*** -80***
(1.4) (.48) (2.5)

Equity / total assets in T+3 2.3*** 1.3*** 39***
(.34) (.14) (.96)

Cash / total assets in T+3 15*** 8.5*** -100***
(.82) (.32) (1.6)

Constant 66*** 70*** 41*** 46*** 62*** 77***
(.37) (.46) (.15) (.2) (1.1) (1.3)

Time FE X X X X X X

Industry FE X X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X X

Credit rating FE X X X X X X

N 473,457 473,457 473,457 473,457 473,457 473,457

Same regressions as in Table 15 restricting to a balanced sample of firms with no imputed data in T − 1 and T + 3.
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E Appendix: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure

on the business transmission and cash reinforcement programs

This section presents the impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the amounts of

loans guaranteed by the business transmission and cash reinforcement programs, applying the same

difference-in-difference methodology than for the business creation program (see Section 6).
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Figure E.0: Loans guaranteed by the business transmission and cash reinforcement programs around
the extension of the automatic procedure (using the matched Bpifrance–credit register data)

Panel A: Business transmission program

Panel B: Cash reinforcement program

Bpifrance and credit register data. Panel A shows the aggregate amount of loans to established SMEs guaranteed by

the business transmission program, normalized to one in June 2015, by loan size. Panel B shows the same quantity

focusing on the cash reinforcement program.
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Table E.1: Impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on loans guaranteed by the business
transmission and cash reinforcement programs

Business transmission Cash reinforcement

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t=-12) -.00053 -.00071 -.0014 -.0022
(.00079) (.00085) (.0014) (.0013)

(100-200ke) x (t=-6) -.00037 -.00047 .00015 -.00031
(.0005) (.00053) (.001) (.001)

(100-200ke) x (t=+6) .0013* .0016** .0012 .0019
(.00078) (.00078) (.0014) (.0015)

(100-200ke) x (t=+12) .00089 .0015 .0018 .0034**
(.0011) (.0011) (.0014) (.0016)

(200-300ke) x (t=-12) -.00092 -.001 -.00058 -.0018
(.0015) (.0016) (.0018) (.0019)

(200-300ke) x (t=-6) -.0012 -.0012 .00016 -.00058
(.0012) (.0011) (.0012) (.0013)

(200-300ke) x (t=+6) .0025* .0029** -.002 -.00074
(.0013) (.0013) (.0015) (.0016)

(200-300ke) x (t=+12) .00082 .0014 -.0029 -.000015
(.0016) (.0018) (.002) (.0022)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 14,002 14,002 13,601 13,601

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is loans to established SMEs guaranteed by the business transmission program at the bank ×

year-month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 2, and loans guaranteed by the cash reinforcement program

in columns 3 and 4. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which

do not use the extension of the automatic procedure for the considered program are excluded from the sample. We

also exclude loans disbursed more than 12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure. For the sake

of space, we report only the coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6

months after, and 12 month after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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F Appendix: New businesses: impact on outstanding credit

This section presents the results of Section 6, focusing on outstanding credit instead of new loans.

Table F.1: Extension of the automatic procedure in the business creation guarantee: Impact on
bank medium/long term outstanding credit

Total outstanding credit Guaranteed outstanding credit
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t=-12) .041* .025 .0058 -.0063
(.022) (.024) (.018) (.019)

(100-200ke) x (t=-6) .014 .006 -.00083 -.0069
(.015) (.016) (.01) (.011)

(100-200ke) x (t=+6) .062*** .073*** .077*** .087***
(.021) (.022) (.016) (.016)

(100-200ke) x (t=+12) .13*** .15*** .14*** .16***
(.024) (.028) (.017) (.021)

(200-300ke) x (t=-12) -.045 -.069** .0037 -.01
(.028) (.031) (.018) (.02)

(200-300ke) x (t=-6) -.014 -.025 .0078 .00033
(.021) (.022) (.014) (.015)

(200-300ke) x (t=+6) .012 .028 -.000093 .013
(.025) (.026) (.018) (.019)

(200-300ke) x (t=+12) .037 .067* .041** .068**
(.028) (.036) (.021) (.026)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 17,280 17,280 17,436 17,436

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is total (guaranteed or not) medium-to-long-term outstanding credit to new firms at the bank ×

year-month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 2, and guaranteed outstanding credit in columns 3 and 4. The

dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the extension

of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude observations after M+12 (12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure). For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to

the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the

automatic procedure.
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Table F.2: Extension of the automatic procedure in the business creation guarantee: Impact on
total bank outstanding credit (short and medium/long term)

Total outstanding credit Guaranteed outstanding credit
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (t=-12) .046** .026 .012 .00026
(.022) (.025) (.018) (.019)

(100-200ke) x (t=-6) .013 .0042 .0011 -.0046
(.016) (.016) (.0094) (.01)

(100-200ke) x (t=+6) .057*** .07*** .078*** .088***
(.021) (.021) (.016) (.017)

(100-200ke) x (t=+12) .12*** .15*** .14*** .16***
(.024) (.027) (.017) (.02)

(200-300ke) x (t=-12) -.041 -.071** .0011 -.013
(.03) (.035) (.019) (.021)

(200-300ke) x (t=-6) -.023 -.037 -.0044 -.012
(.023) (.025) (.016) (.017)

(200-300ke) x (t=+6) .019 .038 -.0009 .012
(.024) (.024) (.018) (.018)

(200-300ke) x (t=+12) .04 .077** .041* .068**
(.03) (.036) (.021) (.027)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 17,259 17,259 17,436 17,436

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is total (guaranteed or not) outstanding credit to new firms at the bank × year-month × loan

size category level in columns 1 and 2, and guaranteed outstanding credit in columns 3 and 4, considering all types

of credit. The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not

use the extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude observations after

M + 12 (12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure). For the sake of space, we report only the

coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month

after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table F.3: Extension of the automatic procedure in the business creation guarantee: impact on
outstanding credit, controlling for bunching at the threshold

Control(50-99) vs Treated(101-199) Control(50-99) vs Treated(100-199)
Total credit Guaranteed credit Total credit Guaranteed credit

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(101-199ke) x (t=-12) .015 -.011
(.026) (.02)

(101-199ke) x (t=-6) .00017 -.0094
(.018) (.012)

(101-199ke) x (t=+6) .061** .086***
(.024) (.017)

(101-199ke) x (t=+12) .14*** .16***
(.033) (.024)

(100-199ke) x (t=-12) .01 -.013
(.026) (.019)

(100-199ke) x (t=-6) .00054 -.0097
(.018) (.012)

(100-199ke) x (t=+6) .063*** .083***
(.024) (.017)

(100-199ke) x (t=+12) .14*** .15***
(.032) (.024)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X X X

N 11,494 11,628 11,504 11,628

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (1). The

dependent variable is total (guaranteed or not) medium-to-long-term outstanding credit to new firms at the bank ×

year-month × loan size category level in columns 1 and 3, and guaranteed outstanding credit in columns 2 and 4.

The dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. In all columns, the control group

is defined as the e50,000–99,000 loan size category. The treated group is defined as the e101,000–199,000 loan size

category in columns 1 and 2, and as the e100,000–199,000 loan size category in columns 3 and 4. Banks which do

not use the extension of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude observations after

M + 12 (12 months after the implementation of the automatic procedure). For the sake of space, we report only the

coefficients associated to the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month

after the extension of the automatic procedure.
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Table F.4: Extension of the automatic procedure in the business creation guarantee: Impact on
outstanding credit exploiting the staggered timing of the extension

Total credit Guaranteed credit
(1) (2) (3) (4)

t=-12 -.015 -.017 -.024 -.035
(.069) (.059) (.03) (.029)

t=-6 -.0037 -.0051 -.02 -.025*
(.032) (.027) (.014) (.014)

t=+6 .085* .082* .11*** .12***
(.05) (.042) (.026) (.027)

t=+12 .21** .21*** .2*** .22***
(.088) (.072) (.047) (.053)

Bank FE X X X X

Year-Month FE X X X X

Region and sector trends X X

N 5,763 5,763 5,827 5,827

Bpifrance data, credit register and tax filings. The table presents the estimates of regression equation (3). The depen-

dent variable is total (guaranteed or not) medium-to-long-term outstanding credit between e100,001 and e200,000 to

new firms at the bank × year-month in columns 1 and 2, and guaranteed outstanding credit in columns 3 and 4. The

dependent variable is normalized by total lending in the pre-period 2013–2014. Banks which do not use the extension

of the automatic procedure are excluded from the sample. We also exclude observations after M+12 (12 months after

the implementation of the automatic procedure). For the sake of space, we report only the coefficients associated to

the change in lending 12 months before, 6 months before, 6 months after, and 12 month after the extension of the

automatic procedure.
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G Appendix: Business creation program: impact on the profile of

recipients

Table G.1: Business creation program: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
recipients’ characteristics - controlling for sector, region and creation type

Sales Worforce Negative
EBITDA

Negative
net income

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.068* -.35*** -.031* -.036*
(.039) (.093) (.016) (.019)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.018 -.37** .0071 .018
(.067) (.17) (.029) (.028)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Sector FE X X X X

Region FE X X X X

Creation type FE X X X X

N 27,341 27,341 27,341 27,341

Same regressions as in Table 22 and controlling for (four-digit) sector fixed effect, (thirteen) broad administrative

region fixed effects, and a dummy variable equal to one if the new firms is classified as an ex-nihilo business creation.
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Table G.2: Business creation program: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
recipients’ probability of failure - controlling for sector, region and creation type

Bankruptcy filing Call of the guarantee
(1) (2)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.014 -.017
(.013) (.011)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0047 -.0015
(.018) (.019)

Bank × Loan size FE X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X

Sector FE X X

Region FE X X

Creation type FE X X

N 32,770 32,770

Same regressions as in Table 23 and controlling for (four-digit) sector fixed effect, (thirteen) broad administrative

region fixed effects, a dummy variable equal to one if the new firm is classified as an ex-nihilo business creation and

a dummy variable equal to one if the new firm is supported by the business transmission program.
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H Appendix: New businesses: impact on banks’ loan portfolio

Table H.1: New businesses: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the characteristics
of banks’ loan portfolio - controlling for sector and region

Guaranteed
loan tag

Log(Sales) Employment Negative
EBITDA

Negative
net income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .11*** .023 -.3*** -.0096 -.013
(.013) (.024) (.046) (.01) (.01)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .016 .0063 -.56*** -.017 -.0001
(.017) (.036) (.073) (.015) (.011)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X X

Sector FE X X X X X

Region FE X X X X X

N 79,076 79,076 79,076 79,076 79,076
Same regressions as in Table 24 and controlling for (four-digit) sector fixed effect and (thirteen) broad

administrative region fixed effects.

Table H.2: New businesses: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the default rate
of banks’ loan portfolio - controlling for sector and region

Bankruptcy filing
(1)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .0047
(.0063)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0088
(.0082)

Bank × Loan size FE X

Bank × Year-Month FE X

Sector FE X

Region FE X

N 91,844

Same regressions as in Table 25 and controlling for (four-digit) sector fixed effect and (thirteen) broad adminis-

trative region fixed effects.
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I Appendix: Aggregate impacts on outstanding credit

We compute the aggregate impacts of the extension of the automatic procedure on outstanding

credit (instead of new loans), using the same methodology than in Section 6.8.

Aggregate lending in the e100,001-200,000 loan size category in the pre-period over all the banks

in our sample represents 6,443 banking relationships per year, with an outstanding credit amount of

e934 million per year40. Applying the lower bound (+14%) and the upper bound (+15%) of impact

estimates, the extension of the automatic procedure generates between 930 and 970 additional new

banking relationships per year, amounting to between e130 million and e140 million per year of

additional credit to new businesses. To translate the impact on the number of loans into an impact

on the number of firms, we note that few firms obtain several loans during their first year: in our

data, for every 100 additional loans, there are on average 95 distinct recipients. We can therefore

estimate that the extension of the automatic procedure leads to between 880 and 920 new businesses

per year obtaining a bank loan. These estimates correspond to the impact on the total amount of

financing and total number of new firms if there is no substitution between bank credit and other

sources of financing.

We multiply the estimated impact on the number of new businesses by the average number of

employees in new businesses obtaining a guaranteed loan between e101,000 and e200,000 after the

extension of the automatic procedure. Assuming no substitution between bank financing and other

sources of financing, we obtain that the extension of the automatic procedure led to the creation

of between 1,760 and 1,840 jobs per year in new firms when measuring employment one year after

firm creation, and between 2,640 and 2,750 jobs per year in new firms when measuring employment

three years after firm creation.

40These figures reach respectively 6,615 banking relationships per year and 939 million per year in the e100,000-
199,000 loan size category, which we use for our specification controlling for bunching at the thresholds.
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Table I.1: Aggregate impact of the extension of the automatic procedure - outstanding credit

Conservative Optimistic
assumptions assumptions

Additional lending to new firms (per year)

guaranteed lending e140 million e150 million

total lending e130 million e140 million

Additional firm creation (per year) 880 new firms 920 new firms

Additional job creation in new firms (per year)

measured one year after creation 1,760 jobs 1,840 jobs

measured three years after creation 2,640 jobs 2,750 jobs

Same methodology than in Table 28. The aggregate impact on lending amounts is calculated by multiplying the

percentage changes estimated from the difference-in-difference regressions (reported in Table F.1 and F.3) by the

initial aggregate lending amounts. The aggregate impact on the number of jobs is obtained by multiplying the

number of new firms by the average number of jobs per new firm.
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J Appendix: Business development program: impact on the pro-

file of recipients

Table J.1: Business development program : impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on
recipients’ characteristics and failure rate - controlling for credit ratings and negative net income

Log New Bankruptcy Guarantee
employment client filing triggered

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.14* .093*** -.0059 -.014
(.071) (.032) (.017) (.018)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) .011 -.098 .013 .023
(.14) (.067) (.038) (.031)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X X

Industry FE X X X X

Region FE X X X X

Credit rating FE X X X X

Negative net income X X X X

N 7,410 7,410 7,410 7,410

Same regressions as in Table 33 and controlling for credit rating fixed effects and a dummy for firms with negative

net income.
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K Appendix: Established SMEs: impact on banks’ loan portfolio

Table K.1: Established SMEs: impact of the extension of the automatic procedure on the charac-
teristics of the total loan portfolio - controlling for credit ratings and negative net income

Log New Bankruptcy
employment client filing

(1) (2) (3)

(100-200ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.0062 .01* -.0016
(.0095) (.006) (.0019)

(200-300ke) x (+2 ≤ t ≤ +12) -.019 -.0033 -.0041
(.015) (.01) (.0029)

Bank × Loan size FE X X X

Bank × Year-Month FE X X X

Industry FE X X X

Region FE X X X

Credit rating FE X X X

Negative net income X X X

N 333,690 333,690 333,690

Same regressions as in Table K.1 and controlling for credit rating fixed effects and a dummy for firms with negative

net income.
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APPENDICES OF THE REPORT 

 

 

COMPOSITION OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE 

A steering committee was set up to oversee the study and provide a critical opinion about its methodology and its 

results. This steering committee brought together, in addition to Bpifrance, economists and academic researchers, 

all having extensive experience in corporate finance and scientific methods for public policy evaluation. Three 

referee reports, appended at the end of this document, summarize the scientific judgement of the researchers who 

participated in this committee. 

During this study, the committee included: 

- Mr. Rudiger Ahrend, Head of Division « Economic Analysis & Statistics » at the OECD, Centre for 

Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities; 

 

- Mrs Hind Benitto, Deputy Head of Unit of Economic Analysis of the Financial Sector at the French Treasury; 

 

- Mr. Emmanuel Betry, Head of Unit of Economic Analysis of the Financial Sector at the French Treasury; 

 

- Mr. Julien Brault, Research Officer at the Research and Market Analysis Division of the European 

Investment Fund (EIF); 

 

- Mr. Louis Boillot, Deputy Head of Corporate Financing and Development at the French Treasury; 

 

- Mrs Sarah Finkelstein, Head of Corporate Financing and Development at the French Treasury; 

 

- Mr. Etienne Floret, Deputy Head of Corporate Financing and Development at the French Treasury; 

 

- Mr. Thomas Humblot, Banking Economist at BNP Paribas; 

 

- Mrs Nadine Levratto, CNRS Research Professor, Director of EconomiX Lab (CNRS, University Paris 

Nanterre); 

 

- Mr. Laurent Quignon, Head of Banking Economics at BNP Paribas; 

 

- Mr. Sebastian Schich, Senior Economist at the European Investment Bank (EIB); 

 

- Mr. Simone Signore, Research Officer at the Research and Market Analysis Division of the European 

Investment Fund (EIF); 

 

- Mr. Ahmed Tritah, Professor at University of Poitiers, Crief; Mines ParisTech, Cerna. 
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Referee report of Mr. Julien Brault and Mr. Simone Signore, research officers at the Research 

and Market Analysis Division of the European Investment Fund 

November 2021 

 

The report provides an exhaustive analysis of two of Bpifrance’s guarantee programmes. The “creation” programme 

supports loans to help create new French small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The “development” 

programme helps mature companies, of more than 3 years old, grow. To identify the  causal effect of these 

programmes, the report makes use of a change in procedure at Bpifrance, whereby loans under a given threshold 

were dispensed of Bpifrance’s manual approval to receive guarantees. Instead, the new procedure would foresee 

an automatic allocation of guarantees conditional on two pre-established criteria. The document is a detailed full 

report. After a thorough presentation of the programmes and supported firms, it describes the methodology used 

and presents results and implications. The report is well structured, well written and targeted at a readership that 

does not necessarily have advanced knowledge of econometric/statistical techniques. The next steps of the project 

include a shorter working paper, which will be useful to target more technical audiences. 

 

About Section 2 (presentation of the programmes) 

The division of the study between guarantees for creations and development makes sense. Notably, whereas a 

third of total French loans to new businesses are guaranteed by Bpifrance, it is the case of only 4% of loans to 

established businesses. The macroeconomic impact is hence bound to differ. It would be interesting to know how 

the share of guarantees to total credit evolves over time and to compare it with other countries. Useful information 

might be available in the EIF’s European Small Business Finance Outlook 2020, notably page 57 (Kraemer-Eis et 

al., 2020). Allocated loans are below EUR 1.5m, with a guaranteed share between 40 and 70%, targeting smaller 

and younger firms. Interestingly, the authors find no evidence of substitution effect following the change in 

procedure between the “creation” and “development” programs and other existing guarantee programs managed 

by Bpifrance (“business transmission” and “cash reinforcement”), at least in the short run. Providing a quick 

overview of threshold levels used by other guarantee institutions would also bring useful information.  

About Section 3 (Data) 

One of the major merits of this report is to link guarantee data to Banque de France’s credit register. This allows to 

compare recipients to firms that received non-guaranteed loans, and to identify which recipients are new clients of 

the bank. The report also uses firm-level information from Bpifrance and INSEE. Looking at the data, supported 

firms were already engaged in a growth path before the loan. Initially less productive, they narrow the gap over 

time. Interestingly, their initial lower productivity appears not to be linked to lower capital intensity, but to lower 

wages. Subsequently, the increased access to financing allowed by guarantees seems to be channeled into 

individual and total wages, rather than into capital investments. This means that access to financing is a problem 

for such firms in relation with hiring and paying adequately their employees rather than just financing capital 

investments, which is an interesting finding per se.  
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About Section 4 (empirical analysis – descriptive part) 

Exploiting the linked guarantee data, the study provides a wealth of descriptive information for three non-

overlapping groups of French SMEs:  (1) firms that do not obtain a bank loan within the first year after creation;  (2)  

firms  that  obtain  a  non-guaranteed  bank  loan  within  the  first  year;  (3)  firms  that obtain a guaranteed loan 

within the first year. Such descriptive analysis is further complemented by a series of regression analyses, which 

provide an additional layer of statistical robustness to the descriptive findings. It is unclear why the report decided 

not to carry out a (non-)parametric matching between the three non-overlapping groups. It is well known that 

regression-based adjustment is a fairly ineffective way to remove selection bias from causal estimates. To their 

credit, the authors are clear about the fact that such analyses can only provide “correlational” evidence, not 

necessarily causal. In addition, an analysis based on matched sample could have provided some interesting 

insights about the probability that, had beneficiary SMEs not received a Bpifrance guarantee, a given alternative 

outcome (i.e. non-guaranteed loan, no loan) would have emerged. 

Sometimes, the descriptive part ventures on future econometric results, which could confuse readers. It might be 

better to strictly distinguish the two parts.  

About Sections 5 to 7 (empicial analysis – natural experiment) 

The study makes two important contributions. First, the use of the “délégation de décision” as a natural experiment 

is central to the analysis. It could be mentioned that this is of particular interest as far as a comparison with the 

current post-Covid situation is considered. Post-Covid guarantees were indeed generally allocated based on broad 

criteria and not on a case-per-case basis. In order to accelerate the allocations of Covid guarantees, there were 

usually no firm-level approval processes. For all companies employing less than 5,000 employees, and with less 

than EUR 1.5bn. turnover, only the bank decided on the allocation. If the loan respected the broad conditions 

defined by the law, Bpifrance was not analyzing the application (Ministère de l’économie, 2021). In this respect, it 

is particularly useful in the current context to evaluate and reflect on past examples of increases in the autonomy 

of banks to allocate guarantees.   

Second, the use of the central bank’s credit register allows to find a positive impact on banking relationships. It 

would also be interesting to know how firms in those new relationships perform compared to firms which were 

already clients of the bank. The report also crucially controls for threshold effects.  

About the results 

Overall, the results of the creation programme are positive. More guarantees are issued, to smaller - but only 

slightly riskier - firms. Beneficiaries manage to narrow the performance gap with other firms over time. This 

narrowing is good news as far as a comparison with Covid guarantees is considered. Recipients are also twice 

more likely to engage in a new long-term relationship with the bank. Finally, the positive results of the “délégation 

de décision” bid well for current guarantee programs. Further discussion of this aspect could be interesting.  

The cost-benefit analysis is a welcome addition to the analysis. The mention of the cost of saving a job from Barrot 

et al. (2019) brings additional perspective. It would be interesting to reflect on the apparently wide variations in this 

cost depending on the programmes and/or methods of analysis.   
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Considering the “development” programme, the results are inconclusive regarding the increase in aggregate loans. 

However, more firms with no credit ratings are allocated guarantees, and those firms seem to be smaller. It would 

be interesting to know if the new banking relationships created lasted in the future, albeit this data could be too 

recent to be exploitable.     

 Références 

Kraemer-Eis, H., Botsari, A., Gvetadze, S., Lang, F., and Torfs, W. (2020). European Small Business Finance 

Outlook. EIF Working Paper n. 2020/67.   

Ministère de l’économie, des finances et de la relance (2021). FAQ Prêt garantis par l’Etat. Quelles démarches 

pour en bénéficier ? 
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Referee report of Mrs. Nadine Levratto, CNRS research professor, Director of EconomiX Lab 

(CNRS, University Paris Nanterre) 

November 2021 

 

The impact study about the increase in the delegation thresholds explores the effect of loans guarantees and their 

terms of allocation, which is still poorly understood given the difficulty of providing quantitative analysis about this 

phenomenon.  The study assesses the impact of the terms of allocation of loan guarantees and, to this end, relies 

on a quasi-natural experiment, in this case, the increase in the delegation threshold from €100,000 to €200,000 in 

2015. As such, it is line with the work of David Card, recipient of the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences 

in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2021 in 2021. The combination of a classic ex-post evaluation and a quasi-natural 

experiment gives the study the scientific rigor necessary to take its conclusions into consideration. The robustness 

of the results is ensured by the numerous tests carried out and the thoroughness with which they are implemented. 

This does not prevent the study from encountering some limits relating to the stability over time of the financial 

structure of companies, especially the smallest ones, with the development of equity finance. The authors could 

also consider extensions to measure the outcome of recipients of loan guarantees, which could have a greater 

likelihood of filing bankruptcy due to moral hazard issues. Finally, to respect the rules of experimental economics 

based on natural experiments, it will be necessary to confirm the obtained results with other studies to check their 

external validity. Despite these needs for further analysis, this study sheds precious light on a specific aspect of 

SMEs financing process, which deserves to be explored. 

 

1. Background and motivation 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) play an essential role in both developed and developing economies, 

creating new businesses, increasing employment opportunities, generating innovative product ideas, and 

increasing productivity. Their role and their need for financial support have been recognised by governments 

worldwide, which have introduced a variety of initiatives, including loan guarantee systems. These instruments are 

defined as any formal scheme whereby an independent third party undertakes to cover part of the bank’s (or 

financing organisation’s) ultimate loss in the event of borrower default, in return for a fee paid directly by the bank 

or borrower. Typically, three parties are involved: a borrower who does not have (sufficient) collateral, a lender who 

provides the loan or overdraft facility, and a guarantor.  

The expected effects of loan guarantee schemes for SMEs are numerous1. At the macroeconomic level, the 

provision of credit guarantees is designed to contribute to the achievement of national policy objectives, including 

the well-being and stability of society, job creation and preservation, the acceleration of economic growth and the 

reduction of unemployment, in addition to correcting imperfections in the credit market for SMEs. At the 

microeconomic level, the provision of guarantees is primarily aimed at helping borrowers by increasing the 

 
1 Cusmano, L., The Role of Credit Guarantee Schemes and Mutual Guarantee Societies in supporting finance for 
small and medium-sized enterprises, OECD SME and Entrepreneurship Papers, 2018. Available online: 
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/sme-and-entrepreneurship-financing_35b8fece-en 
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availability of loans for SMEs, ensuring the creation, development and expansion of new businesses, improving 

access to funding for companies for whom credit is not yet available and reducing borrowing costs. Guarantee 

schemes also act on the supply side. They encourage lenders to engage with SMEs that are unable to provide 

adequate collateral or lack formalised financial documentation to prove their creditworthiness; they help them 

overcome information asymmetries through the involvement of guarantors in the application and monitoring 

processes and, finally, they allow lenders to transfer loan recovery risks to guarantors. 

France has not escaped the movement to set up guarantees for SMEs. This type of intervention was one of the 

primary missions of the “Banque de développement des PME” (BDPME), created in 1997 through the merger of 

CEPME and SOFARIS. Bpifrance has taken over and adapted these instruments and today grants guarantees 

through two procedures: the “usual” procedure, whereby banks request approval by Bpifrance, and the “automatic” 

procedure, whereby banks can use loan guarantees without prior approval of the application by Bpifrance. This 

dual system raises questions about the effectiveness of the credit allocation methods. Indeed, the increase in the 

delegation threshold from €100,000 to €200,000 between 2015 and 2016 provides an opportunity to review them. 

By giving banks greater decision-making latitude, one should expect more frequent use of the loan guarantee 

scheme because of the easier access to the guarantee. 

Several academic studies have sought to identify the effectiveness of loan guarantee schemes, in addition to the 

assessments which have already been carried out on the impact of Bpifrance schemes. An OECD report2 examined 

the approaches taken in 23 OECD and EU countries to assess SMEs loan guarantee schemes performance and 

cost-effectiveness. It concluded that rigorous quantitative approaches are rare and their application is limited by 

insufficient data. A study by the European Investment Fund3, mentioned in the Bpifrance report, investigated the 

economic effects of guaranteed loans granted under the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme 

(CIP) on SME growth in Italy, Benelux and the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden) from 

2002 to 2016. The analysis compared SMEs that received guaranteed loans with similar companies that were not 

supported by the programmes, identified through coarsened exact matching (CEM), a tool that has recently 

emerged in the literature, and propensity score matching (PSM). The objective and framework of the present study 

are not the same as those of the previous studies; it is not a report on the difference between guaranteed loans 

and the others but on the impact of the level of guarantee requiring a review by Bpifrance teams.  

2. Evaluation of the impact of raising the threshold on the companies’ trajectories  

The study proposed by Bpifrance uses an exogenous change in banks’ access to the guarantee scheme at a given 

time to measure the impact on both the volume of credit distributed by banks and the companies’ performance. As 

the authors point out, the change that occurred is similar to a quasi-natural experiment and allows using evaluation 

methods that capture causality. 

 
2 OECD, Evaluating Publicly Supported Credit Guarantee Programmes for SMEs, 2017. Available online: 
www.oecd.org/finance/Evaluating-Publicly-Supported-Credit-Guarantee-Programmes-for-SMEs.pdf 
3 Bertoni, Fabio, Massimo G Colombo, and Anita Quas, The effects of EU-funded guarantee instruments on the 
performance of Small and Medium Enterprises: evidence from France. European Investment Fund Research and 
Market Analysis, Working Paper #2018/52, 2018. Available online: 
https://www.eif.org/news_centre/publications/EIF_Working_Paper_2019_54.pdf. The method was previously 
mobilised by Oh, Inha, Lee, Jeong-Dong, Heshmati, Almas and Choi, Gyoung-Gyu, Evaluation of credit guarantee 
policy using propensity score matching, Small Business Economics, 33(3), pages 335-351. 
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The companies considered are those set up within the last year, except sole proprietorships, ineligible sectors and 

special vehicles such as “sociétés civiles immobilières”. The guaranteed loans considered are medium- to long-

term loans and consist of drawn and undrawn outstanding amounts. A major effort has been made to build 

databases that can be used to estimate the impact of raising the delegation threshold by merging files: in this case, 

the Bpifrance and the “Fichier Approché de Résultats d’Entreprises” (FARE) databases, to regress the indicators 

usually used by Bpifrance in this type of exercise, i.e. failure rate at three-years horizon, the level and growth of 

employment between T+1 and T+3, and various accounting indicators (value-added per employee, average wage, 

capital intensity measured by the ratio of capital per employee). Estimations of the sign and magnitude of the 

variable of interest, a dummy for recipients of guarantees, include several control variables such as sector, region, 

firms’ age, loan amount, etc. 

The obtained results show a higher failure rate for recipients of guarantees, which attests to the combination of 

adverse selection and moral hazard effects in the presence of a guarantee. They also show that loan guarantees 

are geared towards the smallest companies, which is completely in line with how the system works. Moreover, it 

appears that companies with guaranteed loans grow more, the coefficient being positive and significant when the 

growth is controlled for the initial size of the company. This result is in line with numerous empirical verifications 

that invalidate Gibrat’s law4 ; the average growth of a firm is a random phenomenon and therefore independent of 

its initial size. We thus find a well-known outcome of corporate growth analyses, which report higher growth the 

smaller the initial size5. On the other hand, companies whose loans are guaranteed by Bpifrance perform 

significantly less well in the sense that one or three years after obtaining the guaranteed loan, productivity, average 

wages and capital intensity per employee are lower than those without such a loan. 

Based on such differences between companies funded with a guaranteed loan and others, the increase in the 

threshold for Bpifrance’s involvement logically leads to a higher increase in loans to young companies in the tranche 

affected by the change than in the other tranches. This effect is unquestionably significant, reflecting the sensitivity 

of banks’ lending strategies to the level of the guarantee thresholds. The numerous robustness tests carried out, 

which mainly consist of partitioning the sample and taking into account differences in the implementation date 

across banks to eliminate potential sources of bias, mean that the result obtained is genuinely reliable. 

The authors then ask how the change affects the portfolio composition of companies whose loans are guaranteed. 

This question is all the more important since the guarantee is not just to secure the lender. It is also intended to 

boost companies whose growth is constrained by limited access to bank lending. The difference-in-difference 

analyses show that the result is far from neutral. In fact, the share of “ex-nihilo” start-ups within banks’ loan portfolios 

increases significantly. At the same time, both the accounting indicators (revenue, EBIDTA, net income) and the 

number of employees of the companies concerned have also fallen significantly. The decrease in these indicators 

is not an issue for banks since the procedure change for guaranteed loans between €100,000 and €200,000 does 

not affect the failure rate. This confirms the developments in the credit rationing theory, which emphasises the 

unique nature of the bank lending agreement. The form of this lending agreement is such that the lender is less 

 
4  David S. Evans, Tests of Alternative Theories of Firm Growth, Journal of Political Economy, Volume 95, No. 4, 
pages 657-672. Available online: https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/261480 
5  Alex Coad and Werner Hölzl, Firm Growth: Empirical Analysis, in Michael Dietrich and Jackie Krafft (Eds.) 
Handbook on the Economics and Theory of the Firm, Chapter 24, Cheltenham: Edwar Elgar. 
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interested in maximising profit, or consequently in companies’ risk-taking, than in minimising its risk of default. 

Since the interest on debt is repaid out of operating income, the lender is more likely to make a commitment to a 

potential borrower with a viable business model, even if its capital is moderately remunerated, than to a borrower 

seeking to generate the highest net income, which requires a higher risk. The cost-benefit analysis that concludes 

the analysis supports this thesis. In total, the number of additional jobs created as a result of the change in 

guarantee granting conditions remains modest compared with the stakes: between 920 and 1,840 jobs after one 

year, between 1,380 and 2,760 after three years. The effect on the number of new companies is also marginal, 

since this number is estimated at between 460 and 920 per year, compared with the nearly 300,000 businesses 

(excluding self-employed entrepreneurs) created annually (source: INSEE).  

3. Conclusion and recommendations 

Formally excellent, this study queries the consequences of a change in the allocation terms of loan guarantees. 

The exercise underlying the assessment carried out is technically interesting and based on econometric tools 

appropriate to the issue. It is also in line with the OECD recommendations6 in that it is based on a proven 

quantitative methodology and an extensive, standardised database. However, there remains a grey area regarding 

the predictive capacity and external validity of the results. Indeed, this external validity depends on the stability of 

new businesses strategy and financial structure over time. As the development of FinTech, business angels, and 

crowdfunding implies rapid evolutions within the funding system, the use of bank loans, and therefore the need for 

loan guarantees could decrease. While this possibility remains outside the scope of the present study, it could 

imply that the impact of loan guarantees depends on their specific context. 

Some of the mechanisms underlying the cost-benefit analysis are confusing. While the calculation of the amount 

of additional lending allowed by the guarantee is straightforward and clear under the assumption mentioned above, 

this is not the case for calculating additional companies or jobs. The guarantee represents a cost or, in other words, 

generates an outlay only in the event of repayment difficulties. When this happens, it is likely that the company’s 

survival, and therefore the jobs it has created, will be jeopardised. In this case, what does the additional cost 

measure since it corresponds to Bpifrance’s commitment before the default? These elements should be clarified in 

the light of better knowledge of the outcome of companies that have received a guaranteed loan and how often the 

guarantee mechanism has actually come into play. These elements could be examined in greater detail in a future 

study looking at the failure rate of loans granted between 2015 and 2016 over a more extended time period. 

 

  

 
6 OECD, Evaluating Publicly Supported Credit Guarantee Programmes for SMEs, 2017. Available online: 
www.oecd.org/finance/Evaluating-Publicly-Supported-Credit-Guarantee-Programmes-for-SMEs.pdf 
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Referee report of Mr. Ahmed Tritah, Professor at University of Poitiers, Crief; Mines ParisTech, 

Cerna 

December 2021 

 

The study provides an assessment of the impact on SMEs of loan guarantees granted by Bpifrance to commercial 

banks. In the absence of a controlled experiment, the study uses a natural experiment to assess this impact. In this 

case, the authors use the variability in exposure to guaranteed loans introduced by the increase in the delegation 

threshold for an “automatic” procedure. The distinction between a treated group (affected by the increase in 

thresholds) and two control groups (not affected) allows the authors to employ a double-difference identification 

strategy. The study also provides a detailed presentation of the characteristics and performance of SMEs, both 

beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries of the guarantees. The study concludes that the relaxation of credit constraints, 

through the provision of a loan guarantee, even in a period of economic recovery, enables new investment projects 

to create and grow companies to take place without reducing the quality of these projects.   

The study has a definite educational aspect. In order to carry out this assessment, a significant amount of work 

was done to merge data from multiple sources (especially Banque de France and Bpifrance sources), with 

particular attention being paid to the quality and consistency of the data. The difficulties of causal inference are 

clearly addressed. The identification strategy is well suited to the evaluation question and to the structure of the 

data. The data and their limitations are accurately described. The study does not focus on the evaluation of 

guaranteed loans per se but rather on the effects of a relaxation of the guarantee access conditions for a particular 

set of borrowers (those with new business or growth projects and needing to borrow between €100,000 and 

€200,000). The results are clearly presented, with supporting graphs and rigorous comments, while a critical 

perspective is kept on their scope (external validity) and limitations. The identification assumptions underlying the 

use of the double-difference identification method are clearly discussed and the authors present the standard tests 

for assessing the credibility of the assumptions (tests on pre-trends). In addition, the robustness tests carried out 

strengthen the significance of the results and the scientific rigour of the overall assessment. 

The authors also propose a cost-benefit analysis of the scheme. The results of this analysis, although interesting, 

must be interpreted with caution because they are based on a partial equilibrium approach. In particular, this 

analysis does not enable us to reach a conclusion on the impacts in terms of net job creation.  

Overall, this is a good piece of work that demonstrates the beneficial effects (for banks, borrowers and potentially 

the company) of a scheme that broadens access to loan guarantees. 

 

The remainder of this report is divided into three sections. First, we present comments and general remarks on 

the assessment question and the study’s approach. We then discuss the appropriateness of the assessment 

methodology and comment on the results and their significance. In conclusion, we will make proposals that could 

strengthen and increase the scope of the study. 
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1. Background to the assessment and general remarks  

Credit constraints put more pressure on businesses’ risky investments: at the time of business foundation and in 

the expansion phase. They also weigh more heavily on entrepreneurs with little borrowing history. As a result, 

these expenses are too often financed out of equity, which drains cash flow, hampers entrepreneurship and 

weakens the financial equilibrium of developing companies. In an economic recovery phase, as in the case of this 

study, these constraints can limit the job creation potential of the economy. The study focuses on two types of 

guaranteed loans in particular: guarantees granted in the business creation program and guarantees granted in 

the business development program. The populations of companies and projects targeted by these schemes are 

very heterogeneous, which is an important element in assessing and understanding their impact and in assessing 

the external validity of the assessment results.  

Assessing the impact of the Bpifrance guarantee poses a fundamental problem of causal inference: the 

counterfactual scenario, which would have prevailed (volume of loans, beneficiary companies, company 

performance, etc.) without the guarantee, is fundamentally unobservable. The naive comparison of performance 

between companies that are guarantee beneficiaries and those that are not would be biased by the selective nature 

of the loans, which, as the authors show, may favour certain types of companies and certain profiles of 

entrepreneurs. The authors propose a difference-in-difference identification strategy using a natural experiment 

introduced by raising the thresholds for delegated guarantees from €100,000 to €200,000. Indeed, the aim here is 

to assess not the impact of the loan guarantee but rather the benefits of a simplified application procedure 

compared with the case-by-case procedure. Moreover, the assessment covers an intermediate segment of loans 

and therefore cannot be extended to other loan segments. Nevertheless, and for the range of loans studied, the 

ability to access a loan guarantee through the automatic procedure does increase the volume of loans, i.e. projects 

that would not have been realised were able to be completed. In this way, the guarantee has a tangible effect on 

the performance of companies and potentially on job creation. While this result suggests that some of these gains 

do indeed reflect the effect of the loan guarantee itself, it should be noted that the simplified procedure introduces 

other factors (lower price, higher coverage rate) that apply to certain borrower profiles in particular (ex nihilo, or 

first-time entrepreneurs). It is thus difficult to separate the effect of the guarantee itself from the effects that may be 

generated by the new factors introduced by the automatic procedure, which have a disproportionate effect on 

certain entrepreneur profiles. 

Extending the access to guaranteed loans could lead to fears of an increase in defaults or opportunistic behaviour 

on the part of banks, due to the well-known mechanisms of adverse selection and moral hazard. The statistical 

analyses presented by the authors show that these mechanisms are limited. This rather unexpected result calls 

into question the guarantee application procedure. Since the price of the guarantee is not indexed to the risk profile 

of borrowers, it is surprising that the expansion of the automatic procedure has not led to more defaults. The 

question arises in particular for ex nihilo entrepreneurs for whom, on the one hand, the strict eligibility criteria 

(positive net income and a favourable Banque de France score) are not restrictive and who, on the other hand, 

benefit from a lower guarantee price and a more generous coverage rate. This result raises questions about the 

relevance (or effectiveness) of the established regular procedure for this particular group of borrowers. 

A full cost-benefit analysis remains challenging and relies on many assumptions. Nevertheless, the study provides 

a body of evidence that on the whole informs the public policy decision on the desirability of facilitating the access 
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to loan guarantees. The procedure has stimulated business creation and employment among the new beneficiaries. 

Not knowing the origin of the workers in the jobs created, it is not possible for the authors to reach a conclusion on 

net job creation.  

2. Impact assessment methodology: interest, limitations and criticisms 

Discussion on the nature of selection criteria. The ex post assessment of the impact of a loan guarantee is by 

nature difficult. In this case, the difficulties are of three kinds. In fact, loans can only be assessed for companies 

that (1) have investment projects (2) apply for a loan from a banking institution that can access the guarantee (3) 

and for which the bank actually uses the Bpifrance guarantee. There is therefore a selection process at various 

stages. First, upstream, (1) the existence of a guarantee modifies the population of companies that will actually 

request a loan and the size of the loan (2) the existence of a particular guarantee mechanism (automatic or not) 

may in turn modify the volume of guaranteed loans and, as the authors show, the characteristics of the borrowers. 

These two points are difficult to address. The very existence of the guarantee may induce companies to invest 

more. In other words, the population of companies/projects that borrow and the volume of borrowing with a 

guaranteed loan is different from the population that would have borrowed without the guarantee. It is a priori 

difficult to establish precisely to what extent these different sources of selectivity affect the estimated impact of the 

guarantee. The third source of selectivity, which appears to be the most important, is carefully addressed by the 

authors. On the one hand, guaranteed loans target companies that may have better future growth prospects within 

the SME group (e.g. younger companies). On the other hand, projects carried out by these companies are also 

structurally riskier (ex nihilo entrepreneurs). Selectivity at this level is limited by the fact that the price of the 

guarantee is not linked to the risk incurred. Because of these selection effects, a naïve comparison of the 

performance of those that are guarantee beneficiaries and those that are not is subject to a bias: the impact of the 

programme would be confused with the ex-ante differences between companies that are guarantee beneficiaries 

and those that are not. The identification method used by the authors assumes that the three selection mechanisms 

are, within each category of borrowers, unchanging over time (subject to the set of control variables introduced) 

and therefore unaffected by the extension of the automatic procedure. This assumption seems more credible with 

the identification method that uses the staggered adoption of the scheme across banks. However, one can note 

that in their baseline specification, authors present figures showing the evolution of lending before and after the 

extension of the automatic procedures. We do not distinguish significant changes in lending being concomitant with 

the adoption, which supports the interpretation that these changes are due to adoption. 

Identification strategy. Given the structure of the available data, and the exogenous change in the conditions for 

use of the automatic procedure, the difference-in-difference method used is well suited to the assessment question: 

we have a range of loans affected and not affected by the new scheme observed before and after its 

implementation. This approach assumes a homogeneous effect of the guarantee. Since the banks adopted the 

scheme at different dates, the entry date does not occur at the same time for all the units processed, and the 

assumption of homogeneity in a period of economic recovery seems rather restrictive in this case. The staggered 

adoption of the scheme by banks thus introduces additional variability in exposure to the scheme and also 

generates complications in the interpretation of the results. Recent and important developments in the assessment 

literature highlight the interest but also the limitations of interpreting results in such a context (de Chaisemartin and 

d’Haultfoeuille, 2020). These are mentioned by the authors (note 33).  
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The identification strategy is based on the fundamental assumption that the control groups can be used to estimate 

the counterfactual trend, i.e. the results that would have prevailed in the treated group in the absence of the change 

in eligibility thresholds. In particular, this assumes that the cyclical effects are the same for all loan types. Given 

that the study focuses on a period of economic recovery, this assumption should be further questioned. Estimates 

on control and treated groups built on narrower loan windows (50-150 and 150-250) would allow to check the 

sensitivity of the results to the heterogeneity of the business cycle effects according to the level of loans (i.e. the 

size of the investment projects). 

The strength of the methodology lies in the quality of the control group and its ability to reproduce the counterfactual 

trend. On this point, the graphical and statistical results seem quite convincing, as there are no differences between 

the groups that would have anticipated the change. Nevertheless, there appears (fig. 7) that volume of loans 

beyond the €200,000 threshold increases after 2016, and although moderate in the short term, it may pose risks 

when assessing the effects over longer time horizons. Indeed, over a three-year horizon, heterogeneity in the 

effects of the economic situation, depending on the groups of loans considered, is likely to be observed. The authors 

limit the risks at this level by incorporating sector- and region-specific trends. However, these corrections are not 

systematically introduced in all specifications. As an addition, could making these trends specific to the treated and 

control groups be considered as well? It is possible that guaranteed loans in the €100,000-€200,000 range are 

more concentrated in certain sectors and regions, and the increase in demand in this range of loans could then 

capture their concentration (before the treatment) in these sectors and regions.  

In general, the authors rightly attach a great deal of importance in their analysis to factors on the credit-demand 

side but pay little attention to supply-side factors. Would it be possible to incorporate factors related to banks and 

their local environment or to their degree of specialisation? Factors that measure the history of the relationship 

between the borrower and the lender would also be useful. These elements determine both the performance 

momentum of companies and their likelihood of obtaining a loan guarantee through the automatic procedure or 

not. More generally, testing the sensitivity of the results to the incorporation of supply-side information would 

strengthen the identification assumptions made by the authors. 

Choice of indicators. The authors chose to assess the impact on indicators of loan volume, indicators related to 

the characteristics of the guarantee beneficiaries and companies’ performance. Would intermediate indicators not 

enable a better understanding of the evolution of the companies’ (and banks’) strategies at the origin of the 

performance gains? Would it be possible for the guarantee to exert leverage effects on other financing mechanisms 

or even other services provided to companies by banks? The study of these effects would enable better 

identification of all the resources used that can explain the success (or otherwise) of a financing transaction. 

Inferences. Cost-benefit analyses could also incorporate uncertainty about the estimated impact. 

Results. Overall, the results of the study support the idea that companies are constrained in their investment 

projects by credit market imperfections. Reducing imperfections leads to more projects being carried out without 

reducing the quality of loans. For the most part, average effects are presented. An analysis in terms of heterogeneity 

would have provided a better understanding of the effects of the system according to certain characteristics of the 

guarantee beneficiaries (focusing on exogeneous characteristics, given that the extension also affects recipients’ 

characteristics) that can inform and guide public decision-makers on the opportunities to target or expand the loan 

guarantee schemes.  
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External validity. The authors’ results concern the population of guarantee beneficiaries (Treatment Effect on the 

Treated) of the threshold increase compared to a situation without the threshold increase. In particular, the benefits 

associated with automatic procedures are not the same according to the nature of the project (business creation 

or development) and the nature of the borrowers for the creation funds (ex nihilo and otherwise). Three types of 

benefits come into play to varying degrees: a price effect (lowering the price of the guarantee), a coverage-rate 

effect and finally a speed-of-application-processing effect. It seems difficult to assess the separate effect of each 

of these components, but it would appear that, depending on the nature of the project and the characteristics of 

the borrower, some mechanisms are effective and others are not. From a prospective point of view, an extension 

of the results to non-beneficiaries (or to companies at the margin) would give a more granular idea of the expected 

effects if the guarantee were to cover a larger population. One way of understanding these effects would be to look 

at the effects of the scheme on different loan ranges (e.g. below and above €150,000) in the treated group. Stable 

results might suggest that a moderate extension of the scheme to other groups (loans between €200,000 and 

€250,000) might (or might not) produce effects of the same size. Similarly, the authors focus on estimating average 

effects; estimating effects as a function of loan amount could provide information on the distribution of benefits.  

3. Some additional suggestions to strengthen the internal and external validity of the study. 

The authors could propose interesting analyses in terms of heterogeneity. Some factors appear to be important for 

public policy and possibly for the scheme’s targeting. For example, assessing the distinct effects of different 

business sectors, which have their own business cycles and may have different investment needs (and constraints).  

It seems that ex nihilo entrepreneurs are the main beneficiaries of the extension of the delegation thresholds. How 

do these new entrepreneurs differ from the rest of the population and from ex nihilo entrepreneurs before and after 

the change in the scheme? Could a specific effect for this population be assessed and what would be the 

appropriate control group in this case? 

Distinctions by business area could reveal complementarities between access to guaranteed loans and the 

availability of resources at the local level, in terms of labour (e.g. local tension in the labour market) or density of 

the banking network.  

The authors analyse the impact on final outcome indicators (employment, capital intensity) but little that on 

indicators for intermediate results (levels and nature of fixed assets, debt, etc.). Other complementary intermediate 

indicators would give a more complete picture of companies’ reactions and would usefully complete the analysis 

of the impacts of the guarantee as well as the cost-benefit assessment of the scheme. Similarly, analyses in terms 

of export performance (intensive and extensive margins) could provide information on the evolution of the strategy 

of companies induced by access to the guarantee, particularly at this level for the business development program. 

The cost-benefit analysis accounts for the opportunity costs of the guarantee program. The benefits are difficult to 

measure and will vary depending on the origin of the jobs created: do they involve only the movement of people in 

employment or the recruiting of previously unemployed people? A measure of the economic impact that 

incorporates, for example, the savings made on unemployment benefits, linked to the new jobs for previously 

unemployed people, would give much more economic meaning to the cost-benefit analysis of the guarantee, which 

as it stands remains fairly accounting-based. For example, what proportion of ex nihilo entrepreneurs were 

previously job seekers? 
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In conclusion, the authors present a rich and rigorous study. The study shows that public action in the form of a 

relaxation of the conditions for recourse to a loan guarantee reaches its target and can generate efficiency gains 

by improving the allocation of bank loans to stimulate investment, business creation and potentially employment. 

This result probably reflects the existence of informational frictions of varying nature and magnitude. Further studies 

would be necessary to gain a more detailed understanding of the nature of the constraints on access to credit, the 

reaction of the players, the additional resources (human and financial) used in the scheme and, ultimately, the 

economic mechanisms behind the positive impacts. Such an analysis would allow tailoring the scheme (on both 

supply and demand sides) to the very heterogeneous needs of companies and entrepreneur profiles. 
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